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aside from their marketable value, lies in
their power not to cause the rainfall, but
to regulate its distribution.
In this they
are of incalculable benefit.
When they
cover the ground about the sources of
great rivers and their tributaries, tiie

soil,

with its mosses and its accumulations of fallen leaves, acts as a vast
sponge to retain and slowly deliver the
water that falls from t lie clouds in the
form of rain or snow. When the sheltering trees are destroyed and the ground is
laid hare, all the water runs oil'at once :
the brooks that had before Mowed continporous
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Comfort for tbe Country Boys.
There is

much in the surroundTlie country lad who is
ings
train. <1 to simple w nys and homely vir
iocs,
mil who learns what a dollar is
.■"ill by actually earning it, under the
of imperative necessity, has a tre
ci,,10.11s advantage over the town hoy.
ic.i litiy sclic is arc far inferior to
1
'own o' city schools, but this is far
in->i >■ ; .an counterbalanced by the fact
Mail tlie country hoy is trained to work
from flu- time he can pick up corn cobs
to run to the, kitchen stove, till he goes
out to his nu n borne
I lie country boy lias a mile or so ot
walk to a 1:11 from srliooj w inch gives him
very

>

appetite and health.
lay or girl is face to face
Wall practical
realities. He sees how
slowly money is made on the farm, he is
ogiit 11i-m youth up the need of econolic lias the nature of winy first exp.allied to him every day in tlie week;
is
exposed to the temptations of
igornus

! tie country

tin ball room, and he is not
much to lie a lady's man betempted
■i " he lias
ccasMii to use a razor on his
d'-w i.y cheeks.
He may lie a trilie rude,
'• Hi"'
:
"1 easy m company, hut ill
1; 1 g
-oi tested race of life, it is tbe
c1111 c ii.it 11
lues to school barefooted in
in uicr.
st igies in the winter,
an.1
"ii--'
in.>iher cuts ills hair with the
11 s.
:I
ad> the chap that
1
tlie city si-liooi, with the starched
! ii ait a:,d fancy slippers, and whose
s 'ii.d wiih the lawn mower in
ncr
shops. Such has been our ob:
and we think we know what
■I

channels in summer, while the rivers that
depend on these sources of supply swell
into freshets at one season and shrink
into insignificance at another.
The recent destructive Hoods in the
north of Italy, and notably along the
river l’o, with all the misery they have
brought, are ascribed, and no dout.i with
truth, to the partial denudation of the
mountainous country about the sources
of streams.
The arid and comparatively
valueless condition of certain parts of
it. is lor
.-pain is due to similar causes
us to see,
while there i? yet time, that
similar evils do not tali upon us.
That
wonderful region of the West known as
tilt (treat Divide gives birth tu the Missouri. the N ellowstune. the Columbia, the
Colorado, and ihe North Fork of the
l'latte. The preservation 11 its sheltering forests is ol vital interest to all the
regions watered by tliese livers. The
same is true, in a different degree, of the
sources of many lesser streams within our
national territory. Sometimes, as in the
ease of the Hudson, the source of the
ever and its whole course lie within tinlimits of one Stale, and the local government is therefore master of the situation.
If New York should permit the Adirondack forests to he destroyed, she. and she
alone, would lie answerable for the eon
seipiences. Hut, in most eases, our great
rivers rise in one

States 01 i'erritories, to Mow through m In the domain
ot others oil their wav to the sea.
Here
the state authorities are powerless, and,
if the remedy is to be applied at all, it
must be applied by the federal government
Momentous interests are at stake,
and the welfare of the whole nation
demands careful consideration of them.

Cattle Market.
Tl KSda\, May I1.'. 1 '.-"i.
Amount of stock at market < *ttle, I32u. sheep
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a •; 2'*;
;unlitv 5=*; 37!- n7 "0; lirst, s', b
ccomt,
*4 5b a a 25; thinl, $3 Tag4 57
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K tb.
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Country labow—5sae |>er lb.
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*'kins—lug l le per lb.
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Just from Utah.
WOMAN WHO

A

WOl I.l> NOl
\

.Speaking

from experience, we never
books wiih such avidity as
we ii.". on red win..; tlie horses were
-hi g at the end of
lie plough land,
ne Hoys we envied
iorty years ago, beany

and laughed
1
gcans, have dropped solar hack in
icc that we have almost
forgotten

they

■

c

wore

cassiniere

Uiem.

■

Hie chaps w ho had plently of money
c. ii>
gc, and the city bred fellows, have
i.ccii as a 1 ii.c In-ard from uiuch since,
'1
the country tioys who wore plain
.0*i c- and kept close to their books in
ad coilcgc. are leading the thought
i ’"a an
it her Mates today.
[Iowa

H.iiueslead.

Why
M

Onions

are
"I

g

ati>ie

Difficult

readers

our

Raise?

to

seem

have

to

wising unions from seed. The
i v> .: gl ow and sii ,lo the onions, but
do not form bulbs.
They produce
■'k necks and
keep given and growing
in

■•

■

down

Many think this
•
:m; mate.
Possibly this is so, but
many <• tst-s the trouble is more likely
,t

■

■

by

host.

due to some of the following causes,
>>»'• y :
Pool Seed, poor land, late
so a
i-j and weeds.
liv poor seed we do
not a.' ii feed that will not
grow, but ill
bred -eed
seed grown from a crop of
'oils, ill- liest of which have been sold,
aiio timse not aood
enough to sell, planted for seed.
A -i o inifeh onion, or one with a small
bull' and a thick, imiuatuie neck, will
piodnee quite us in leh and (j u i te as good
••"king seed as the best formed bulb—
tart more seed and better
looking seed.
>ei d giown from
scallions, or from thick-ked onions, will he very sure to pro11 iioi:-. We can row down stream
■

oa
11

we can
pull up against the
1 he onion has been brought to

tiiai,

rent

j'orloetion by iiigh feeding and careful

selection, and if

would maintain what
we have gained, we must continue our
••ii" is, hat must not select the
poorest
"iiioiis to breed from.
iiv poor land, we do not mean land
that vv ;il not produce a good crop of corn
or wheat or potatoes or grass.
Land
might lie too rich for wheat, hut not rich
enough 'or onions. This same land might,
without any manure, become rich enough
loi onions.
We know low, mucky land
"her.- onions are
we

successfully grown,

altei year, without manure, hut
he
at li. -t
produced a very poor crop.
•■'led tin thorough tillage and free'■'''ii Wo n weens, which all onion
growers
lii.d so e->ential.
Onion seed should be
•"'ii tin- moment the frost is out of the
•mi'lace sod.
The land should have been
made ready the autumn previous. If this
not done, ami you have to
get the land
lead;, in the spring, you may get a fair
1
op of onions, hut can hardly expect a
lull yield.
liven if everything else is
lav orahle, if the onion patch is not
kept
free from weeds, you will be pretty certain of getting a liberal sprinkling of
seal lions.
To a certain extent, rich land
and freedom from weeds have the same

effect; both

are favorable to rapid growth,
spread out very little on the
surface ; they sti ike straight down. This
is probably why land that has been thoroughly tilled or heavily m .uured for years
is best for onions.
The fertility has had

union roots

time to get down towards the

subsoil.

[American Agriculturist.
Preservation

of

our

Forests.

BY FRANCIS PARKMAN.

There are reasons entirely independent
of economic value which make the preservation of

our

forests

a

matter of

prime

importance, and would make their ruin a
national calamity. It is not that they
have much influence on the rainfall.
Those who hold that they do so mistake
etleet for cause.
The rain produces the

forest, and not the forest the rain. A
Iciest growth may not of
necessity follow
an adequate supply of
moisture, hut the
supply of moisture is an indispensable

condition of it.

{

The utility of forests

ed

MY.

woman

some

of

attention

man and a
sharp-featurperhaps Jil'ty years attracted
at the Michigan Central De-

pot last evening. >ue seemed very talkative
and inclined to enter into conversation with
anybody who would isten. Alter a little she
cornered

pour lilt11■ woman who-- seven or
eight children kept h« r pretty bu\v and -aid
"Do you know w li*-iv we're from, Missus? N>
ot ‘-oi/rsr you doi 'i.
Well, we’re from 1'i.ah,
and this here old man" grabbing the kind-faced old gentleman by the arm) "is a brand plucked out of the burning. Just let me t.-M you
about hint." The old man colon -1 up. an-i.
waving his hand deprecatiugly. -aid "Don’t
say any thing about it, Sarah.
Keep it to yourself.'* "I'll show you who'll keep it to Iniseif.
Josiah Vetter. When I get back to Tnimaiisburg I'h shout it from the holi- top-. You >«•if I don't. Now. you keep still tili I have had
Then turning to the little woman,
my say.”
who tried to get away, she said, "Jti-t you
wait now till I get through talking. This here
husband of mine and me went to Utah live
years ago to settle, and not a word did I hear
about polygamy or any other thingamy until
last month.
1 knew that Josiah had some sort
of a hankering after Die Mormon religion, but
I just let him alone until one day a bishop came
to me and said that Josiah hud intimated a desire to lake a second wife and that lie trusted I
would give my couseut and have things all
I had a washboard in my hand
when that remark was made and I broke it
over the bishop's head at the iirst
clip. *Not
much,' says 1 ; ‘when Josiah Vetter marries a
second wife it will be when I'm decently buried.
Not much. Mr. Bishop.'
.So he limped oti.
and prcily soon when Josiah came around. I
said to him:
You and 1 are going back to

peaceable.

Trumansburg by the first train. If I'd licked
him then our departure would have been delay-

He heard from me when we got home.
We didn't exactly get the Iirst train, but I can
tell you he hustled some to get ready, so did I.”
As she paused to get breath, Josiah said courteously: "What’s the use of telling everybody
•Surah?
Let's keep it to ourselves.” "Not another word out of your head.' s: id the woman ;
“I am going to do the talking for this
Lirnily
from this time forth, and don't you forget it.”
[Chicago Tribune.

ed.

Connecticut is a great place for turning out
imitations. New Haven uloue has already sent
forth three Lulu Hursts, each claiming to lathe original Georgia wonder, and there are yet
several out-lying precincts to lie heard from.
[Opera Glass.
"1 was ail run down, and Hood’.- Sar.-aparilla
proved just the medicine I needed,” write hundredpeople. Take i' now. MO Doses One Dollar.

of

“Are you going for businc.-sor pleasure?'* -aid a
gentleman to hi- friend ale*ur t<• depart for Paris.
"For pleasure.” “Does your wife accompany you ?”
‘‘1 told you 1 was going for pleasure.”
1 am using Dr. GRAVIN’ HEART REGULATOR with great results; had Heart Disease for
nine years, so bad could not lie down.—John
McGutL Pike Station, O. Tin* Heart Regulator
cures all forms of Heart Disease, nervousness
and sleeplessness.
Free pamphlet of F. E. Ingalls. Cambridge. Mass.
A
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man's
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mundriim, "What

woman's love?

Answer-A

iwo-

temper.

He Told the Trulh!
I was troubled with Liver Complaint for years,
ami sutiered terribly. Lake the druggist advised
me
to tak.- Sulphur liitG-i.-.
i took three bottles
and now l am a well man. L. Fenner, Waterbary,
Conn.
iw'1‘1
“Only one man in a thousand can whistle.” says a
writer. That is very comforting, hut ilie
hief
trouble is that the other P9U think they can.
A Remarkable

Kseape.

Mrs. Mary A Dailey, of Tunkiiannock, Pa., was
afflicted lor six year.- with Asthma ami Bronchitis,
during which time the best physicians could give
no relief.
Her life was despaired of, until in last
October she procured a Bottle of Dr. King’s New
Discovery, when immediate relief was felt, and In
continuing its use for a short time she was completely cured, gaining in flesh 50 lbs. in a few
months. Free Trial Bottles of this certain cure of
all Throatand Lung Diseases;tt Richard II. Moody’s
Drug Store. Large Bottles 50c. and $1.00.
What this country needs most is a
scientist who can invent an attachable
apparatus for cyclones.

practical
steering

These are Solid Fads.
The best blood purifier and system regulator ever
placed within the reach ol suffering humanity, truly i- Electric Bitters. Inactivity ol (lie Liver, Biliousness, Jaundice, Constipation, Weak Kidneys,
or any disease of the urinary
organs, or whoever
requires an appetizer, tonic or mild stimulant, will
always lind Electric Bitters the best and only certain cure known. They act surely ami
quicklv,
every bottle guaranteed to give entire satisfaction
or money refunded.
.Sold at fifty cents a bottle by
Richard H. Moody.
it is only the woman who is given
away In
marriage. The man gives himse'f away before
the honeymoon is over.

“First Class
In which merit is

at once

Goods,”

recognized,

re

now, and

always have iieen, imitated, especially the

manu

factured article. Alter years of UI>or,‘and the expenditure of a fortune, in perfecting and placing
before the public that which people appreciate and
demand, some one who never had an original idea
offers a counterfeit or substitute to compete with
tiie genuine. Curtis Davis <f Co., makers of the
Welcome Soap," Ibid the above true in their case
at leant, the excellence of whose productions are
everywhere acknowledged as the “standard” of
quality, being imitated in every way that competition can suggest. Hut in the use of their goods,
the consumer realizes the full benefit of value received.
Welcome Soap confirms and sustains their

great reputation.
Said

Shakspeare, “Throw physic to the dogs,” It
was a lucky thing for Shakspeare that he died before Henry liergh could get on his track.

to

The bluebird linds his mate:
A trill
a dash of piercing melody—
Nay. coy one. why so late?
Iu every little wood a bliss to sing—
The trembling, fluttering birds;
With rapture satisfied the copses ring,
A joy beyond ail words.

To the light kisses of the odorous air
My pulses rise, and fall,
Knchanted by that timid touch, aware
()f one who stirs iu all.
1. too. am borne by influences deep;
1 tremlde, like the rose.
I. *ve hath awakened all the world from sleep—
Kor me the trumpet blows!
;I> II. U. Good-ale. in Harper’s Magazine for
■i

une.

HOPE.
A

MM)Si:.MMiat SI'OKY.

Hutu.' Bradley s ir perched upon the
piazza tailing of the Wampanoag House,
looking down with tender compassion
inti
the eyes of Mr. Jack Morgan.
Hop.- was eleven years old, and Mr.
Jack Morgan
was eighteen; hut just
now Hope felt at least forty, and looked
upon "Mr. Jack” as not more than ten.
"lou mustn’t feel so had,” she was saying, consolingly. "Thete might he a

great many worse things than going to
business. S'puse you’d broke your leg,
e
old Mr. < a iddlestone, how would
y "U feel then
W ish I had," murmured the young
man.

Hope looked shocked.
"You might die with it,” slio said,

g:lively

"Mrs.

Thompson did—only

gout. And it went to her
oomaeh. too," she added, conscientious-

hers

was

ly.
"(tit, well,"groaned Jack, “It wouldn’t

make much difference.
1 might as well
he dead as shut up in that stuffy old
i.llice in New York."
\ grieved look crept into Hope’s face.
"Don’t you s’puse it would make a
(hiierenee to other folks. Mr. Jack ?”
lie caught the little tremor in her

voice.
•It might to you, ilope, hut I don’t
know who else would care.”
"Mr. Jack!” reproachfully.
"Well, i suppose mother would ; hut
the girls are taken up with dancing and
beaux, and lather cares so little that
lie's going to put me at business, instead
'•f letting me go to college as I want to.”
•■! should think you'd want to help
your fat her, Mr. Jack.”
His forehead wrinkled a little.
•■You're a child, Hope; you can't
mulei st and,” lie said, fret fully.
Hope was willing to take a good deal
! snubbing from Jack, lutt this was a
lull- too much.
Her voice trembled
main, and the suspicion of a tear moistened the great gray eyes.
"You said I was a comfort to you
yesterday,” she murmured.
lie looked up quickly.
"Did I hurt your feelings, dear?” he
asked, with a tender inflection in his
mice, quite diff.-rent 1rom his careless
tone of a minute before.
"You are a
comfort Hope a sort of anchor, you
know, to hold on by. And to think
we’ve only known one another three
days! Wiiat do you suppose I've done
all my lite w about you ?"
The gladness came back to Hope’s
i.tee, and her voice, when she spoke, had
■

■

its

'OI.KKA I'K POLYti-

kiud-faiM «l oid

A

■

talking about.

W- -!

the past week <ii<t mo vary much from that of the
week pr<-> ni>. ( aiLn
o-t higher at tin- W c-t, Uui
'be tl;nle b<r bill, her-' < allle wouc, m>t warrant
an a'lv.oice ia
ami pi i'-t's obtain- ! 1'T I cl
prim
( title Here «li»l n-*t vary any to speak oi from those
*piote«l one week ago, -ala- ranging m -tly from
s' lugli 2
per huinlre'l p -U.nl- lorl-ho a !'-'
lie
M ills of ill
best |>>t< Were ililcn
I
the
export lra-le. Tln re was a tair all bo i..•. f < itin- tor the butcher-' tra<le.
*MI hLl* AM* I.IMII'-W e-.i
ii sheep
in 1 1.
an
b ! wi.n !i
have been costing I'uil a- mu
a- tho-were
brought in one week -i.-, she, p cost in
I ri*u. 4
n.'ib
au-i La in os *i «j 7 per to .: e w eight,
lam i cl i' tile y nr l~
Ne.tll. ail I lie W e-ti rn “be. p
were "Wiie'l by Messrs
Jloll:- A <
m-l .1. Bry
•I* n A •
all l"i -i.,light. i. Mi L. A. tl.-bi- lunl
sent in t" him 51“ •.cry extra w-thers from < enli*Wh.it Creek, N. V.. w ii.-h wor- faiifi by ||.
Sl.urbuek, being the balance of the hit purehaseil
him, most of which wen- brought in a week ago.
They were tine one.-.
SWJNK—Western 1 11 Hogs arc co-ting bntelierfrom 4'a g';i2c per 1 ilive weight Iamb i at the
being -omew bat l-.wei
slaughter Ii*.a-epit
than for several weeks pa-l

■

i"c;

more

or

[June Atlantic.

■

"e arc

Glancing with quivTing wings from hough
bough

uously and with comparative regularity
become roaring torrents in spring and dry

Brighton

of life.

The Trumpet Blows.
The brown clods quicken into creeping green,
The hushed air whispers low ;
Hare boughs burst out in tender, misty sheen,
On banks the violets blow;
The orchards blossom sudden like a bride,
And far hills melt iu haze,
\\ hile golden willows stand on either side
Along the brook's glad ways.

old bright ring.

"is it only three days?” she asked.
"It seems to me as though I'd known
You won’t forget me, will
you always.
you Mr. Jack ?”
lie h id risen from his seat and taken
one ot the little hands.

"Will you ever forget me Hope ?” he
asked.
"Ytou know 1 won’t, Mr. Jack,” grave!v.
••.Suppose you should never see me

again

alter to-day. Hopef"
little shadow went over the sunny

A
lace.
‘'These three days wouldn’t be
like other days, Mr. Jack.”
"They wouldn't he to me either, dear;

because they've taught me what Hope
is.
1 had the blues the worst way three
days ago -before you came, Hope.”
•You're getting better, aren't you?”

persuasively.

••It would he a shame, if 1 wasn’t,” he
said, earnestly “one ought to get better
with Hope around.’’
"Yes !" uttered a gruff voice behind
them the voice of Mr. Griddlestone,
who had come up on his crutches unperceived- "Hope is the best medicine I
know.
Here she was telling me this
morning that my broken leg wasn’t near
as had as Mrs. Smith’s asthma.”
"Hope told a Mattering tale,” quoted
Jack.
“Didn’t you Hope ?’’
Hope looked puzzled.
“1 didn’t mean to Matter Mr. Griddlestone', 1 only wanted to make him feel
better.”
Tlie old gentleman laid his hand kindly on the soft, brown hair.
“So you did !’’ lie declared.
“I wish
everybody took as much pains to make
people feel better as you do.”
■‘Well, I feel better,” said Jack—

too, and then you wouldn’t like it. Mr.
Morgan, if you’re ready, I am.”
“You're sure it’s safe,
Captain—
Brownf” asked Hope.
“What a laugh the Captain’s was ! It

seemed to echo all the way from Beaver
Tail Light to Point Judith.
“Safe ! with Captain Bill! Why, child,
guess you hain't heeen long at the Pier.”
“No, sir,” Hope hastened to say. “I
only came three days ago.”
“Good-bye, Hope,” said Air. Jack,
looking down into the soft gray eyes.
“Good-bye, Air. Jack.”
‘•A'ou won’t bo lonesome, will you ?”
“A little mite, Air. Jack,” truthfully.
“O, well.' I’ll be back in an hour.
Won't we Captain f”
The old man shrugged his shoulders.
’Pends on how soon you git off.”
“Well, I’m coming. Good-bye, Hope.”
The captain cast off the boat, hoisted
the sail, and in a moment they were bowling up the bay before a stiff southerly
breeze.
Hope watched them till Air.
Jack’s handkerchief faded out of sight,
and the sail had grown as small as the
handkerchief, and then, turning around,
walked slowly, and perhaps a little regretfully, to tiie hotel.
On the piazza as she went up the
steps, whom should she meet but old Mr.
Morgan. Jack’s father. It was his last
night at the l’ier, she remembered, and
Jack’s, too, for that matter, for tomorrow the old gentleman was going to take
bis son back to New York, and put him
there in pork-packing business, down in
Washington street, which lie hated.
With the thought a forlorn sort of feeling
came to Hope’s little heart; and then—
Hope always insisted afterwards that
it was an inspiration. The color rushed
up in her cheeks : she caught her breath,
and, standing before the old gentleman,
cried out, “Oh, Mr. Morgan !”
“Well! well!" he exclaimed, nervously,
“what’s the matter now ?”
“Oh, there’s nothing the matter, sir.”
Hope sobered down a little when she saw
she had really frightened the old gentleman : “1 only thought I'd like to speak to
you, Mr. Morgan.”
“Nothing to hinder,” he said, brusquely--it was Mr. Morgan's nervousness that
made him brusque, or his brusqueness
that made him nervous, I am not sure
which—“I’m listening.”
This was an unpromising beginning,
hut Hope was a brave little girl, and
plunged at once into what the old Homans used to call meriias rex.
“It’s about Mr. Jack,” she said, “lie
feels dreadfully bad, Mr. Morgan.”
"Asked you to speak to nte, did lie ?”
suggested the father, suspiciously.
Hope’s cheek Hushed with indignation.
"Mr. Jack wouldn’t do such a thing !”
she said, resentfully.
Mr. Morgan looked down through his
spectacles at the hot little face. “Would
n’t eh f” he asked. “What makes you
think so f"
“because it would be mean, and Mr.
Jack wouldn't do a mean thing, and besides I didn't make up my mind to speak
to you until this very minute.”
“And w hat did you make up your mind
to say ?” asked Mr. Morgan, not less

sharply.
Hope did

not

hesitate, though

her

heart gave a little Mutter.
••nil, Mr. Morgan !” she exclaimed “If
you’d only let Mr. Jack go to college.”
A quick look of annoyance came over
the gentleman’s face.
“Hoity-toity!" lie exclaimed. “So that
is what it is, eh? Wants to go to college, does he? Well, 1 guess he’ll have
to want.”
“Hut he is so .miserable,” Hope inter-

rupted, beseechingly.
Mr. Morgan’s look became stern.
“Pooh! pooh!" he said, brusquely,

“he’ll get over it. You run away and
play with your dolls. Never mind Jack.
1 11 take care of him.
Where is he, anyhow ?—he ought to he getting ready to
go to town with me to-morrow.”
“He’s gone out sailing,” tremulously.
“All alone?” with a quick look at the
skv.
‘■No, sir : with ( upturn \\ 1 Ilium Brown.”
“Captain who ?”
“Captain Brown, Mr. Morgan, they
call him Captain Bill."
“Oh, Captain Bill!” abstractedly, “he
ought to know how to sail a boat. But
Jack ought not to have gone with the sky
looking like this.”
“lie was very miserable, Mr. Morgan,
and he thought he'd see if it wouldn’t
cheer him tip.”
There was no answer. Mr. Morgan
was still looking up at the clouds and
seemed to have forgotten Hope.
She
moved oil'a step or two, hoping he might
speak. When he did not she turned
around and walked slowly away.
By this time the sky had really become
threatening, (treat masses of clouds
were piling up behind Tower Hill and
sweeping down over the bay. Out at
sea, as Mr. Morgan gazed, it was still
bright, but the sails that half an hour before had plentifully decked the horizon
were gone.
“Foolish fellow !” the gentleman exclaimed, “1 wonder if he’ll have
sense enough to come in.
Where’s that
child ? Here, little girl!"
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reluctant look in the di-

“Tell me now, Hope," persuasively.
Traditions of the Elders,
Hope looked around for Mr. Morgan.
no. 2.
He had gone, having thanked the sailors
At the Eastern entrance of Eggemoggin
she asked.
and suitably rewarded Captain Bill, to
Reach, and within the corporate limits of
Mrs. Bradley drew the quivering little carry the news up to the hotel, aud,
perform to her side, and, leaning down, kiss- haps to be away when Hope told her Deer Isle, is situated Conary island, containing

Hope gave

a

rection which Mr. Morgan had taken.
“Doyou think he’s wrecked, mamma?”

ed the tear-stained face.

“No, dear,” she said, “1 don’t, and 1
shouldn’t wonder if he was down at the
pier now. But you must hope, dear.
When we gave you your name we wished
it might he a sort of prophecy of your
life.”
Hope looked up, a little brighter.
“Hasn’t it been, mamma ? 1 don’t often
get low spirited, you Know'.”
Mrs.

Bradley

smiled.

“You haven’t had many things to get
low spirited about,” she said; “but you
are a hopeful little girl, generally.
Now
let us go in and watch for Mr. Jack.”
An hour afterwards old Mr. Griddlestone hobbled to the parlor on his crutches, and saw Hope looking out on the fading daylight and the tossing sea. The
rain had stopped, but the wind had
shifted, and was blowing stiffly from the

northwest,

so

stiffly, indeed,

that

Hope’s

window had to be closed. Besides Hope,
there were Mrs. Bradley, and several
other ladies in the room. Mr. Griddlestone, who had been in his room for the
last hour, wondered why they were all so
solemn ; but coming up to Hope and putting his hand on her head, he quoted,

playfully

:

‘••Mabel, little Mabel,
With her face against the pane,
Looks out across tlie night,
.'ini sees the beacon light
A-trembling in the rain.'

watch no more, no more,
With face against the paneYon cannot see the men that brown
Ify the beacon, in the rain.''
••(i

Mr. Griddlestone !"shecried, and
hurst out cn ing.
Mr. Griddlestone looked from one to
the other in hopeless perplexity.
•■It's Mr. .Jack Morgan," whispered one
of the ladies.
“He went out sailing just
before the storm, and isn’t back yet.”
Mr. Griddlestone sat down in the first

‘■oil,

chair, and wiped his forehead.
“My gracious!” tie exclaimed, “so he
did. I forgot all about it."
Closer and closer as the light faded,
Hope pressed her face to the glass. The
others went in In tea, hut Hope and bet
mother stayed behind and kept watch
alone—Hope's hand in her mother’s and
her breath coming from time to time in
short, ipiick sobs. By and by it was so
dark that she could scarcely distinguish
the outlines, and so failed to see
that a man was coming up the path until he was nearly at the stoop
With a
even

hound, Hope was at the door -only to be
disappointed. It was .lack’s father, come
hack from the pier.
“They are not in yet,” he said, briefly.
“Will you tell my wife, Mrs. Bradley ?

and I will go hack."
“Ob, mamma !” cried Hope, beseech-

“What

name’s

do

Hope,

you want,

isn't it ?”

tone arrested

Hope?

Your

“Oh, please, Mr. Morgan, mayn't 1 go
hack with you ? Mayn’t 1. mamma ! It's
so terrible waiting here."
Mrs. Bradley looked doubtful.
“1 don’t think it’s a tit night, Hope,’
she said.

I'nexpeetedly, however, Mr. Morgan
spoke for Hope. Herbaps he had found
it as terrible, all alone, down at the pier.
“Oh, let her come, Mrs. Bradley,” lie
said. “But on her waterproof and overshoes, and slie won’t get wet. She’ll be
under

at any

rate."

So

waterproof and overshoes were got, and together Mr. Morgan and Hope set off.
Hope was the first to speak. It was her
turn now to fulfil the promise of her
cover,

name.

Morgan,’’she said, timidlv.
“Well, child ?”
“Captain Brown said Mr. Jack would
“Mr.

lie safe with him.”
“That’s what they all say,” groaned
Mr. Morgan.
But it strikes me as being

presumptous."
“But Mr. Morgan—"

“Weil?”
“Isn’t he safe with God ?”
Mr. Morgan gave the little hand which
lie held a tighter grasp, but he did not say
anything. Nor did Hope until they were
nearly at the pier. Then she asked simp-

ly

“Good-bye, sis," enveloping her little
hand in his great paw. “Safe, ain’t he ?
Safe with Captain Bill!” and laughing
vociferously at his own obscure joke, he
nodded to tne young people a kindly
good night.
They had gone

a step or two in silence,
when Jack ventured to suggest: “The
secret !”
Hope clasped her hands delightedly
over his arm.
“Ob, Air. Jack, I near forgot. Wouldn’t
you like to guess what it is ?”
Jack shook his head decidedly.
“I'm not good at guessing,”he said.
“Well,” drawing a long contented
breath. “What would you like more thau
anything else in the world ?”
Jack gave a quick look into her happy
face.
“You know what I want, Hope,” he
said, gravely. “Is it that ?” “No, it
can’t be that, Hope f”
“Oh, it is, Mr. Jack ! it is!” she said,
fairly dancing by his side, which, on the

and

slippery plank, greatly imperilled Jack's equilibrium. "Your father says
you can go to college, and I’m so happy
wet

1 don’t know what to do.”

‘■only you can't see Beaver Tail Light
yet, little Hope," he added.
Hope shrunk away as though she had
been struck instead of caressed.
She
and Mr. Jack had read the sail verses
tlie day before, and she could almost
hear iiis voice, saying, with such a terrible meaning

ingly.
Something in the child’s
Mr. Morgan's step.

secret.
“In a minute,” she said ; “you mustn’t
be impatient. Good-bye, Captain Brown.”

:

“Won’t you please excuse me if 1
troubled you this afternoon, Mr. Mor-

?”
It. was a minute or two before he replied, and then he did not answer her
gan

question.
‘■If my boy comes back, Hope,” be
bis voice quivering a little, ‘'11111
may tell him he may go to college.”
And 1 lope, with a new gladness in her

said,

Jack’s happiness showed itself in silence.
“Aren’t you glad?” asked Hope, solici-

tously.

“flow did he come to doit, Hope?
Who asked him ?”
Hope wondered if Mr. Jack was dis-

pleased.
"1 diJ, Mr. Jack,” she faltered, “this

afternoon.

Are you angry ?”
“Angry?” lie stopped in the road and
looked down at the anxious little face.
“Angry, dear ? when you’ve done me the
biggest service that any one could possiby do ? I wish 1 had words to tell you
how happy and grateful 1 am.”
There was another interval of silence
after that as they walke 1 on towards the
house. When at length they were very
near, Jack spoke again :
“1 never knew my father cared so
much for me,” he said humbly.
Hope’s voice trembled a little as she
thought how Air. Morgan had been worrying only half an hour before.
“You’ll never say again what you said
this afternoon, will you, A'r. Jack ?”
Jack shook his head very decidedly.

“Never, Hope.”

“And you won’t have tie blues any?’’
•'ll' I do, Hope, I’ll think cf you, and
they will turn into the color of roses.”
By this time they had reached the hotel. where on the piazza, nearly all the
guests had gathered to welcome the wanderer back, Air. Griddlestone and his
crutches foremost. When Jack had kissed his mother and sisters, and shaken
hands again with his father, he turned
to the elderly cripple :
“It's all right, Mr. Griddlestone!” he
more

said, heartily.
“All, yes!” said Air. Griddlestone

: hut
‘Hope for a season, baife the world farewell.’'’
“So she did,” assented Jack; “But
she’s come hack, and she’s going to stay.
Isn’t she, Hope ?”
And Hope, who was sometimes puzzled by Air. Griddlestoue’squotations, asked doubtfully :
“Do you mean me, Air.
Jack, or somebody else f”

Uncle Jim's Yarn.
This is the

the “yarn” i> most
fully developed about the stove in the country
bank and store. According to the almanac,
“look out for a long spell of storms about this
time.” It recalls to the editor old “Uncle Jim,”
of Stonington, Connecticut, who ought to have
a whole Drawer to himself, for
nothing short
season

when

of it could express the
easy-going enlargement
of Ins mind in narratives.
Uncle JimWas a

retired sea captain, sealer and whaler, universally beloved and respected for bis luvdv disposition and genuine good-heartedness, not less

than for the moderation of his statements and
the truthful candor of his narrations. Travell< rs in days gone by who used to wait at Stonington in the railway offices for the New York

boat remember him well, and owe him gratitude for making the waiting hours short with
his child-like experiences. Ili> manner was
always calm, lie never much raised his voice,
or used any emphasis or
expletives, but won
the hearer to belief, by his simple,
unexaggerated manner of speech. It was delightful to
ti e
habitues to draw Unde Jim out for the
benefit of new comers. A hundred of his
stories are remembered, but the Drawer recalls
one at this moment which seems to commend
Itself by its entire moderation. It. happened
Unit one of the Yale professors, who devoted
himself to ethnological studies, was interested
in the Patagonians, and very much desired information as to the alleged gigantic stature of
the race.
A scientific friend, who knew the
Stonington romancer, told the professor that
he could no doubt get valuable information
from l nele Jim, a captain who was familiar
with all the region about Cape Horn. And the
professor, without, any hint of Unde Jim’s real
ability, eagerly accompanied hi> friend to make
the visit. Unde Jim was found in one of his
usual haunts, and something like the following
ethnological conversation ensued:
Professor. “They tell me. Captain Pennington, that you have been a good deal in
Patagouia.”
I ncie Jim. “Made thirty or
forty vovages
there, sir.”
Professor. “And I suppose you know something about the Patagonians and their habits?”
I nele Jim. “Know all about ’em, sir. Know
the Patagonians, sir, all of ’em, as well as I
know the Stonington folks.”
Professor.
“1 wanted to ask you. captain,
about t he size of the Patagonians—whether thev
are giants, as travellers have
reported.”
I nde Jim.
“No, sir,” shaking his head
slowly, and speaking with the modest tone of

sound, and, turning heart, and a feeling that now Mr. .lack
would surely come back, did not ask
back.
“Did my son say how long he’d be for any better answer.
out ?”
They watched from the pier—Mr.
“He said an hour, Mr. Morgan.”
Morgan and Hope, and a crowd of inter“Hour, eh. Well, that's all. Better ested sailors, who insisted that “the
go in the house. You’ll be blown away young fellow was safe with Captain
“thanks to Hope—hut I’m not all right if
Hill”—for a length of time that seemed
you stay out here.”
yet, any more than you are, Mr. Griddlelie had hardly spoken before the
to Hope to be hours.
The clouds drifted
gust
stone.
Suppose we go and take a sail, came howling around the corners of the over the sea—heavy, sullen clouds, that
Hope? That would freshen us up. Do piazza, and lashing the sea into a foam- seemed to threaten, if they did not bring,
you iliink your mother would let you go f” ing tempest.
Hope in her sudden fright, wreck and disaster—the waves lashed
Hope’s eyes sparkled.
the pier with restless violence, the sun
caught hold of .Mr. Morgan’s arm.
"How lovely that would he, I'll go
“Oh! Mr. Morgan ! do you think there’s beating the shore from Indian rock to indifference—“no, sir, they are not.” [It was
and ask her right o|f.”
quite probable that the captain never had heard
any danger?”
bathing beach, seemed to beat as loudly Hie
“The height of the
suggestion before.]
“Tell her we'll go with Captain Hill
“Of course in Hope’s ears; along the beach a long Patagonians, sir, is just five feet nine inches and
“Danger!” nervously.
I Town, called out Jack, as the slender there’s
danger. There’s always danger line of lights indicated the hotels, out at a half.”
little figure sped down the piazza to in a sail-boat. I wouldn't trust
Professor. “How did you ascertain this fact,
myself sea was darkness that could not lie pene- captain?”
where her mother was sitting.
in one for a thousand dollars- no matter trated -darkness that somewhere or othI nele Jim. “Measured ’em, sir—measured
It was with a slower step that, after a how smooth the sea was.
I didn’t think er enshrouded Mr. Jack.
’em. One day, when the mate and I were ashore
minute, she

came

hack.

The shadow of

passii g cloud was over
face, and tlie soft voice had
tone of disappointment.
a

the
in it

bright
a

little

•■Mamma says she’d rather not, Mr.
Jack. And she. thinks you oughtn’t to
go either; because tlie clouds are gathering and she’s afraid there's going to bestorm.”
lie gave a careless glance up to the
skv.
••oli, I guess not, Hope, and Captain

et

Hill’s .i famous sailor. Anyhow you’ll
down to the pier and see me off.
Come and we'll ask your mother.”
Mrs. Bradley made no objection.
She
had taken almost as strong a fancy to
•lack as had Hope, and was willing, she
said, to gratify “the children” in any
reasonable way.
But she warned the
young man about the clouds, and
cautioned Hope to come right back
when Mr. Jack had gone.
“Do you really think it’s safe, Mr.
Jack
asked Hope, anxiously, when
after a few minutes’ stroll along the
plank walk, they had reached the pier.
Jack laughed confidently.
“There's Captain Bill,” he said, “ask
him."
“What shall I call him f" whispered
Hope. “It doesn’t seem very polite to
say Captain Bill. Oughtn't I to say
Captain William /”
“i'll ask him,” said Jack.
“I say,
Captain Brown, this young lady wants to
know if you think it's a good afternoon
for a sail f"
The Captain looked up critically to
the skies.
“Well,’’ he said, in a dubious sort of
way that implied he might teii a good
deal about it if ho only chose. “For them
as likes this sort of weather it’s
just
about the kind of weather they like.”
Hope looked puzzled, and jack laughed.
“Thinkin’ of going out t” the Captain
continued.
“Why yes, Captain, if you’ll take me.
1 wouldn’t go with any one else.”
“Little gal a-goin’f”
“Mamma won’t let me,” replied Hope,
go

wistfully.

“Sho ! sho 1” patting her shoulder in a
way with his great big hand.
“Mas right though. Allers mind your
ma.
P’raps ‘twill be a little mite rough,

fatherly

Hope caught
quickly around,

the

came

1 had such a crazy child.”

“He was so mis’able,” faltered Hope;
“he said it didn’t make any difference
whether he lived or died.”
“Why didn’t he tell me so?” demanded Mr. Morgan.
“What did he want to
be crying about it to other people for?”
“He didn’t cry!” said Hope, now crying herself. “And he didn’t say anything, because he didn't think it would
be of any use.”
“No business to think!” roared Mr.
Morgan, almost beside himself with anxiety. “Hear that wind! Look at that
sea! There isn’t a sailboat in the bay
that could live in it!”
By this time the rain had began to
pour down, and Hope had retreated to
the back of the piazza. Hero she was
sobbing silently against a friendly doorpost, when the door opened, and her
mother came out in search of her.
“Why, Hope!" she exclaimed; “what
is the matter, dear ?’’
“Mr. Jack, mamma!”
Mrs. Bradley gave a start.
“Did he go, Hope ?”
“Yes, mamma.”
The lady looked anxiously at Mr. Morgan, who was now walking with nervous
haste up and down the piazza.
“You are worried about you son, Mr.

Morgan?”

“I think I have reason to be, ma’am.
Did you ever hear of such a foolhardy
piece of business ? And if it hadn’t been
for your little girl, I shouldn’t even have
known where he was.”
“Yes,” said Mrs. Bradley, “Hope saw
him go off—didn’t you, Hope?”
Hope nodded, too tearful to speak.
“And did he go with Captain Brown ?”
“Yes, mamma.”
“Oh, well,” cheerfully, “1 guess there
isn’t any very great danger.
Very likely
they’ve put in somewhere, Mr. Morgan ;
or perhaps they’ve come back
already,
and are waiting for the rain to be over.”
Mr. Morgan caught at the suggestion.
“Perhaps they have,” he said, eagerly ;
“Pll go down to the pier and see.”
Scarcely waiting for an umbrella, which
Hope had brought, he ran down the
steps and was soon shut out from view
by the driving rain.
“Come, Hope,” said her mother, gent-

ly.

All at once, out of the darkness came a
sound that was not howling of the wind
nor the roaring of the surf.
“Listen !” cried Hope, her quick ears
catching the first note. Don’t you hear

something

Due of the sailors had also
tone.

caught the

down there, I called up a lot of the Patagonians, ami the mate and 1 measured about li\e
hundred of them, and every one of’em measured the feet nine inches and a half; no more,
no less,
Uvery Ilian, womau, and child meas•< d
five feet nine inches and a half—that's
heir exact height.”
Professor.
“That’s very interesting. But.
captain, don’t you suppose there were giants
there lung ago, in the former generations? All
the travellers say so.”
Uncle Jim. “Not a word of truth in it, sir
not a word.
Pd heard that story, and 1
thought Pd settle it. I satisfied myself there
was nothing in it.”
Professor. “But how could you know that
they used not to be giants? What evidence
could you get? Mightn't the former race have

upwards of two hundred acres. It was first
settled about 1765, by Mr. Conary. At this
time there was abundance of wild fruit, and
the excellent pasturage made it a tine feeding

ground for
plenty, and

and deer. Bears were also
the berries of various kinds fed
hundreds of partridges. In the fresh streams
which fell into the sea and in the surrounding
waters were thousands of wild fowl of many
kinds, and mackerel, cod and halibut. Nature
had done much to make this an earthly paradise. Here Mr. Conary lived in luxurious idleness and plenty.
But, alas, in this Eden the
serpent was found. Strong drink led to frequent quarrels between Conary and Swunksus,
the aboriginal proprietor of the laud. There
was room enough for both, and
game and fruit
enough for both, but as usual the white man
wanted it all and poor old Swunksus wanted a
moose
on

part.
So bitter did their quarrel become, that one
day when at N. \V. Harbor, by mutual agreement, they parted without a fight, but at their
next meeting were to kill each other by fair
means if possible, and any means were to be
considered fair that would enable the other to
foe. They shook hands and parted.
Swunksus took a more direct route through the
woods and having a lighter eauoe arrived at the
island first and concealed himself near the

slay his

to await the coming of Conary.
Then
cheer himself in his weary waiting he took
a big drink from his rum
jug, and overcome by
the potency of the liquor fell into a deep sleep

landing

to

which proved to be his last. Conary by this
time was returning and as he cautiously approached the shore heard a loud snoring which
he recognized as that of his hated enemy. Si-

lently he landed and in the dim twilight crept to
where the Indian lay in drunken sleep, placed
the muzzle of the gun to his ear and in a moment Swunksus passed from dream laud to the
happy hunting ground. A shallow grave was
dug and all that was mortal of the red man was
soon covered from
sight.

Literature.

wrote

enjoy

were returning up the Bagaduce river to Winnoway, a boisterous, happy, careless party of
good Christian Indians. The sachem, old Sackwock, (Big Knife) sat in his canoe, a drunken,
happy man, his usual prudence and fores igh!

entirely gone. His daughter Muck-a-wis (Whippoor-will) so-called because of her melodious
voice, was with him and soon to be married
handsome young Frenchman. Between
Brooksville and Penobscot, at Johnson's narrows at half tide the navigation is very dangerous.
Contrary to his usual custom, instead of
waiting for the tide to slack he kept on hi*
course.
Their drunkenness prevented their
to

a

managing the canoes with their usual dexterity. There is a ledge in the middle of the narrows, or perhaps it might be more properlycalled falls, and into lids the tide piled their
frail barks in wild contusion. Sunups, squaws,
and tender papooses were struggling in the
mad waters.
A few escaped and among others
was Sackwoek, saved by the devotion of his followers.

Muck-a-wis was lost and floated
out by tin1 ebb tide.
Her father remained insensible many days, blit at length rewarded the
Poor

efforts made to revive him by opening his eyes
and calling for his beautiful and much loved
adaughter. They answered him: Mitht-ka
dv ! “Very bad your daughter is drifted out
by the tide.'’ The voice of Muek-a-wis imn
yet be heard floating about Johnson’s narrows.
If you would hear it go there some moonlight
evening in August, and you will hear the
mournful sounds echoing from the woods and
rocks, in the Indian tongue Mieh-a-wis; in

Knglish Whip-poor-will. Some people have
confounded the word Mitche-ka-big-a-duee with
Major Bigyuduce, the name of a Frenchman
who resided at the great eddy.
The last battle between the Mohawks anil the
Tarratines w;f5 fought within the present limits
of Stockton. Thi> was before the landing at
Plymouth. The Mohawk chief was slain, hut
the Tarratines were defeated.
A treaty of
peace was formed which is to continue as long
as the waters of the Penobscot river tlow into
the sea. The latter were to pay the Mohawk**
an annual tribute of wampum and peltries forThe treaty was faithfully observed for
many years. The Penobscot river and the
brave Tarratines were the clicetual harriers on
the East, of the cruel and man-eating Mohawks.
The latter were a terror to all the tribes of
ever.

Maine,

who

ascribed

to

them

supernatural

other things, that
they could transform themselves into any
beast or bird at pleasure, and thus wreak vengeuce upon or escape their enemies.
powers,

believing,

among

I lost'a B. Wahdwku,.

Mr. Clarkson

on

St, John and his

Organ.

In respouse to inquiries prompted bv a discussion of ex-Qovcrnor John P. St. John, of
Kansas, and his performances during the National political campaign of last year, the following private letter was recently written by
Mr. J. S. (/lark«on, of tin* Iowa State Register,
and of the Republican National Committee, and
by its recipient furnished to the New York
Tribune for publicalion :
IM.S Moines. April 21.1885.

novels. Celia Tbaxter contributes a
and there is also some other good verse,
together with the usual departments. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston.
recent

poem,

Henry Gannett opens the June number of
the Popular Science Monthly with a brief article on an irrepressible topic, in which he renegative answer to the question “Are
become Africanized?” Professor Benedict, after his preliminary discussions on
“The Nervous System and Consciousness,” develops his interesting conclusions on the correlations of thought and organization. M. de
turns

anything really lasting, whether he is to
fee-simple on fame, is still in doubt;

but many will say without hesitation that his
lease deserves renewing for some
years to

a

to

we

a

Laveleye,

and in this faith the present volume is
ottered to the public.” The Introduction, from

the Belgian socialist, writes at much
“The State versns the Man,” in anto Spencer’s “Man n-rsus the State.” Spen-

length

come,

swer

on

replies very briefly but very effectively.
The discussion is very spicy, and helps on the
subject. The eminent London biologist, Professor Flower, expounds “Whales, Past and

which the foregoing quotations are taken, gives
a summary of the life of Willis ami an estimate
of his literary qualities. The editor further
says: “lu making my selections, it has been

cer

my aim, while choosing the best, to display
as far as possible, the
range and variety
of Willis’s talents. The personal element entered strongly into all his most characteristic
works. He did not often project himself suc-

Present,”

with illustrations, giving much freshold topic. “The Fuel of the Future,”
“Sulphurous Disinfectants," “Concerning Kerosene.” and “The Mediterranean of Canada,”
are very readable
papers. “The Ways of Monkeys” is an entertaining study in a fascinating
branch of natural history; and Prof. Grote’s
“Moths and Moth-Catchers” i* a timely paper

also,

one of our best
entomological authorities.
Mattieu Williams closes his valuable scries of
papers on “The Chemistry of Cookery” by giving us the chemical story of maltose and the
science of puddings and porridges. There are
a sketch and
portrait of Dr. Alfred Brehm, the

one of the admirers of Willis and
have these capitally edited selections from his writings. 12 mo. $1.50. Charles

are

glad

to

distinguished

German naturalist and traveler,
recently deceased; and the dosing departments

Scribner’s Sons, publishers, New York.
Man’s Birthright or the Higher Law
of Property. By Edward II. G. Clark. This
little book is dedicated to the memory of \v ended Phillips, as “the noblest man American institutions have thus far produced,” and deals
with a problem—the regulation and distribution

are full of critical discussions and varied miscellaneous scientific information.

The Political Situation in
Mistek KIjIToi:

wealth—which is receiving increasing attention. Mr. Clark is confident he has found a
solution, and perhaps he has; but the putting
of his ideas into practice is another matter.
His conclusions are quite different from those

rite
ov

|

Bein obleeged to stay at home prittv close for
week or 2 past to look al ter a litter ov 9 pigs
with a vislms mother, I haint hen able lo fuller
the

Fd
an

jest
uuy

like

to

in Babbletown as close as
Events dont seem to wait for
git their pigs learnt to drink milk

of

to.

events

but will keep right on happeniu
warnt a pig in the whole
lnstid ov givin you a whole cut off

eat corn,
as

though there

verse,

the web

ov events I shall have to turn you
off today with a few remnants, Gut lean recommend them its bein all wool and a yard wide.
ov

I have made 2 or .‘> desprit efforts to do some
connected thiukiu lately but every one of tin m
has resulted in a discouragin failure.
La-t
uite as I was ,-ettin here try in to frame together some thots in the best style I'm the
master ov, Rlioda hiuted that it was about
time I was teedin them pigs. I have lived

with Rlioda long •muff to know the sooner her
are taken the better; so 1 took this one
and pale ov vittles at once and started for the
hog-pen. When I come 2 1 was standm in
Rogson’s store with that pale ov vittles hi my
h md, and tin lokal demokrtsy all u-luflin at me.
I must confess 1 felt prittv cheap,—away below cost, as it were,
l’ogson said he guessed
the penuts would make it all right, so 1 furnished them. I’ogson tines a feller the penuts
hints

It

cents, and it is sold by all
it will be mailed on receipt of that

Price 25

by J. s. Ogilvie A Co. tin* Publisher-,
Ro.-e Street. New York.

amount

A full and elaborate genealogy of the Conant
now in
preparation by Frederick
Odell Conant of Portland, which tin* Advertiser of that city says promises to he a work <>f

course

anybody

and

family is

papers.

a

is hand-omely illustrated,
and his experiences in trying to become an
Editor are particularly tunny. Bound in paper

ol

By-the-way. if that boy

a

1 shouhl happen to spell a leetle
rung in the
filter, you wi.i know the reason.) His literary
taste haint quite so discnminatin as I wish it
was.
He eats the Argus an Commercial with
the same relish he has for Sunday school

The “Bad Boy," of whom we have all heard
some of us know, has at last arrived “At
Home;” and a record of his humorous experiences is found in a new hook just issued, entitled “The Bad Boy at Home," and it containmore fun than vve have ever seen between two

or

a

ov mine
literarian I miss mv guess. He
tias got a vorashus appytite for lilterature
alireadv. Only the other day he et about a
shillins-worth ov my 25 cem, dickshunary. (If

and

covers.

by

with.
dont make

Edmund Hudson, the well-known Washington correspondent and editor, will -non prepare and publish a little volume in memory of
Ins late wife, Mary Clemim r Hudson.

dealers,

ii

:

some

inure

merry verses make up the June number of out
Little One’-. It is //.< liitle ones’ magazine.
Russell Publishing Co., Bo-tun.

before.

1 have hen eaikerlalin Lo
time, but have ben kep out
series ov unfortintt circumstances.

you for

For one thing. George Willum et up all the
ritiu paper there was in the house an spilt the
Ink 2 weeks ago, an the hens laid so tarnai
-low that 1 liketer never got eggs enuff to buy

NOTES.

covers

Babbletown.

liAnui.KTowN, May, 1ns5.

of

Dainty pictures, delightful little stories,

an

by

have been

to

to

ness

cessfully into scenes and incidents foreign to
his own experiences. With the exception of
‘Pasquale’ and ‘The Inlet of Peach Blossoms,’
all the selections in the book have this peculiarity of drawing upon their author’s stock of
reminiscences.” We are old-fashioned enough

But his shadow still walks the island he loved
well. Sometimes his deep heavy snoring
reached by Henry George in “Progress and
may be heard in broad sunlight; often is the
Poverty.” He is not in favor of the acquisition
solitary fisherman or the summer tourist start- for land
by the government, does not assail
led by the unearthly sounds as darkness gath- !
vested rights, or preach communism. To quote
ers over the deep, then the
report of a gun and from a review in the Rochester Democrat and
all is silence.
Chronicle: “He would simply subject all property to what he calls a ground rent of two per
in
Mitehe-ka-big-a-duoe,
Knglish, “very bad, cent, per
annum, representing the claim that a
your daughter is drifted out by the tide.” Many
generation has to all existing property. This
years ago when the French had possession of
money Mr. Clark would devote to paying taxes
lVntagoet, now C'astine, a large party of Intirst, and then to public improvements, etc. In
dians who had been visiting Father Leo Paris
this way every person would receive his exact
the capuchin priest there, were as usual supshare of all property, and to this share he might
plied with many things dear to the Indian add us
much as In* pleased.”
We commend the
heart,—scarlet cloth, iron tools, and last but
book to till interested in the problem with which
not least a goodly supply of French wine and
it deals. It is ably and forcibly written. («.
brandy. Decked in robes of bright new cloth, P. Putnam's
Sons, publishers. New York.
gay with wine or drunk with brandy, they
so

literary papers of the number are led by a
sterling piece of criticism upon Mrs. Olipbant,
by Miss Harriet W. Preston, and there are reviews by Baird’s “Huguenot Emigration,”
Allen’s “Religious Aspects of Philosophy,” and

Prose Writings of Nathaniel Parker
Willis. Selected by Henry A. Beers. The
editor of this handsome volume of 305 pages is
the author of the life of Willis, recently published in the American Men of Letters series,
and reviewed in the>e columns. The latter
work supplements the first, and will enable
the reader of to-day to become acquainted with
an American writer who was
certainly verv
popular in his time, whatever the critics maynow say of him.
Even Prof. Beers is not quite
confident as to the final verdict. After speaking of Willis as “for a time the favorite magazinist of America,” he says: “Whether he

|

tin- -mail' s! provereatIon.
I think he does
because he has the pleasure ov the fellers
Young (maker says he
unusual interest to those of that name, as well j always on hi> mind.
does i: to sell hi- penuts ami git some to eat
as others interested in
genealogical and histor- |
without them cost in him eny thing.
ical research. It will include much interestWe are feelin a good deal heller polite really
ing matter relating to the early English ancestry
than we was a while ago. There was a lime
and the descendants of Roger Conan!, the tir-i
not It-ng ago wh ii we !'< It kinder sick—so -ick
of that name who emigrated to thicountry,
!iut the assurances ov the Argus an Commerand who, in Hi2L was governor of the Cape
cial dident seem to do us much good, hut we are
Ann colony, and who subsequentlv, in K;2(l.
hegitmiu to look n tliibelongin intirely to
moved to Naumkeag, now Salem, where Intin past. The Heiniuen tatick pulse is normal,
built the tirst house.
<n there t aim much d tnger o\ a
relapse. c'leveIn the May number of Outing the bieyrie, a*
an I has proved him-rlf to he
a fuil-blooded
usual, furnishes the subject ot several interestL>» niineii rat aft- r all.
1 »id**i»l he git a site ov
ing articles, and is taken to Italy, Holland, R' nl».! iTun
l
praise at a low price, though, lie
across the Continent,
funning the basis of much got some Demmercratick cussiu at auction
pleasant record. Camp ife and canoeing repi ic ‘S, too.
ceive attention. •*A Yankee Sow on Herman
!)• iiiinereratick reders, do the pesky RepubRivers,” by (ieorge S. Wasson, is novel and
ierc; ns keep eternally inquiriu ov you after the
bright. The two serial stories, “The Flag of
good times which Cleveland’s elect ton wasagothe Seven Cpright Ones,” by Hottfried Keller,
m to bring with it. as they do ii- Demuiercrats
and Julian Hawthorne's “Love—or a Name,”
here in Babbletown? I'I warrant they do. for
are continued.
In criticisms, Mr. Henry A.
Kept blereans have ahum the same capacity for
Clapp's article on “Euv.’in Booth in Some N -ii- ineai,ness the world over. There i>
only one
Shaksperian Parts,'* shows < xperienee and course for us to
pursue, an that i- to slick to it
careful .study. Poetry deals with nature, and
that times
better. If anyone presses us hard
from the Editor’s Open Window there are
"ii th at pint wc can say that the bizness
iniprovcheerful glimpses of rural life and Improvement may la* like some ov the eclipses the «1ment.
manics tell u- about -visibiein the north ov InA London despatch -a>s that, a
large majority j> or center ov Al'ricky. dinks says if the war
of nonco liionuists and a respectable minorit\
in the 1 icininen-rati«■ k camp dont start up bizof Churchmen do not favor
adopting tin* re- ness we needcat >xpe<i anything from a row
vis’d Bible in public worship, and it is doubt- between
Ingland and Rushey. dinks i> welful if it will ever displace the
King James come to all the comfort he can git out ov sich
version. Besides this, tin* fact of revision be- remarks. Hi-ofti- i- agood as lost to him.
ing a copyright in the hands of two publishing He’ll tind sich things a poor
exchange, for
houses adds to the difficulty of making its u>e ‘1>
As in the past,
tnoci-.risy’ offended.
popular. There is an immense demand for yourn truly,
Jkff Dodgkk.
copies, but publishing experts say that this is
from curiosity and lite. ary interest which will
Too Much of a Rebel.
soon
decrease. The average English pres-,
broi her of Senator Black.Janies
Biackburn,
opinion may be summed up by saxiug that the
burn, isn't going to be the collector or L> xii.grevisers’ v« rsion is a good, useful and learned
ton. i Kydistrict after all.
Alter In was apwork, but its chief value i> in showing how
pomied the following -iter was dug up and
shown
tile
President
:
excellent and, on the
how faithful a
on
ii

whole,

rendering

old Testament wv have in th
translation which for more than two and a
half centuries has been received.
of the

Dkau Sir: l am in receipt of your letter of
the Kith, ami reply to it at one-*. The assertions
of the St. John people that I have printed any
1 he North American Review concludes its
letter or made any expression exculpating Si.
seventieth year with its June n.umber. P never
John from hi> dishonest courses in the last
campaign are ali pure inventions. It is proba- had so large a circulation, nor greater influence,
ble that the New York Witness may have said
nor a more brilliant staff of contributors.
This
so, for it has a great capacity and apparent!}
number discusses seven topics of vital public
a great ambition to invent and print
stupid anil
interest, by no less than fourteen eminent writmalicious lies.
I am as much convinced of the
perfidy and venality of St. John in the cam- ers, not including tin* short contributions In
paign last year as I am that there was a cam- “Comments.” “Shall
Silver be |)< monetized?”
paign. The agent he sent to me is the nearest
is answered, pro and eon, by three distinguished
friend he lias had in his life; has always been
bis agent and huckster, and there is not the economists, Sumner, l.augblin and Walker,
least, doubt that lie came to me with authority
representing Yale and Harvard Colleges, and
from St. John to sell out his candidacy for
$25,000. lie brought with him a letter from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Senator Plumb, of Kansas, introducing him “The Tardiness of Justice’ is discussed
by
and saying he knew he was authorized to
W. L. Learned, and “Prohibition in Polact for St. John.
He also showed me himself Judge
itics” by Hail Hamilton; “The Swearing Habit”
two letters from St. John, in which the matter
was
.discussed as coolly as though he were by E. P. Whipple, and “French Spoliation
offering a crop of wheat for sale. This man, Claims” by Edward Everett. The policy ot
whose name was Legate, would sit at my
the Roman Catholic hierarchy toward our Pubtable, send despatches to St. John, who was
then in Ohio, and receive answers from him.
lic Schools is assailed in a learned essay by a new
There is not the least doubt that St. John
polemic, Mr. M. C. < >'Byrne, of North Carolina,
wanted to sell, and that Legate was authorized
and defended by Bishop Keane, of Virginia,
to sell him to the Republicans for $25,000 in
with equal erudition. It Is a most interesting
cash. Things that Legate agreed to do by way
of preliminaries St. John carried out.
double presentation of an impending Issue.
St. John, the New York Witness and Voice,
“How Shall Women Dress?” is answered by
and other so-called temperance papers, are 1
think, in the same crowd, working under guise I Charles Dudley Warner, Elizabeth Stuart
of temperance in the interest of the Democratic
Phelps, Dr. W. A. Hammond, Dr. Kate J.
party, and logically to the interest of the
suloous. These papers parade me as an anti- | Jackson, and Mrs. E. M. King, the English
temperance man. and speak of the exposure of | leader of the dress reform movement.
St. John as being the work of the whiskey inThe June Atlantic is a pleasant number with
terest, when they know that 1 have a temperance record lifelong as a prohibitionist, and
I which to usher in the summer. One of the
that both personally and through the paper
which l edit, the Daily State Register, of Des I most entertaining articles in it is called “Dime
Moines, 1 have always advocated prohibition, Museums: From a Naturalist’s Point of View/’
and helped to secure it as a law in Iowa. Bui
i by the Itev. J. G. Wood, the English naturalist.
their abuse of me is but a small part of their
Kate Gannett Wells gives a picturesque descripgeneral course of meanness and their satanic
way of wearing temperance livery for the sake tion of Passamaquoddy Island and its hermit;
of personal gain by any and all means.
j there is an account of six mouths spent at
You are at liberty to make any use of this
Astrakhan, by Mr. Edmund Noble, who has
letter that you wish.
just published a book called “The Russian ReJ. S. Clarkson.
Truly yours,
vol
aud a paper on “Modern Vandalism,”
by Elizabeth Robins Pennell about Staple’s Inn,
General Wolseley has issued a farewell address, in which he announces the withdrawal London, and the Church of Ara Cadi, Rome,
of the British troops from the Soudan, and
both to be destroyed. A statement as to govhighly praises the conduct of all departments
ernment by committee, at Washington, by J.
of service during the campaign.
Laurence Laughlin and “The Forests and the
At Oscoda, Michigan, recently a mill and 5,Census,” by Fraucis Parkman, will iuterest
000.000 feet of lumber owned by J. F. Thompstudents of politics. The three serials—Mrs.
son were burned. The immeuse dock of the Au
Sable Lumber company next took tire, and 7,- Oliphant’s “Country Gentleman,” Miss Jewett’s
000,000 feet were burned.
I “Marsh Island,” and Charles Egbert Craddock's

“Ay ! ay !” he said, and leaning over
the edge of the pier, peered into tlie
darkness.
Once more the faint sound.
“Hoat, ahoy!” shouted the sailor, and
Hope in her ringing child’s voice, echoed
the cry.
been giants?”
This time a voice came back whose
Uncle Jim. “Impossible, sir—impossible.”
tones Hope was the first to recognize.
Professor. “How did you satisfy yourself?”
Uncle Jim. “Dug ’em up, sir—dug ’em up,”
“It’s Mr. Jack,” she cried, delightedly.
with more than usual moderation.
“Oil, please call out ! Let him know speaking
“I'd heard that yarn. The next voyage, I took
where we are!”
the bo’sen and went ashore, and we dug up
i lie rough
voice
repeated the cry. two hundred and seventy-live old Patagonians,
Hack came the answering shout—nearer and measured ’em. They all measured exactly
this time—and in a minute there was a five feet nine inches and a half; no difference
in 'em—men, women, and ail ages just the
flash of a white sail past the pier, a ring- same.
Five feet nine inches and a half is the
ing cheer from the sailors, answered from natural height of a Patagonian. They’ve althe boat, and then a returning flash, ways been just that. Not a word of truth in
which all at once went out as Captain the stories about giants, sir.” fHarper’s Magazine.
Hill dropped the sail, and .Mr. Jack steered the “Mary Ann” almost into Hope’s
Clippings.
expectant face.
“Oh, Air. Jack !” she cried, and, graspA little over two months of reform has suced in his arms, sobbed out the relief and ceeded in changing the word treason to
“participation in the so-called rebellion” [Portland
happiness on liis wet jacket.
Press.
You may imagine with what delight
Jack received his father’s warm greeting,
One of the duties of the Cleveland organ is to
and with what interest and satisfaction abuse John Roach every other day. Roach is
an Irishman who came to America and created
Air. Morgan listened to the story of their
a great ship yard.
If he hail become the owner
adventures, which, after all, had not of two rum shops and rallied the boys for the
been so alarming. Driven up the bay by Democratic ticket he would have been lauded.
the southerly wind, they had put in shore Mr. Roach should swap his ship yard for sauntil the worst seemed over. Hut the loons.
The Oxford Democrat says the Argus is
wind, having meanwhile changed, carried them out to sea ; and it was only after standing on the only correct position regarding
prohibition—in favor of the enforcement of the
considerable manoeuvring that they could law
while it is upon the statute books. That is
make their port.
Heaver Tail Light and true; aud no
newspaper and certainly no politthe hotels had given them their bearings; ical party in this State can stand upon’any other
but the pier itself was in the dark, and platform before the people. The people of
fearful of being dashed on the rocks, or Maine, of all parties, are in favor of enforced
prohibition. [Bridgton News.
the old stoue pier, they had cried out,
hoping to get a response from some one
One can get used to anything, even to explow ho might be watching for them.
sions of dynamite, which occasion comparative“It was your voice I heard, Hope,”
ly little excitement in London now, except in
added Jack.
the immediate neighborhood of the scare.
“I heard yours, Air. Jack,” she anPortraits of American politicians, lawyers,
swered, gleefully, “before any of the rest
of the Great Smoky Mountains,”
inventors, writers and other celebrities are to
In the skating match which closed in New “Prophet
—and, oh, such a piece of new s as I’ve be done in oil for the American
Exhibition in York, Saturday week, Suowdou beat the rec- j have all their usual interest. I)r. Holmes’s
got for you!”
Ijondon next year.
ord by 76 miles', making 1,166 miles in six days. I “New Portfolio” is also as bright as ever. The

AIUV.Im.n. \ a Oct. •>, isi;i.
1 It «\. icii y u ami our children
the iaml of the despot, Mil t'iod grant ill it I
may
-""U t-e aide to make the I'nion men of
feel ih
of my knife. Fr m this das I hold
eserv l niou traitor as my enemy, and from him I
.•'Corn to receive quarter, ami to him I will never
grant mv soul in death, for they arc cosvards and
in

My I tear \' ite

—

Kentucky

ydge

viilain.-enough.

Brother Henry amt I arrived here
without hindrance. 1 have had chill* all the way;
bill 1 hope to live to kid 40 Yankees for everv chill
that I ever had. I learn that Hardee i- stilt in the
\rkan.-as lines, inactive, and if lids proves true I
will tender my resignation ami go immediately to
I hope that I will do ms duly as a rebel
Kentucky
and a flee man. Since I know the I'nion men of
Kentnek'., I intend f begin the work of murder in
earnest, and it ever 1 -pare one of them mas hell be
inv portion.
1 want to see I'nion Mood now deep
enough for ms horse to swim in. Y- ur husband,
Ja.mks Blackbl'itn
»

This was a lit le too strong for a reform administration and the President felt ob. ged to
revoke Blackburn's commission.
The man,
however, who expressed the opinion in his
tie sv spa per that Abraham Lincoln was a cross hesveen an Andalusian jack and a sandhill crane
i- holding a commission as revenue collector in
the loyal .Stale of Massachusetts.
If Pillsbury
is good enough for Massachusetts Blackburn
ou^ht to do tor Kentucky. Besides wasn't Ibe
Interior department draped in honor of a man
wtio broached the scheme of burning northern
cities? The administration appears to be getting fastidious. [Portland Press.

Obituary.
lion. Geo. Hunt died at his residence in Poston, May 17, aged 82 years.
He was a graduate
of Harvard College and engaged in the
-study of
law. holding the office of district attorney for
Massachusetts under President Taylor, and
during a porlion of President Pierce’s administration.
He was the author of several books of
poems, the best known being “The Age of
Gold,” and for some years editor of the Boston
Courier.
A despatch from Monaco announces the
death of Francis Fargus (Hugh Conwax) the
author of “Called Back,” “Dark
Days/’ and
other stories which have gained a wide celebrity. Mr. Fargus was an auctioneer at Bristol,
England, and comparatively unknown until
the publication of “Called Back” in Arrowsmith’s Annual brought him suddenly tuto
In addition to the two books
prominence.
named above he hat! written short stories of a
kindred character for Blackwood’s and other

English magazines.

A scientific paper says that the human foot
two and a half pounds.
There are
men in this community who,
judging
from the savage looks on the faces of their
girls' fathers, will soon certify that the hutuau
foot xveighs a ton. [San Francisco Post.

weighs

young

Between 1842 aud 1860 England lost, from
contagious lung plague, it is e-itimated, 5.648,780 bead of cattle, worth $400 000,000. During
the following nine years she lost about 1,000,000
more.
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The foreigu news is more warlike.
REDMAN'S LITTLE GAME.
Judae K.>Jmun, whom the Democrats ran
It is alleged that Riel is an American citizen.
A BATTLE FOR LIFE.
for Governor last year, is understood to
The towboat Mary Lee. which left New Or- have the
The
Bartholdi statue is en route to New York.
disposition of the patronage of Hanleans. May Oth for Bath, was burned at sea on cock
county, and it is quite probable that be
Cholera
is said to have reappeared at Marthe 17th.
tire
States,
man,
the
folGeorge
gives
will, therefore, take for himself the Collectorlowing particulars: Sunday night about 11 ship at Ellsworth. At the present time he is seilles.
o’clock, when about two miles from Segutn
Josh Billings ba9 a two years’ foreigu tour iu
Mayor of the city of Ellsworth, and to-day
light. Mr. McC rever, chief engineer, discovered completes a term as Judge of the
Municipal contemplation.
that tne boat was on tire. We were laying to at
Court of that city, a position that he has held
that time, waiting for daylight to run into the in
It is a very well ascertained fact that the
conjunction with the Mayoralty fur over a
Kennebec. 1 was in the boiler room tending to
wheat crop will be short this year.
year. Ordinarily a persou having been elected
the tire,
I bad all that 1 could do to gain the
Mayor of a city would see some incongruity iu
Yellowstone Park will have a revival of popdeck. Five of the crew were asleep In the fore- the
retention of a municipal Judgeship, having 1
castle forward under the main deck. 1 rushed
ularity as a summer resort this season.
over an entire county, but Mr.
jurisdiction
forward to awaken the men. In doing so 1 was lied man has
Bartholdi, the sculptor, will be In New York
evidently nut passed many sleepbadly burned about the face. The boat was less nights because of so many honors coming
to see that the statue is properly reared.
then a mass of flames. The men succeeded in \ to
but instead he has been actively euhim,
getting out of the forecastle but had not time to ! deavoring to obtain a reappointment as Judge.
Worcester, Mass., has appropriated $28,600
get any clothing other than what they had on. Long petitions and numerous letters have been of it* liquor liceuse money for a sehoolhouse.
'Ye then had to tight our way through the forwarded to
the Governor from different
flames to get at a small boat bound on top of i1
Henry Ward Beecher says that henceforth he
of Hancock county urging his reappointto preach the doctrines of evolution.
th»- house. Kaeh of the crew was burned con- parts
ment.
Mr. Redman succeeded Hun. A. P. proposes
siderably In getting her clear from the fasten- Wiswell as Judge of the Municipal Court, reBen Per ley Poore says he has shaken bauds
ings. However, in an exhausted condition we ceiviug hi- appointment from Governor Plaist- with seventeen Presidents of the United States.
managed to launch the boat and hastily jumped ed and hi- confirmation at the hands of a Refor our lives into the little shell. There WertThe hens of Kansas are said to produce five
publican Council. A- the State Government is times as
ten of us.
Wt pulled with a will to get away
much as the orchards of the same
now
and Mr. Redman expects an
from the fiercely burning boat, and in less than office Republican
State.
from the National Government, and itwo minutes after leaving, tne steam
pipes also trying to oust Republican officials from
Russia lias ju*t prescribed a heavy import
burst, throwing large pieces of the burning office, the
Republicans of Hancock county have duty on agricultural machinery and implesteamer about u-.
Several of the men were hit generally asked tbit Geo. I*. Hutton,
he
E-q..
ments.
by tlie flying debris, but were onh slightly in- appointed his successor. Mr. Dutton, a- County
jured. The little boat leaked badly. Two men Attorney has proved himself well qualified
Iu India the barbers charge twelve eeuts for
for
with large bu« kets were kept constantly at work the
po-itiou, and the favor-that Mr. Redman thirty shaves. This is two aud a half shaves
bailing. It certainly looked a- though we must has enjoyed would hardly allow him to pose as for a cent.
perish. The water in the boat.despite the bail- a marty r because of hi- failure to obtain a
A
ing of the two men. was nearly to our knees. reappointment from the Governor.
girl, aged 20, committed sui[Portland cide Philadelphia
Half an hour after leaving, we espied a vessel’- < or. Boston Journal.
because of mortification at her father's
drunkenness.
light. For that we pulled the fast sinking boat.
Mr. Dutton has been appointed.
The wind, which was fresh and northwest,
A CASE OF MISREPRESENTATION.
Fall River has negotiated a temporary loan in
greatly retarded our efforts. F<»r nearly two
It has been given out that Mr. Blaine has Boston at the lowest rate yet known in the hishour-, expecting every moment to sink, we
worked our way to the vessel bearing the personally besought the President not to make tory ot the city.
light. Thi- proved to he the ti-hing schooner. Mr. Morton Po-tmasler of Augusta. Some
One hundred and twenty-five thousand boxes
Gu*si» Smith. Captain Leavitt, of Bath. When
paper.- have gone -o far as to state that this of oranges have been shipped from Riverside.
we reached her we were
nearly gone from ex- was the object of Mr. Blaine's call upon the Cal., during the season.
haustion. With aching burn-, shivering with President. Tho-e who know Mr. Blaine know
Australia lost $43,000,000 from pleuro-pneucold ami wet to the skin, we were taken on | that it i- not like him to do such thing-, and we
board of tin- -choom r and partially provided have the be-t authority for the statement that monia, introduced by a single cow that was
with dry clothing.
The -ehootier’s erew pro- Mr. Blaine ha- never made such a reque-t of supposed to have recovered.
vided us with m»t coffee and food, and every- the P.csiueiit, directly ur indirectly.
Equally
A new contract has been signed between the
thing possible for our eotuforl was done b\ falsi is the statement to the effect that the Overland
Railway and the Pacific Mail SteamCap!. Leavitt ami bis kind hearted men. At Ma i* Senators took occa-ion to inform the
ship
Coinpauy for six months.
day light w- wen landed at >m:n! Point and President that in the event ol Mr. Morton's
The only lady who was made an orderly serbrought to Bath, where we were kindly eared nomination they would secure his rejection in
for ai the >ailors* Home.
(.'apt. Law den lo-t the Senate. This would have been in the geant during the war was Miss Theresa Kelly,
nature of a threat, and both the Maine Senators
It
every thing except the cloth*-* he stood in.
now a resident of Cleveland, O.
" a- a narrow
escape for our crew of ten m> n. are men of too long experience in public affairs
to be guilty of such indi-cretion. to -ay nothing
and I hope that 1 will never met with such an
According to the report of H. G. Hanks the
of the bad t isle of such all at.
That these J total number of mineral species already found
experience agaiu.
gentlemen did. in the ciir-e of a conversation ill the Slate of California i* 161.
T1IK 8T.ATV HUAliD OF HKALTH.
witn the President, express the hope that he
Protection iu the way of mail subsidies cost
A special uniting ot ihi State Hoard of would not
appoint Mr. Morton, and gave the
Health was In id a: Augu-t >«tuidi\. Six of reasons then ! »r. there is m» doubt, but that Great Britain last year nearly $1,250,000 more
than 1 tie amount received for postage.
the sf \rii un tubers were p!*-s.-tit. A number
they claimed to represent Mr. Blaine or threatof very important movements were decided cned to
secure the rejection of Mr. Morton, if
The examination of candidates for the naval
In
tin*
tir-t
i>
there
to
he
sent
to
upon.
place
nominated, is fai-e. It i- as mueh due to the academy has been concluded and not more than
the health committee of every town and city in
President a- to the Maine Senators and Mr. 2o out of a cla.*s of 77 will be admitted.
tie- State all abstract "f ail tin saniiury laws of
Blaine to deny tin reports which have occupied
Maine, with a cinuhrof instruction ns to the -o much
R. H. Newell, better known as “Orpheus C.
space in the Democratic and Muguuties of health officers.
According to the wump papers. We assume, also, tine the re- K«*rr.*' who a* a writer was once very popular, ;
statutes tin
iectmeu of a town are the health
i*
now broken down, old and despondent.
that
eei
tain
have
Senator-aid
that
portthey
'•» the \n ople eh ct a special
•ommittee,
would not vote against Mr. Morton's confirmaMes*i\*. R. M. Pulsifer, of the Boston Herald,
committee on
ieue at tin annual town me* t- tion before
they have heard the case are equally
ing. The samtaiy laws, excepting that relat- groundles-. I’tiib <1 State Senator- are not in and Charles A. Dana of the New York 8uu,
ing to vaccination. tVr been
studiously ig- the habit of telling w hat they propose to do in are both devout and active Swedenborgiaus.
nored for many vears r is pr-»b:,:»n* that the s«- secret sessions.
There is a movement on foot at Fall River,
[Boston Journal.
lectmen arc commoulv unaware of their duties
M i's., among the mills there to continue the
A POPTI.AR CONST I. GENERAL.
in till' regard.
This
ircibar win mo an tin
curtailment on production.* two month* longer.
needed information, and tt i' hope*! will awakThe Washington. It
Evening Critic of
en these officers t<- a sense uf their grave rethe 201Ij hus* the following: “It was learned at
A tank of boiling lard exploded in a factory
sponsibilities Another circular will be issued !li« Slate Department thi- morning that tiere at Williamsburg. N. Y.,Saturday evening. Oue :
on the Mini* et. ot cholera, instructing the peohad been a commercial upri-ing in Halifax over man k»i bis life aud several others were
injurple as to the best in* am *>f avoiding this dis- the contemplated change in the ofliee of Coii-ul ed.
ease; and a third will be distributed to school (General. Several weeks ago Mr. Wakt held G.
Forest tires have destroyed a large amount of
boards, advising them concerning the principles Frye of .Maine placed hi- resignation at the disto be observed in tin- construction of schoolposal of lb*- department, but the Nova Scotian property in the lumber regions of Bradford
houses.
These circulars wili be particularly merchants were convinced that his action was and Sullivan counties, l'a., during the past few
timely, tlie on*- because every bo !y ;> anxious- not voluntary. A- Mr. Bayard expressed the das s.
ly watching tin progress of the disease which situation, it emed a- if the whole country was
The growing cane in Louisiana promises an
has previously been so destructive of life in this aroused in the intere-t of Frye’s retention. A
abundant sugar yield.
Judging from the
country, and wants to know vvliat to do to pn- great bundle of petition- ha- been forwarded
acreage the crop will amount to 250,000 hogsvent its entrance to his own town; the other to the 1‘resi h nt asking that Frye be continued
head.-.
because the season of school vacation is at in office, and repn senling the desirability of his
hand, and the plans for building, repairing and -erviees Hi protecting and fostering the comThe Illinois Legislature has passed a bill proarranging selioollioiises are being thought of. mercial relations between Nova Scotia and the hibiting telephone companies from charging
As the ins; legislature passed a law requiring Mule-,
li i- not believed he will be retained." more tl.an
per month for the use of a telephysiology t*> be taught m the schools of the
HOMEWARD JtOT.NI> PILGRIMS.
phone.
the
Hoard
will
xamine
into
the
merits
State,
All the way from East port to Washington
A passenger on the Lake Shore Railway was
of the various text books on the subject and
make recommendations to th school commit- the hotel keeper- are getting rich out of the ejected from a train some time ago and pertees,
Each of the several matters mentioned tide of travel which flow-between Maine and manently injured. Friday a verdict was renderthe capital, oflic—eekers, office-brokers, men
ed in his favor for $4*.700.
was assigned to a special committee of
the i
board, and the reports vviil soon he made pub- working for party and men working for self,
The historian George Bancroft is in such
have been moving in a steady procession for
lie.
three month- to and from the Whit* House, good health, that he is seen in saddle almost
un:
a. it. i:n( amp.mf.m at i*oi:tj.am>.
and it is precious little satisfaction they have ; daily in Washington, generally riding out with
The following will probably be the program- obtained -o far. The current i- now setting hi- friend Librarian Spofford.
me for the several days of the G. A. li. Entoward home, and sundry men who are not
The cases of Maekin and Gallagher, the men
campment, at 1'ortiand. next month: Monday, much known in Maine, bin get advertised a- i who
the ballots in the box in a Chicago
arrival day and assignment of quarters; Tm s- great men when they -trike Washington hob-ls, wardchanged
at the last Presidential ejection, will go
day, parade ami reception of Commander are now eastward bound. Portland Cor. Bos- to the United States
supreme court.
Kuntz at City Hall in the evening: W.-dm-s-' ton Herald.
F.
A.
Switzar
of
St.
day, encampment meeting, two balloon ascenLouis, has been appointA HATCH O! con tndrt.ms.
sions during the day. reception of the Woman’s
ed chief of the bureau of statistics of the treasWho know- whether F I Wilson is going to
National Relief Corps at City Hal! in the VeilMr. Joseph N. Whitney of
a
ft place under the secretary ..f the; ury department.
ing, with fireworks and camp-tire on the East- get
Maine, has been reinstated as chief clerk of the
treasury, or whether hi- i>.*v Bion i- or is not bureau.
ern Promenade; 'Thursday, encampment meetto !>•■ well provided f* r?
Who knovving, Woman’s Relief Corps of Maine will en- going
The Canadian Court of Appeals has decided
tertain the National R-lief < orps by a sail in wheiher or not .John B. Redman i- going to get
uii-sion or stay at horn*' and run
foreign
that a marriage between a white man and an
good
Portland Harbor, and other xcursion* w i | he
for Governor again? Who know- whether Bill
Indian maiden according to the custom of the
taken to tile mountains, the is.amis and Old
Mela liau i- or i- not coining home to boss east- tribe is legal. Three millions of dollar- were
Orchard; Friday, encampment meeting and ern
Maine? Who know what Mr. .J. I*. Bass’ involved in the decision.
grand clam hake and banquet on one of th* Bufl’alo
acquaint uucc may be worth to him. or
islands in the harbor; Saturday, break camps.
Victor Hugo died in Paris last Friday. His j
whu! it may cost th*' party?
Who know- j
whether Ciiarle- Baker will be Cnifed State- last words were: “Adieu, Jeanne, adieu,” ad-j
CONUKKoATIONALIST CONFKKKNl K.
dressed to his favorite grand-daughter. His
The State C**ngr»gationa!i*«t conference will I marshal? Who know-what lion. William A. funeral took
(.rum we 11 think- of what i- going on? [Ibid.
place yesterday. He bequeathed
meet in Lewiston June lb. G-n. Joshua L.
In- manuscripts to France.
JOTTINGS.
Chamberlain presiding. On tin-evening of that
At a meeting of a gang of anarchists in Chiday Congressman Dingh y will op* n a dix-us\ -teran l nion soldier- are b'-ing removed
.*ion on “'The Relation of tin* ( hurch to th*
from tlie Tr* a-ury Department.
cago Sunday, one of the speakers abused the j
Masses.’’ Rev. C. 11. Daniels will speak on
meinon of Lincoln, called Gen. Logan a liar,
Tile N* vv York World -ay- «ditoriul!y that
“The Gospel in Our Cities." ami Prof. L. F.
and a riot ensued, the speaker being bustMr. Morton will not supersede Mr. Manley as :
Stearns will follow in a discussion on “The Fuled and hooted off the platform.
Postmaster in Augu-ta.
ture of Our Country Church s." On the folDespatches from points in San Joaquin
lowing day S cretary A. i>. Dunning will lead ! Mr. Blaine sent the following telegram to
in an address on Sunday sehooi matters, follow- Gi : 1» r:.I Logan : ”1 congratulate >.>11 uio-i ,*,>r- vallev. C alifornia, state that the Hessian fly
ed by Ills. Allen and Powell in behalf of the i •hull;.. Your contest i- unprecedented. Your ha- damaged he wheat crop greatly, and that !
where 20 bushels per acre were expected not
American board and American missionary As- victory i- im niorabie.’’
more than seven will be realized.
sociation.
Govt rnor I’I aisled i- -lid working fo: Toioii* 1
Morion lor Po-tina-T r at Augu-ta.
The Gov'i'h. ic are some indications that an effort will
A COMMKMOHATIVE MEUAL.
ernor i- positive
tiiat Morton will vv n. anil
be made to secure the reorganization of the civA baud-ome inedai Las been -truck for tile
* il service commission.
an- upon the Pre-id* nt every day so that In
Western politicians say
Grand Army celebration in Portland, m xt
will not forget the ea-e.
there ought to be two pronounced Democrats
luontli. It is about the >\/ of a silver doilar j
and
one
on
the board.
From tile fact that .Jtid-i. recently appoinled
Republican
and bears upon the obverse the arms <>f tie- j
P*-in»aster at ( hieago.li;>- been at Spi ingtiehl
Estate of Maine, around w hieh i- the inscription.
j John P. St. John is lecturing on temperance
“Nineteenth Annual Lm ampim nt G. A. R. actively working against G Mieral I.ogau's re
in the West, and his denunciations of the RePortland. June 24-25. ls>5."
l a- r «-\«
b.ar> i:a ction, it is surmised that Mr. .Judd may not ! publican party receive especial consideration iu
the G. A. R. badge. Tin* design- ami lettering b« contirmeU by the .Senate next winter.
tiie Democratic papers; but they advise him to
are cut with beautiful eicarne—. and the medal,
Speaking of Mi Bradbury, who i- an appli- routine His efforts to the close states.
executed by Wiiiiaiu II. Waite r A Pro., ol call! for 111.' offier of ell-tom- colle*-tor for Portuveiiirol an land, the President -aid Saturday. “Mr. Brad-|
Secretary Manning thinks the law in regard
Philadelphia, will be a prized
interesting occasion.
bury will be Ink* n care «>f to the satisfaction of to the weekly pureba-e of silver to be coined
into
-iiwr dollar.- is mandatory. Treasurer
III- tri nds.
i
They s.iy lie i- too old, but l don’t Jordan
M vim: g. a. H.
takes a different vit w and thinks these
think so."
The report of the
A. K. of Maim
should be stopped at once.
for th
.1. I.. Meade. Chairman of the Democratic purchases
j
quarter ending March JI-i, show- that tier- (
* oinmittee
i
of
11
is
that the Second Assistant
understood
Mi—.,
county.
ounty
Copiah
are 140 post- in the State, the la-1 one being R.
li. Spear P.i-t ot \V'e-t Gardiner. This i- an : wlm-ii indorsed the murder of Print Matthew- Postmaster General will abolish many of the
at Ha/"lliiirst. ha- In *-n appointed Postmaster
postal routes in the far west on the ground
iucrea.-e of 17 Post-, ilnre being 12J oil Jan.
Meade vva- Chairman of the , that only a few persons are benefited.
Those
1st.
This i- an unprecedented growth of the at that own.
committee which warned Mathew- not to take
interested have entered a vigorous protest.
order in tin St ite.
Hie total number of memin
part
Copiah county politics. So it appearbers is now nearly hooo. The amount of money
Fire in a Cincinnati, Ohio, printing office,
that it i- more "ofl’.-n-iv*" to edit a Republican
expended f.*r dimity during the quarter wacaused a most horrible
it is to indor-e as-as-iiiation.
than
paper
[Bos- ; Thursday afternoon
$1,314. t>7 people being relieved. [Kennebec:
Fifteen girl- perished and three
calamity.
ton Transcript.
Journal.
others were
if not
-•
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Professor (Juimby of Hanover. N. II.. who
been employ d by the national government
in doing geodetic work in the State of New
Hampshire, was in Portland, last week. Governor K'»bie has requested Professor J. E. 11 iIgard. superinteudenL of the l uited state- Coast
and Geodetic Survey
to have the suite work
extended into Maine in accordance with an
act of Congress passed therefor.
has

A

|

Thrilling;

Accident.

:

Tlu- strum-hip City <»f K rliu, on the 19th
in-lant. at
w'cluck, in latitude 43.30. long!tmle 4.-truck an i<-* l>. rg, stern on, and in a
dense fog. The bow-prit and head work were
carried away, but no damage was done below
the main dei-k.
A pa-sengcr s’ates that the iceberg carried
IX GENERAL.
away the jiohoom, bow-prit, figurehead and all
the
gear attached, stove in the how, breaking
The Knight Templars >f Salem will vi-it [
the iron plate.-, deck ph.nking, iron railing. Sir.
Moosehead lake in June.
Nathaniel N. Wa— has been commissioned j Many ton-of lee fell upou the forecastle dc<k
breaking it through and g »ing down into the
ns Postmaster at Addison Point.
In Biddeford members of the Salvation Army hold. Two men on the lookout had a very
have been summoned into court to tell where j narrow escape witli their lives, the fog being so
thick at the time that they eould not see the
they purchased liquor.
The late-- reports from I lie river driv es are iceberg until it name tumbling on to the forward
that the lumbermen are hav ing a hard time on deck. The lashings of tin.- life rafts and boats
were cut, and
the streams on account of low water.
preparations were made for
Rev. E. L. llan-eom, of Rockland, formerly lowering in ease the ship should -ink. Two of
of Buck-port, will deliver the Memorial ad- the boat- were swung out. others were being
put in readiness, when it was discovered that
dress at Pittsfield, May 30th.
Then the
The absence of Mr. N. F. C’opp, Collector of Hie shin was not making water.
orders were countermanded. Passengers ran
Taxes in North Anson, is giv ing great anxiety
belter -keiter to and fro screaming and pray ing,
as theie is said to be a shortage in his accounts
not knowing hut they would
of $0400. which lie alone can explain.
go down with the
Ex-Gov. Long of Massachusetts will deliver I -liip in a few minutes. There were 1423 souls
the Memorial oration at the Soldier’s National ill all on board.
Home. Togus, on June ITtb, which is observed
as Memorial Day at the Home.
It seems after ail that Piaisted's speech
Mrs. Vesta II. Holmes, w idow of the late Dr.
proved more than the President could stand.
Job Holmes of Calais, died at that place. May He bore it some time, but
“finally” says a
Ttb. Mr-. Holmes was a sister of Hon. Hanni- 1
AVa-hiugton correspondent, “white with anger
bal Hamlin. Dr. Holmes was a native of Ox- he
his
feet and said: ‘Gentlemen, 1
jumped to
ford.
have given you now more time than 1 ought to
Extensive changes are being made to the and
you mu-t stop uowP and left the room”
basement of the State House at Augusta,
leaving Plaisted and hi- delegation in a dazed
which will greatly improve the sanitary con- condition. The President i-n’t
quite so stolid
dition of the building and will give the Board a man as we
thought him. [Press.
of Health one of the best offices in the buildPlaisted is not a smooth bore—be is a blunder-

ing.

On Tuesday there were weighed on the hay
scales at China village, three yoke of cattle belonging t$ Mr. J. A. Woodsum of Augu-ta.
and their weight per pair was 4200, 4005, 4035,
respectively, making an aggregate of 12,330

pounds.

*

The State Fair officers have contracted for
new grand stand on tlie .State Fairgrounds.
The stand will seat 5,000 people and give
exhibition room underneath for implements,
five hundred feet by thirty-five.
The Lilliputian notes a remarkable instance
in Wiscasset—a family of thirteen children, all
living; the circle of brothers and sisters never
having been broken by death, although all have
arrived at the years of maturity, their average
a

being

fifty years.
Drs. Parmenas Dyer and Frank II. Russell,
of Farmington Maine, have been commissioned
pension examining surgeons for Franklin
county. Dr. George Z. Higgins, (Republican),
of Strong, Is retained upon the board for the
age

over

present.
Ex-Governor A. P. Morrill made the most of
bis fortune in the iieadtield Woolen Mill, which
he purchased the other day for the it).significant
sum of $3500.
He recently told a friend that
his profits from tb# mill amounted to $100 a
for
a
day
long time.
The new hoard of examining surgeons for
pensions for Kennebec county was organized
last week by the election of I)r. George E.
Brickett, president; Dr. George VV. Martin,
secretary, and Leander J. Crooker, treasurer,
Dr. Lapham, the former treasurer, and Dr.
Webster, the former secretary, having been removed.
The Boston and Maine Express Company,
which was to have been organized this month
as a rival of the American, will not be started
till October. One of the managers stated that
the reason for the de'ay is that they can make
more favorable terms with the railroads at that
time.
The recent movements of Colonel Greeue at
Sullivan in the interest of the Shore Line road
are indicative that he has not relinquished his determination to carry out the scheme of uniting
Washington county by rail with the outside
world. He is soon to visit the towns along the
route and lay before ihe people his plans.
The Washington correspondent of the New
York Herald says: The friends of Mr. Blaine
are exceedingly happy over the fact that he
never seemed to be iu better health than he is
now.
He walks as erect as he did ten years
ago, and instead of the whiteness that has
characterized his face for several years it now
has the pinky glow of health.
Mr. Blaine
has almost fully discarded a carriage in travelabout
the
and
can
be
seen
ling
city
daily walking about in different parts of the city.

buss.

The coroner’s jury in investigating the ease of
infanticide at Rockland, Me., found that the
infant was the child of Georgia Auspland, horn
alive May 12, 18N5; that Mrs. Emeliue Ausplaud was present at the birth and death; that
the child came to its death at Rockland through
violence.
The jury recommended that the
county attorney take such nna-ures as he may
deem proper to bring the murderer or murderers to justice.
Wilbert N. Auspland lias been
discharged from custody.
The latest case of extreme cruelty to animals
from East Read field. It is reported that
a farmer in that section owned a flock of a dozen sheep which were exceedingly breaeby, and
on turning them out to pasture the present
spring be cut the hamstrings of the entire flock
and they now go hobbling about in a distressing
condition. The case has been brought to the
notice of the cruelty agent of Augusta.
comes

0. M. D.
Walking down Broadway is very pleasant when
you feel well, and T-K-never felt better than

when his friend asaed him how he got over that severe rough of iiis so speedily.
“All, my hoy,” said

T-, “G. M. I). < lit I if!” And iiis friend womiered

what G. M. I), meant. He knew it did not mean a
Good Many Doctors, for 'I'- K- had tried a
dozen in vain. “I have it,” said lie, just biting the
nail on tin* head, “you mean Dr. Fierce's ‘Golden
Medical Discovery,’ or Gol 1 Medal Deserved as my
friend J-S--‘always dubs it.” Sold by drug-

gists.
I. E. Alien & Sons of Bridgton, have put
place the monument they recently completed to mark the grave of Charles F. Browne
—“Artemus Ward*’—at South Waterford.
into

We accidently overheard the following dialogue
on the street yesterday.
Jones. Smith, why don’t you stop that disgusting
hawking and spitting?
Smith. How can I? You know I am a martyr to
catarrh.
J. Do as I did. I had the disease in its worst
form hut I am well now.
S. What did yon do for it ?
J. I used Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy. It cured
me and it will cure you.
S. I’ve heard of it, and by Jove I’ll try it.
J. Do so. You’ll limi it at ail the drug stores in
town.

A convention of agricultural colleges and exwill be held in Washington,

periment stations
b. C., July 8th.

Colds, fevers and inflammations broken up by Dr.

Fieri e's Extract, of Smart-Weed.

man,

attempting

j

a

to

seriously
printer,
rescue

was

them.

fatally injured.
fatally injured in

Vice President

described

in

be with

doubt is
times

leader who believes in
‘turning the rascals out,' and iu giving Democrats the offices.’’ Such rauk compliments—
paid at the expense of President Cleveland, it
will be uoted—are said to “fall like sweet music on the ears of Indiana’s great man, to be as
a

nan

as our

l’hilbrick’s

and

that

the

mistake will

same

not

!

law of Michigan passed two years ago, profor the probate of wills during the life
of t he testator, has been declared unconstitutional bv the Supreme Court of the Sta-e, on the
ground that it did not give a wife an opportunity to be heard touching the disposition by the
husband of property iu which she has rights.

Dr.
will

some-

The stockholders of steamer

meeting in this city last week.

fore

Miss Soutnworth’s

Clippings.

The Boston Herald’s special says that some
of Morton’s worst enemies are his professed
frieuds. It has long been suspected that there
were two faced Democrats in this State. [Portland Press.

war-!.- died

caps
have

an

the

and convenient offices in the state, and who makes
live, readable paper, tho* they do say he tells too
many truths about local matters and shortcomings

below and found the cook
He ha-1 been ill for some

vice is not asked for or wanted. The DemoNew York World fairly illustrated the
sentiment of its party toward the
Mugwumps
in a recent editorial, from which we
quote the

paid him the unusual honor of signing a
request to President Cleveland that ho be retained. As the people of Nova Scotia, in common with those of Canada
generally, were in
fax

i continued till

a sister ship to the State of Maine,
trial trip down Portland Harbor. The
Sunday Times says: “The result wa9 very
gratifying to all coneerued. and clearly demonstrated ilie fact that Maine can produce as tine

to

keelson is

as

plough

shooting

down the mountain

j

reached the mountains hut very

we

were

plainly

majesty
I

I

visible.

on mv

hope

for

a

the east-

smile from his

return.

injured is

on

duty

to

plucky engineer though
day, but his steed lies cold

and reach the station while the train is go-

ing around. It is the lirst illustration I ever sawgoing to prove that the farthest way round is the

till Monday morning. Not a very pleasing
prospect, but what can’t be cured must be endured
and 1 have long since tried to make myself believe
i liked bitter things, w ith only indifferent success, I
allow. Right here 1 want to sav that railroad lime
over

are

deceitful.

very

Ogdensburg

what

a

about

Ours said

we

could

midnight, but instead the

difference there is from

tne

route

on

|

the

of the most beautifully shaded I have seen,
great surprise t<» find vegetation here in ex
Northern Vermont a week <>r ten days more
advanced than at home and at Portland so much
further south. Maples are in full leaf, apples and
elierrv trees in blossom and grass and other vegetation correspondingly forward. This Champlain
valley is said to be a warm location and very fine
fruit producing region.
1*. V. 1 start for Toronto to-morrow morning,
passing through the famous Chateaugay region ot
New York, of which more anon—perhaps.
one

li is a
treme

Olmstead's Vandalism.
of the

Joi

knal:

A New York paper speaks of Mount Desert
as “that haven of economy and bad dinners.”
That depends upon what hotel the visitor stops
at.

Usually

you

j

Tuesday afternoon Gen. Grant was reported
freer from pain and feeling better than at
any time during the past two months.
A Dakota

on a

man

frosty day

with perfect

apart.

a

boasts that in that Territory
conversation can be carried
between individuals a mile

ease

an

order to

spare a beautiful linden that stood very near the
centre of the northeast portion of the original park
or

in

diameter and about

that

distance from

the

ground, sprang innumerable branches, preserving a
symmetrical form to Its top, reminding me of a tree
of similar form that
tween

once

Winterport Village

Other trees

stood

near

the road be-

and

Hampden in Maine.
allowed to remain, among which

were

magnificent elm near the Southeast corner of the
capitol, wbicli still survives Olmstead’s treatment,
but the Sumner tree being a few feet above the
professor’s grade, instead of treating it as he did
the elm, he undertook to lower it by excavating
around and underneath, at an expense of $500 or
a

more.

But the valuable tree succumbed to the

treatment and

was

There should be

a

One of the most artistic

signs in

town

is tlie

one

just painted by Percy Sanborn, and pul up over
the market of Field ft Carter. The fish, lobsters,
clams, ftc., are as natural as life.

j

taken.

Thorndike,

is

as

the Gen.

purpose.

Ayr farm.

Farmer? who

isit Elmwood farm

North

wt-n to

tvn

improve their
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stock
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arxstink

Haven

and

\

lithograph
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illustrative

Iiov Killed

the

curred

>ration

The

inalhaven

have

The Boston Herald says

“Some

j

most

;

illustration of the rapid lepreciation of
property we cite the case of the ship I vanhoe, of Belfast, recently sold at >an Francisco.
She was built in this city in lS'd at the cost of
she was
^HU,noo and has been soi l for
o

Her

ears

amither

an

of the finest built vessels that tloati

live

a

vessel

me

near

is

Knox,

a terrible accident

MdblesCrossing in

afternoon, which resulted

interesting effects arc obtained by this process,
which is original with
r. Web!., r.

of the be*t blooded stock in
The. >us?e\ bull "Sussex By"

should

colored

manufactures of

Wesley Weither, the Boston artist, a native of
Monroe, Waldo county, recently exhibited about
5o new pictures painted on paper, in oil colors, the
paper being specially prepared on the back for the

some

imals.

handsome

Dregg & Co., which include the
Meadow King Mower and rake, t.regg reaper anti
I rake, and plow sulky. Mr. Atwood is the New
Amoug ihe
Fug lam’ agent for the lompauy.
ot Belfast.

j

o|,|

son

in

Knox,

on

the death of

oc-

Tuesday

Hurehard,
Ansi>n,

of Prescott Shibles.

of Mr.

shibles, i\o! been at work harpair of horses. At six o’clock he
m« it ii te« I one of
the horse- an 1 taking his little
brother placed him on in front, ami drove towards
home, the other horse walking ahead. A sheep
beside the road frightened the horse which shied,
throw itig Anson off his ba. k to the
ad, but with
out injury.
The little boy retnained on the back of
the frightened animal which dashed down the roa I
at a terrible gait. It appears that the little boy wnHe fell off but hung
eniangled in the harness
his foot, hca l downward, and must have been kill
ed by tin* horses feet >r by his head coming in eontact with the road.
About twenty-five r Is from
son

rowing with

a

where Anson

was

■

com

thrown off, ,.i- little brother was
found in the highway, |»a i.
The wound- were if

large, owing t«- tin iutlation *f the currency at
a petition, which they intend to emit"
I that time.
the back of the head.
The a, •;dent can- d great
S' n petiSecretary Whitney within a
dayThe device gotten up by Mr. f
H. Francis, of
excitement in the community.
tion protests against tnc use i»f Widow's Island atnis city, and exhibited in the window of Ids shoo
a quarantine station, and states many reasons
IbdmKttv
Bo-ton papers of last week contain
why ^
atoiv, representing a
••doivd mac >•. wing a s:,oo,
tire remonstrance should he seriously considered.
ed particulars ot a wholes,tb- robbery. Some ol
a
and
colored
has
woman
her
arms,
up
throwing
other
it
that
a great number of
Among
say
those concerned are well known in lids city.
things
been soft jo a shoe il in in H
Ma-- and
vessels pass and repass tbrougn the thormighfan
Wind. Bros
:.oot and siioe. Jealers, have in r:te
I now adorns the new proprietors show win w
steamers
including
past three >< at- ocen robbed of *7 .,non wort:: of
freighted with many passenThe
dc\iee
is
a
m>mc
and
attracts
very
ingrn
and
ot
i
gers,
they ere,
necessity .obliged to go withgoods by .loin. 1.. Tewksbury. a confidential clerk.
attention wherever xi ibited.
in abtHJt a cable's length of .-aid island, as it lies
I’wo retail dealers, wn received tin stolen c ..-ds,
in
the
ami
the
waters
in
the im
channel;
Pk.ksonai..
Mr. Charles I. Burgess, who is ! have been arrested with the clerk. One of ihc redirectly
mediate vicinity are much used as a harbor. Asomewhat ill, went to Boston last week hoping the
tail dealers is William 11 Farnham. of the linn
:
operations have already begun, it is more than change will be beneficial to him. as w« hope it may Farnham A Smalley
Mr. Small- y is the
u
id
doubtful If the protest does any good.
Bi
be.\uioti Clement, f thiscity, went to Seal Har
Smalley, formerly of Belfast, and Farnhambur, Mt. Desert, on Saturday. t.» make ready for mother is also a Belfast woman, and a sister of
Ol.D PaI’KRS. W e have been shown copies of tin
summer boarders-Ueorge F
Brackett, of tills Beni, smaiiey. When the retail stores purchased
Ham ock Gazette, printed in Belfast by Fellows A
Simpson, ami dated July Jo, «>ct. 5. ami < »ct. in. Is2". city, (irand secretary, left on Friday for loronto, ; of the Winch Bro-., Tewksbury delivered twice 1Belfast was then a part ot llam' »ck county. The Canada, to attend the annual -e»-iou of the Bight many goods as were ordered, and divbicd the
Worthy Drand Lodge, of the world, 1.0. <«.
profits of the overplus The papers -ay that "Mr.
paper was about one fourth the size of the KepubI
He will l»e absent about ten days.Mrlican Journal and contained four columns to the
Smalley was totally ignorant of tin- nature of. the
H. Powell, of \ aliejo, Cal., daughter of M. M.
transactions being carried on between Tewksbury
page. Hardly a line of local news appears. The
icd his firm. Mr. Farnham, r
Brown, of this city, arrived in Belfast with hci
claimed, n pn
number of Get. ", 1-20, says: "On Monday la?t, at
two children, on satur.lay after an nb-ci,.v of seute'l to him repeatedly that everything was ail
a meeting of me inhabitants of an
unincorporated
place lying north of Belfast, commonly called eighteen years. Mis Powell i- a lady of rare at- right. It appears that when goods were ordered
tainments and ability, and a graceful writer. Her
Iroin Winch Bro-. by Farnham A >iualley, IVw k&Three Mile Square, it was unanimously agreed that
the place should be called Waldo.” Tile number of occasional correspondence to the .Journal was albury made a practice of sending double the quanllGet. 1‘.*, 1820, in giving an account of the term of the
ways read with interest—The .J mrnai llice had a | ty paid for, in addition to a large pan el addressed
The hater, it is
»f to himself in Mr. Furnham’s care.
Supreme Court at C'nstlne, says. "At this term call last week from Daniel -v simp-on, force
-in', was always careful to be in the store whin
Rufus B. Ally n and Joseph Wliliam.-on, E?qs.,
^ear-port ...( apt. Oeorgc lewc.t. ..t B: i-ton, a
f
the goo !
,rri\ d, and he neverallowed Mr. "inalh y
brother of the late H«n. \..l .Jewett, -b Hr,-.it.,
Belfast were admitted us Counsellors."
\mong
died recently. He was ...in -Julv IT.
IL- toojn-n rtm<*ases. When he had done this himself, he
the advertisements the commodity receiving the
would always assort the goods out on the shelves
most attention was rum,—forty-one
e
puncheons be- dcalh wa-caused .p. a genera* breaking up
of Id
in
store, leaving Tewksbury's parrel
sy-tern fr-nfi pld age-The St .John, N B >un d
ing mentioned in one number.
the ba* k of the shop
Mr. Smalley became sus.
the-1st says
Lewis \twoo<l the \••ter.o: nursery- !
Alabama Awards.
The following Alabama
I plel ms of this parcel transaction at last, and asked
man and floriculturist, of Winterport. M
i- in the
awards have been made t«» persons in this vicinity
".uer.-,
j his partner what it meant. Farnham said it wa-nll
city,and wit: be w.■ round hv hrIsaac M. Bourdtnan, administrator, $b'2. Clifford
right ii was merely a pared Tew ksimry was got g
whom iris genial countenance has been known for
L. Mowers, $1 IS; Caroline B. Bl:in"har*i. adininl?The en- j to take home, and. as a matter ot convenience, he
many years ...The Boston .Journal saytratrix. $211; Eliza F. Hart-on, administratrix,
forced resignation of Consul Deneral Wakefield D. I had had it sent to the store. Later «m Tew ks uty
<
s
$42, J. B. F.dger,
W.
Randall, $208;
Frve, of Halifax, has caused a great deni of dissat- | wouid « all and take the parcel, but, instead of inkStaples, $151; John R. Macy, $225. Myra A. French, isfaction in that
city, and very vigorous protests I mg it home, lie would lake it to lame- T. Baket's
administratrix, fool Harriet Ford, administratrix.
n-ive boot- and
have been sent by tile merchant.- and other promi- j store, where the contents,
\|
$250, Amoriah Lelaud, $712. H. W. Black, adminnent people to Washington, asking f.-r ids rctcu- j shoe.-, would be sold.'' Farnham is wed-known in
istrator. $110; Jonathan < Nickels, $22; I). Nickel?,
Belfast, as he frequently spin Is a portion of tie
..Mrs. Isa M. 1‘attcr-on, writes from !.<•$177; Harris Mackpole, $121; Janes Hardy, adsuumn r -eas«m here.
Angeles, tab under date of May lap. "laceom
ministratrix, $225; Josiah F. Hlchborne, $254; \1 i
Patterson
on the
pany my husband p.eo. W
Mimouiai. Dav in BKt.Fvsr. Commander T -*A
leu No..*-?, $•>. W. J. Treat,
Ku-tacc C Fltz,
Phillips excursion whim -: irt-May -’Uh for Bo- I
Inis issued the follow
ivt*. of the 1’ -st in this eit;
administrator, $12,0"'.', May :;, 1m>4.
Henry H
te:."
Mr. Frie/c, a promi:ii-nt educator ot t !«-x
itig order:
Grant, administrator, $45": Thoma? P. Ciiffor... land, Ohio,
j
formerly of Maine, was in Belfast on
Thom is 11 Makshai
Tnsr, 1
s. Kendall' |I
$t7; George W. Harrington, $25; t
Mr. Frieze
Monday and visited the schools.
V*. I-J. l.. A. li.
[
$120; Nancy Berry, administratrix, $14". Alex
I.FASl
Bl
Mu
Iss'l.
>,
)
j says that Maine men an* very numerous in the
le :n-e. 1 lama with the established regulation-of
Staples, administrator, $"n. H n. Park, $20; Jo-. ! we.-t and are the moM
enterprising people. When the Grand Arm ot the Bepublic, Memorial Day
>im«o. J. Murphy, sur i
Park, administrator.
a Maine man -title- m a new
colony his first thought will ne on-tr\ 1 m this it y *m Saturday m-xi anviving partner, $225 Geo. A. I'ptou, admiuistrat >r,
dm- the l:r". lion ot this i’ost.
Is to ereet a school house and next a church. Mr. F.
I n the tormi"on committees of the Post w id i.-lt
$200, Feb. 20, 1804.
pronounced the Belfa-t schools lirst-ela-s, and
ne cemeteries w ltldu the limits of
the city, otln 1
han i.rove 1 riileb rv and decorate Hie graves ..f
Cannibal Cats. A Thorndike oorrosponoeiit
said the High school wa- ahead of ,iu1 iiioti —ndn 1- and sal lot's
uried there
sends us the following <\if story
ha- vi-ited in Maine.1 in < ominen ial -ay
lu \. vt until imon a committee of tin Post
| F loin
l notion! among your >oar-port item.-, one witu
P
wi! be at t»rove Cemetery for the purp"-e ot d!-that D•*o.
Field, L-.p, the general a_
this caption, *'V\m- the like e\er knowu." I wi
for Seuli A Bradley's insurance ngen■’■
in-- iinguishing the graves to ne decorated. Funds of
! was

J

j

j

J

nave

<

>

...

1

■

>

1

relate
tioii.

an incident
>omc years

which eame under tnv
ago, when lirst I < aim-

w

in

ton,

m.

! hnshaud to the home of his father, two at> .-a i.e’l
by th** family, ba i their iionu* in an o'-i chaino. r.
j One of them, ended Jo-i*-, u-cd to mingle with tin| family on unite familiar term-, tin ••tn.-r on.- was

pa—ed

his way
man, for a

on

to

through

; -oidiers and

Bangor Monday

Mou.-elicad Lake ...Mr.

(

m

A

o.

H.ua

1

num icr of y ears in theempioy -.f llow
Co., lias re-ii:iied liis po.-UI"e there and w ill l« •:
11
the jewelry business with II. I
M D >•
A

sailors burled in this cemetery, but,
lit .I'l.-tom
whose .:!;i\cs arc md marki I i•>
or
Monument- uie retjue-ted to be pre-ent and point
m; siteii graves that all may receive propt-rdecoration.
1
A!
M. a pro.-, --ion will l.»c formed ..n Hif.li
Ironi of I’tneidx Kow, a- follow-treeI !
B• .I i-t Cornet Ban I
led la -: l nil’ »run< 1 Decree C amp I. <». «». F., as

not of a sociable turn.
He would conic in the top
of the -iair.-, ami wan for in- 1.. to !..■ placed on
:.■•,•
m
Monday Mr. F. II. Ft ai ei-. .•; iis
one of the lower stairs, and after he t
i
ami w <• n *
Pattens Pond to join the tishing part-,
turned away, lie w ml I e«*nn- -low n and eat it.
Fr-i-i and
escort,
; Some week- aft'-r I aim. J« --ie aj'-nglit tort i. a
bnma- il Marshall Post, u. A. li.
W.'-i.
will return Home \ day..
Mr. F V.
I'!iey
family of little on*-.
\
»>rator of the 1 »av,
day or two after, -it*
H P:i -.*ur\ and e.hildren, of Bang n\ and Mr- >.
came crying an-und u- and .\»•; i. l m>*
Men,
r- "! the 1 ity t n>\eminent,
pacuie-t
j
H. Be.dc were in tin- i:y on Tuesday. The latter
t litldreu to as.-i-t in l »• oration Ceremonies,
linn! y we went
by anything w* *•-»;11 * *i lor m
oi
to
her
nesl
in
t
in:
ehami•• -r. My" hu-i>#mi't lli/a Us.
up
.joins her husband at I'nity-Lorenzo Dow, of
•sister -aid at once
"I’ll bet Hi d Coin ha- de-troyAd citizens are invited to join the procession.
|
1 ed
Jessie’s kittens, 1 have km-wn d -u i. in- ! Fairlit Id, formerly ..: Belfast, w as in townon Tue—
Toe procession will proceed to Drove euu tery
stances.” When we arrived at her im-t it wu- ! dnv. ..Tiie Bo-ton correspondent of tiie L liri-tian
where the last resting pian
"I tue soldiers ami
less than last year. The rate of taxation will be
!
torn up ami llu- kitten.- gone, with till pie evi lei e.
Mirror, writing t.f a visit to the olVn e ol The Con- stamen of the Uepublie w ill e U 1 ora ted With ipof foul play. Wo could md aim l'..ui, but w .a n
ceremotiii
two cents and six mills, which is one mill higher
!
propriate
| lie eame to tin- In ad of iIn* ,-tairs
I gregationalist says td* a Belfast lady "At her de-k
again allot n>
lieturning, the pr »ees-i m will tlishaud at the
than last year, and higher than it has been for a
• linner,
i- re j ia tie middle room is Miss Frances D- or, the
u
my brother-in-law shot him with
plai e "f foi matioii
number of years.
In the e- ening a public meeting will be held at
Volver, declaring that he would n t have a cannibal
| lady on the staff, and a very earne-t, ind< fatigai. I I tel last opera House al which an oration will be
In the lions*-.
Alter that Je-sie nad no trouble
a
Maine woman she is. ‘....Hon.
15 vsk 15 vi.i. Notks. By arrangement with (Mippy,
icltvcred bv Dt u. Cliai 'es llainim 01 Bangor, ami
I
Sleeper lias
raising her families, at least from that source
came near telling you mis storv. at the time that
I the u-nni memorial -civ ;ee.- w til he oi,-. r ed, with
been elected President ot the Mas-aeliu.-eit- !
Kinsman A: Alden, of Portland, Charles O’Connell,
I m-ti nmeiita. ami v
al mu-n im-imling singing by
you were having the J’ri.e Cal Stories But I didn't
of this city, receives every evening the base think it was a
peram-e Society.
a ehililren’
choir.
very bright thing foi a eat to I--,
i.ane
the Woman' Belief f..; p- will r -five
!
althougli strictly true. But as you were pat. dug
ball score of the Eastern, New England and NaFort Poin: vs v si mmf.k itESOltr. Fourteei 1 011!::'mrioiis of tlowers at Beita-l
for a reply I thought I w*mbi oiler this.
Opera House
tional leagu 'S. The score is received but a few
!
the line of steamer- e
during Saturday a. m.
> ears ago the »wner~
STL.WILk N*) I KS. Tile Bo.-toi, steamers w |.'-mihours after the games are played. It is much apL an- "i potted plants in blossom are solicited
l\ve* n Boston ami Bangor built a
large summer toy in,
purpose "i decorating the -tage on ’Saturday
preciated by base ball lover*.Mr. Charles S. meiiee making si\ trips per week, June -th. I
! h'-tel at Fort Point, MorUton, and the boats made ev eniim.
aim
Bickford, of this city, has been invited to umpire Katahdin is now oil for -light repair.- n
It 1- requested that all p aeesot nusiue-s m the
regular stops on their passage cat’ll way. The
M. to t 1
\t.
ei!
tu
i".-ed from 1
three games in the college league in which the and will go on the route again at Hie date menth n* I hotel was substantial
y biii't and one ot the idlest
Let a : .din in keeping .-acred a day devoted ;•>
An experienced man is on lbOrono state college nine is to piav-The new ed above
*u
it
structures of the kind on the coast of Maine.
of -t.x bum:n-d thousand heroic dead
Li:
iii' net
It
for smut! suitable steamer with li an i•«* b.ou id ami I
base ball grounds, in the Allyn tield, are rapidly
w
then livc-(" 1 Indr eouni ry's cause.
ga
ost, exclusive of gr muds an
furniture. $.Vi,0on,
W
II Tt".i,KU, l’o.-i ( omuiander.
isle an
approaching completion. The grounds have been put upou the route betwe* u itockiau
and the aggregate otr lav must have been $70,000 or
I ll*: Ckanoks. It is -aid tlial the Granges in this
plowed, harrowed and levelled oil'and will be roll- Haul, Swan s Island, He. Isle ami \ -rta Haven, ?''R,oOu. The eompni did not lind it a paying m>i u> are in *>etter « uii uti'M f a work than ever be
ed down hard. An underdrain has been made
reports the Courier-Gazelle ...It is rep- rd I mat a I w’stment. V isitors have : requented the
place everv
tore.
! he county meetings haw given the movethrough the center of the field. The posts for the company is to be organize 1 t-> build a steamer of -eason, mit not in
lll'mient numbers to make it
fence are set and as soon as the lumber arrives about ldoo tons to run between .Vnehia-poi t and
ment an impetus and aroused an enthusiasm which
j profitable, and as a immer resort, it proved a fail- I i.as
this part of the contract will be completed. The
dispelled all doubts in the minds ol the most
Boston, touching at all the usual steamboat land
ure.
Last season Ur. F. II. Denslow, ot New
.skepiicm of it- members a- to its tuture prosperity
grand -i.-ind has been begun, and when completed ings except Rockland, says the Manillas l nioti. It j York, a
handsome cotwealthy gen letnan, Imi t
iml usefulness. ...d ie1 K\e<utive t mimlltee of the
this wid be one of the best ball grounds in the
will lie called I lie Boston and Maine -team-hip t *-.
tage on the (’ape and Ireeoininu impre-sed with the
Mate Grange held a two .mv- -r—ion In Portland
■Mate.
I* U designed to iiavc llo staf* r-< -ms, with aee*mi
‘•eauties and advantages d the p .me lie interested
last week.
i’ctilioi.s were reeeiwd from Waldo
modal ions of ;mhj passengers, ami to make two ! others and last fall a
company wa-or^am/a l which j
Mi.moui.vi, SKiiVK E. On Sunday evening meround trips per week, loaw ig Maeiiiasport every
••unity asking that tne ne\i annual meeting be held
v- i
bought the Fort Poin: Hotel and grounds and
morial services in the. interest of the
A. 1C., were
in Belfast I><eriu!>er next,
the matter was eonsid
Monday and Thur.-*lay at 7 x. m., and Uosto:
cral farms adjoining -n. ml nearly ton acres
1 ie
held at the Unitarian Church in this city. All the
ei
Tuesdays and Fridays at a. Jo 1. xt. Bound ea-i, association is know as the t ape -1 «• 11 i-.' »n Land ! ed at eoiisivieraiiie length, but no action taken.
other churches in the city were closed, making this
1 u-advantages o| Augusta wa re also discuss, d. It
Castine xvill be the lirst landing, thence all the It;
?
J Improvement Company, of which Dustin Lm,
a union service. The altar of the church was decois ijuite probable hat Lite summer meeting will be
termediate landing-, retieliing Ma* biusport nt
r.
*s
Newton. Mass., is provident.
make,
rated with the American ensign and a few flowers,
V :'th|
and the w inter meeting at AuM.
In going west will reach Boston at 1 x. M. in
w hat nature ha- d.-.-Lned it to be, a lir-i
-nmbut no attempt was made for an elaborate display.
! gu-.ta.Deputy Hhwcii and wile made a vi-n to
s«-as*'ii for the'Itiy’s mark**! and husinc-s-Capt.
liter resort
Streets and avt lines have .eon ,aid
The church was well tilled, and the music by the
Ingraham, of steamer ( ambridge reports that on out, lota located, grounds clean’d and drained, and Mystic t.raage, liiaimml, last >atunia\ evening
choir vva* excellent. The front pews were reserved
and baiiid the patrons coneluding the labor- of ihc
the night of the l>lh when oil'Ow l's -ad he collidi ast Friday, in ;
building has alreai. y begun.
for Thomas II. Marshall Post, which marched in in
i atternoon, having been cxcuipi:lying' the pit maples
ed with a small schooner, name unknown,
l ie
I company will Mr l. il Durham, of the tlrm of
a body, numbering about fifty men.
The majority
of the Older by setting old sliade li os around llicir
steamer's bulwarks were -lightly damaged. HamI Durham .v Hall, of this city, a .Journal rcpre-onli
were uniformed in the regulation suit of blue and
(.range hull. l'liiriy live trees w ere planted. Their
ago to the schooner is thought to be slight. < apt.
live visited F> rt P int and looked the properly |
brass buttons. Uev. .1. A. Boss read the Scriptures
| lastilv d« ••"late. ball, lighted o\ an eicg.iut cnanIngraham states that the collision xvas due t" Hi*' I over. Durham .V Ha
I, w ho are contractors, buildand prayer was ottered by Uev. \V. H. Williams.
fact that the schooner carried no colored lights and
j idler, their horse- eonilortably -tailed in a good
ers and manufacturers of doors, sash and blinds,;
Bov. .J. A. Savage delivered the discourse, taking the intense darkness that
!
u: led Unit Mystic (.range has
slab.,' -one
prevailed; that a seeoi d
1. I
have done much work for memners of the (
“1
c ;
hi* text from the Ibid Psalm, 5th verse:
rememion 'i ,u vain
bin (.range duly opem-d, W'.
before the colii-ion the scii.ioner hoisted a small
I. Company and no,, have orders f.»r the finish
( a 111; Ml;
'1
her the days of old.” lie recalled the days of Linlia'.r.
M. B. llunt, eh ilru,.,n
white- light, but too late. Complaint.- are conlinua
of the new collates to be creeled. \V«> f a.nl
ing
of
the committee on si Ulng tn e-, reported the work
coin and the stirring scenes of the war, and gave a
lv being made by steamer captains that many vesMr. .1. W. Thompson, of .st-icklmi, master nildor.
xv.
1 (lone, and in
vivid description of a battery taking position in
his remarks said, "that they
sels sail at night without lights, or in many cases
busily engaged with i. crew -d‘ twenty-live work
battle to save the shattered lines of Infantry. The
would live long aflertlu- bamls that planted tin m
have, them so placed that they are very deceiving.
men and
ten painter.* at the hotel putting everybattle scenes as described stirred the breasts of the
ltad
umbled to du-t." The literary exercise.- of
or summer visitors.
Tin
THK KnhiUTSoF I. UlOli. lion. T. \
I’owderly. thing in condition
the evening Weie ev client and tin- happy faces ot
veterans, and brought tears to the eyes of mothers
wharf has boon thoroughly rebuilt, ami Mr. iluuup
of .Scranton, Pa., General Madt-r Workman of the
whose sons sleep on the battle Helds. The serBrothers and M-ter- attested their interest in the
Knights id’ Labor, lecture! at the Belfast Opera ! sou is now building an addition to the hotel dining (.range... Seven Star (.range is weekly growing ii
vices were very interesting and impressive.
The hotel lias been leased by
room, tilt by infect.
I’lie
House on Wednesday evening o| last week.
{ numbers and is in a very nourishing condition
IIhiiti.oo.MS. We were recently shown, by Miss hall was web tilled. The meeting xvas called to
a Mr. Leo, of Newtoi
Mass., ami will be open b
I lie programme of the last meeting was as foi
the public .June -M. The hou.-r will he IhorougliP.
Lucia Cochran, of this city, several old books, order by Mr. Frank A Howard,and'1'
-mart, of
“W1st. Conferring degrees. _’d. Harvest least.
manuscripts and other articles which have been Sxvanville xvas made chairman "f the meeting. renovated from cellar to cupalo, and from the -am
I be taldes were bountifully -applied and beautipreserved and bunded down in the family through The Belfast Cornet Band furnished music. Mr. pies of painting and inting seen will he very itfully arranged by the st-ters, as they know so wed
several generations. Among the books Is one
Powderly spoke for nearly two hour-, of the tractive. We learn that already marly every room lu.w to do.
Many outsiders were invited to supper
bought when new by her Organization lie represents In- -aid that it grew out is engaged. We followed Mr. Thompson (•> the
printed A. 1).,
and atlerwards to the hall to listen t«> tne paper s »
ancestors living in Scotland.
Afterwards, when of a meeting in IMG and out of the disruption of an large promenade at the top of the house where, a |
ably written and read by Sister Bertha Tylei.
it cannot be positively stated, they removed to old trail’s union society in Philadelphia.
The
magnificent view ot the surrounding country is I
Alter a tew short addresses by some f Hie Broil
Ireland, where the book became a curiosity. In society from which it grew xvas unsatisfactory to had. Facing the southwest the beautiful Penol
ersall formed tor a .'-paui-h dance with which thin
17IS with them it crossed the Atlantic to Boston, its members. It took < are of them when they died
scot bay, one of the 11 nest sheets of water in the
j c\ citing's entertainment ended. Music was fur nisi
and still later in 1770 it found its way to
and were sick, but never had it improved the
world, Is open to view. In the distance, and lorn
ed by Brother .Jessie ( ook ami Msler lx tin- I’m
Belfast where its owners were among the first set
condition of the working man,—increased hi- pay
ing an outer wall to the ocean, are Eagle and the Ii.---Mur of
Progress (.range enti'rlaiiU 'i W aid
Fox Islands, w bile nearer at hand is Di« -nor w ith
tiers. The following is a copy of the title page: or shortened his hours of labor. Seven men re
(
(.range May -Mb. The day was tine and attci
"An exposition with Practical Observations conmained after a meeting of tills society in Oct., Turtle Head reaching up in close proximity to Fort
danc, good.
After the open iug exercises, the mil
tinued upon the eighteenth, nineteenth, twentieth
1S6!), in Philadelphia and -at doxvn to form a new Point. To tile east is the main land stretching 1
ulcs of the previous meeting were read and appro*
d >wn to Castine. T> the northeast is the magnitl
and twenty one chapters of the hook of Job. Be- society. These seven ami two more met again on
cd.
Ten granges were represented by delegate,
ing the film of 42 lectures, delivered at Magnus Thanksgiving Hay, IStiii, and adopted by-laws, cent Penobscot river, upon w hich you look dow n sister
Could extended to us a cordial welcome an 1
from your elevated p >sition, and whose w aters arc
constitution and the necessary work in tin-organ
near London bridge by Joseph Caryl, Preacher of
-Sister 'lordou responded in a luippy manner. The
of
alive
with
Pafror
of
the
ization
a
from
there.
local
of
the
of
Labor
the
word
and
the
assembly
heavy square rigged
Congregation
Knights
shipping,
II fill degree was < (inferred on twenty duty elected
that is now heard in all parts of the world. For an
Printed by Matthew Summonf and are to be fold at
ship and steamer to the row boat. On the day in
members.
Remarks were made by Bro. Hussey,
a
full
a
vessel
rarely met w ith
emblem
rigge<
die
nextdorcto
the
took
which
its
brig,
ids lioul'e in Alderfg.de ftroet
the Banyan tree
bends
question
they
ll wa- voted to add Bro. Gordon and >l-slcr Bellows
in these (lays, was jogging pa- under easy sail
shoots over and touches the earth, there to take
Gilded Lyon.’* There are also two school hooks in
l»* the Commit tee on programme.
Music.
\ Utb
hound to Bangor. To the north is the quiet village
the collection written with a quill pen, one by
root and make a new tree which itself springs and
from Bro. Rang. .State I
Coin., was read by the
Lucia’s great grandfather Samuel Cochran, in 1737,
bends and takes root.
This organization has of > toe k ton and fart ler t<> the west the land which
Remarks were mail
by Bro-. F. Rl
A brisk southwest secretary.
and one by his son John Coohran, in 1760. The
spread into every state in the l nited States, in shuts <-ff Belfast from view
It was voted that lii
('.hie, Hussey and dolmson
older hook treats of astronomy and survsying.
Canada and into every country in the world except wind—-the prevailing wind of the summer season—
•Secretary correspond w ith Bro. Lang and repott
was blowing up the bay laden with coolness and
The Ptolemaic and Capernican systems or theories one or two. The object of the Knights of Labor is
at the next meeting.
Music. Recitj,
Recess.
of the universe and also "ye various plans of to bene lit the laboring class. They demand less the peculiar odor of the sea. However warm it
N oted to a«
lions bv Sister Mabel Fletcher.
dvaling for lat. 55 N.” are handsomely and clearly hours (eight) for a days work, that employment may be Inland, it is always cool at Fort Point. Mr.
Lisfor the. next meeting.
1 have frequently left home at cept the programme
illustrated by diagrams. All common methods may be given to more men, and that those who Thompson said:
tened r-to a very able lecture by Worthy Lecture
and rules of surveying are illustrated by accurate labor may have time for improvement of the miml. I the village with the thermometer at so or iXi, hut on
Hussey. Sister .Jennie Crant sang a very pretty
plans and explained in quaint but concise lan- The organization is opposed to strikes, and as a I reaching Fort Point have required a thick coat.”
Resolved that the loss sustained
song. Question
guage. The oilier work treats of arithmetic from substitute recommeuds arbitration, it also de- j Mr. Thompson said one hundred and twenty buildby want of care is greater than that caused by a lack
numerator to "tare and tret.” Botli are evidently
mandsthat the children of the poor man be educat- ing lots have already been sold to New York and
of education. AH'. Bro. Could, Nog. Bro. Miles. Recopies of some of the then standard printed works ed, and that they be not pul to work before they j Boston parties, but iiD did not anticipate any extenmarks made by Bros. Dyer, smith, Ritchie, Reed,
made with much care and labor at a time when
are fourteen years of age.
sive building tills yei.r. Mr. I. W. Coombs, of Ban
The speaker said he
Hussey, I Hirham.Atw ood,'Johnson, Downs, Shorey,
printed books were scarce and difficult to be ob- knew of children seven years of age at work in gor, has already begun on a handsome cottage a
Clement, Hall, Morey, Wallace and \\ in. Ritchie.
tained. Among the other articles of interest may
the coal mines of Pennsylvania. If this continued
short distance west of the hotel, and Capt. Charles
Topic: "Is sale work profitable for farmers'
be mentioned a "Sampler” in the form of a bill the next
generation of laboring men would be so Sanford has the foui dallon for a cottage completed | wives?" Ail. Sister
Could, Neg. sister Stiles. Sisbolder, made upwards of 100 years ago by the ignorant as not to be able to read the names on the nearly opposite. Capt. Sanford owns a large secters Durham, Nickerson, Atwood, Fletcher, Bowen,
mother of the late ex-Gov. Crosby’s wife, then a
ballot they cast. But one class of men is excluded
tion of valuable land near the hotel, which is not inShorey, Campbell, Bowen, I.uce, Rose, Bellows,
setiool girl, as a present to her uncle, Lucia’s from their
organization—those who stand behind eluded in the purchase of the Cape Jettison Land t
Johnson and Ritchie took part in the discussion.
grandfather; also a watch brought by her grand- the bar and deal out the death-dealing poison of Improvement Co. The company contemplates the The
Committee on time, place and programme rej
father, to Belfast in 1770, but its exact age is uot alcohol. In
of the
of Ameri- erection of three or f mr
as follows: Time, Friday June'JiUh;
this season. KxI

j

1

->■

»

j

>

j

|

■

finally removed root and branch.
monument erected to its

mem-

ory on Its site, which has an open space for sever
al rods around. Olmstead still continues his vanThis

spring he had removed the stately
elms ami maples which had stood for ages bordering the walk from the west front of the Capitol to
Pennsylvania Avenue, affording as they did such a
grateful shade at this season of the year, and supplying their places with more rare but much inferior trees which will alford very little if any shade
for years to come.
A. T. C. Dodge.

Washington, D. C., May 25th, 1885.

..<

j

grounds of the capital. This tree was of peculFrom its trunk, down two or three feet

iar form.

dalism.

as

on

ravages and Senator Sumner obtained
!

Fredericksburg.

o

(JUI DAM.

Kditok

the battle of

in

|
j

reality.
Sunday was a gloriously fair and divinely bright
day, and it was a very hot day also, but I managed
to pass it quite pleasantly in the village, which is

tiie

at

Real Estate. The following are
the transfers in real estate, in Waldo county, for
the week ending May 2t‘»th : Olive Blake, Morrill,

j

maps and in

To

Transfers

j

nearest way home—in that railroads operations.
At it r. m. Saturday we reach Swanton only to
learn that there is no connection and we must lav-

tables
j reach

valiant services

jJ

one

across

!

so

|

place it makes a detour 7 mile* in the form
of an oxbow, it being only one mile across from
the two ends, and passengers can easily walk
At

of

assessors

blowing

“If the

1

and dead in the bed of the river. The road as we
near Swanton grows rougher and more crooked.

1

The

:

...

was

into uselessness and derailing the passenger coach.
No lives were lost and the

Who is deceived now?

Validation.

said

■

greatly disappointed in the appearance of
the summer hotels all through the White Mt. region,
especially Fabyans, which is a desolate looking
structure with barren surroundings. The hotel* at
the resorts in Maine are far superior.
Alter leaving tin* White Mt. region and
entering
\ eniiont the route is
uninteresting. At one point
we passed a railroad wreck of the
day previous
where the engine left the rails and plunged over a
hank into the river below crushing the Iron horse

about her, from
the handiwork of

I

Ellsworth, and the Aurora of ;

<lays

Tm; City’s

nate.
A crown of vapory cloud
persistently enveloped bis extreme summit, though his sides, dotted
with snowbanks and ribbed by forests and slides,

a

three masted sehoouers owned in

being only two-thirds as tall as the other i
During the early California excitement the
Aurora cleared for San Francisco, but before she I
reached Cape Horn the voyage was abandoned ami !
she put into Montevideo. Three masted schooners
!
came into general use lc.-s than twenty years ago.

accommodatingly ended there, and the sun breaking thro’ the clouds glinted the valley and mountain sides with glorious light forming a
picture
which memory will never be likely to relegate to
the background. But Mt. Washington was obsti-

as

two

masts.

by the still melting snow on the
summits, arc a pretty picture in the sunlight.
I started trom Portland in a rainstorm which

the new steamer Cumberland, built
Bath for the International Steamship Com-

but

our

completed tic- valuation of the city ot Belfast, but
said to be the most picturesque and
interesting east it is subject to more or less change. The real es
ot the Rockies.
It is my lirst experience through
tale Is rained at Si,733,-l", against $l,7-3,lUa in ltvd,
the White Mt. region—the Switzerland of America
—a slight increase. The personal property Is valued
1 -hould say of course, and I must acknowledge 1
at $SU3,774, against
in is-t, which is a loss
was not so greatly and deeply
impressed, though of nearly $7n,oti0. The loss in personal property is
the view of the mountains looking up the ro.nl from
due t-> the sale ami great shrinkage of ves.-el propthe water tank below the Willey House, and lookerty. This class <d property is largely depreetating down tlie same valley trom the highest point on | lug and unless there is a
change f-*r the better the
tin road bed near .Silver ca^-ade, was
grand in the next de--a le will see the end of Belfast
shipping.
extrenn.
The down look from the rear car platThis is to he regretted as it places the burden of
form into the chasm spanned by the Frankenstein j
taxation upon real estate. It is quite remarkable
ti’cstle was a little liable to make ones head swim
tii.it lot latter class of property holds good, ami In
and cause a tinner clutch on the car guards, and
fact increase-. The number of polls are llso, three
tin*
twin cascades

Saturday

were

->f

mi/.zen

towards

sides and caused

sympathy with the Democratic party during
the last campaign it w ould seem as
though their
request should have received recognition on
this ground if on no other.

-i\

Three masted schooners were so rare in
that Lite* superstitious used to say their
appearance indicate-1 a storm. Tim rig was very
different then from those of the present day, the

My route is over the P. & Ogdensburgh, through Maine, \\ II., \ t. and \. York, and

1

|

Bluehill.

our hotel buildings.
night rule to Portland between the hours of 10
and
is not the most pleasant experience, hut five
hours sleep at the l’. s. Hotel, and a pleasant word
and grip of the hand from the proprietor, Will McDonald, after eating a good breakfast, puts me in

journey

at

those

A

my

week

Maine—the Fame of

ashamed of

Ir\e lias failed in the 'performance of his
on the contrary it
is generally admitted that he has made an excellent otiicial and
a highly creditable
representative of this government at the Nova Scotia capitol.
Although
Mr. Frye has held the position but a short time
the busiuess men and leading citizens <>f Hali-

ships)

place

building. There, I’ve said my
question and it will probably have
weight, but I honestly leave it to any

beginning of

1

w hile
looking one -lay last
large three masted schooners
lying in the harbor, said that prior to ls44 there

this

trim for the real
“over the line.”

prominent members of the Waldo
sailor in his youth. One day

was a

A Belfast gentleman

Belfast who has occasion to travel even
limited extent, if he doesn’t fee! just a little bit

to a

duties, but

as

as

citizen <>t

I he Administration has given further
proof
of the hypocrisy of its civil so vicere form
professions in the removal of the Consul General
a I Halifax, whose
place has been given to a
Missourian who probably never smelt sal! watei
ami knows uothingof navigation save
by “prairie schooners.” There is no pretence that Mr.

Everything

on

wonderful

a

party that elected him and not the temporary allies, who, after receiving all his
favors,
are very
likely to go back to their old Republican fellowship

waters.

travel

suitable

erect a

little say

concluding paragraph :
The clear policy of the
President, if he dors
not desire to lose his own state, i- to
strengthen
tne

steamers tas well

summer

what is for the best interests of the

not see

and

cratic

pany
made

lair share of the

neighbors, if we only had a decent place to put
visitors in, and it is wonderful the business men do

was

terribly on Tuesday, every
sprinkler Is to be started this season, now is the time.” Who will take
this matter in charge?
one

1

exclaimed, “this is the very schooner in which 1
passage.’’ 11 was even so. The 1
lawyer gazed at the old vessel, cast Ills eye up and j
down the ratlines, ami in his mind went over again |
the scenes nt nearly a quarter of a century ago.
The old raft i- now nearly past her usefulness,
but was a crack vessel in her day.

our

day,

at

cater to a

I

he

such a house as we need in Belfast, and if our
three ohi tuinbledowns could be merged into one
good hotel it would be for the interest of all concerned and a credit to our city. We could just as
well

|

made my first

The Elmwood is ju»t

the Rappahannock.” He uses the silver drum
presented to him by the late Horace Greely for

run over.

1

lying there gave his hearers a graphic atof his first voyage in a schooner twenty-four
years ago. Stepping t-» the edge of the wharf he
read the schooners name—Nathan Clifford. Why,”

good hotel and preparing for

a

business.

summer

ground, stands the
height, which is

schooner

genera, newspaper use, hut then lie will have
lotsof satisfaction in his experience while learning.
At the Elmwood 1 find the Messrs. Mureli, senior

danger of being

1

The third base and tlie caps
work, with scrolls. On the cap.

(•-•uni

for

in

«

last week in company with others he was on the
lower steamboat wharf and while looking at a

popular with some of the citizens. Bro. M.
probably learn when lie gets older that “soft
sawder" is tne cheapest and most paying material

frequently

■

anchor, the fluke of which is projecting from
drapery. The artists are T. Bartolucci and J.

One of the

agalust fast driving

■

corners.

polished

county bar

will

junior, running

the

made

are

Pedestrians, particularly children,

streets.

While the dust

drawn up

Ferrari.

a

increased

at

room was

Mr. Edward O.

Widow's Island

cut to represent “Hope as an anchor of the soul.”
The figure stands in an easy position with the
right hand across the breast and the left resting on

K-gs and quench his thirst.
dropped in a few minutes on Bro. Moore of the
.Sentinel, who has one of the most cosy, pleasant,

and

are

Attention is called to the advertisement of Walk& Littlefield, proprietors of Elmwood farm,

citizen? of

statue, live feet and nine inches in

the left had lost

room to

of

Wa'd<j county.
and the Jersey bull "Dandv" from the well kmovi
herd of Burleigh A Bodwi li, ilaHowell, are line an-

the stove.

hich is twelve feet from the

w

1

nothing.

The salary of a lady in wailing to Queen
Victoria is $2500 per annum.
The young man who is waiting ou a girl has
to find himself.

i

went

bases, polished die, with polished columns and

companion with look- and ges
surprise and disgust were equally

his

tempt of the Mugwump tail to wag the Democratic dog has been an utter failure. In
making
appointments the Administration in nine cases
out of ten has selected the men most
obnoxious to the late allies of the Democratic
party,
aud they arc told, day after
that their ad-

We have received No. 2, Vol. 1, of the SouthSun, a neatly printed newspaper published
weekly at Palatka. Florida, and edited by Joseph H. and Chas. E. Warner.

one

he

over

was

standing

Montviil*-, formerly known

Friday

tioner turned to his

to learn that the little

on our

tie1

This firm h

viously announced in the Journal. The captain
at U o’clock of the evening on which lid-

to hr

ern

The removal of the Hon. Wakefield G. Frye,
consul-general at Halifax, to make room for
Michael Phelan of St. I^ouis, an open advocate
of the dynamite policy, is a tine specimen of
reform. Of course the President has been deceived. It would not be surprising if the
English government made as strong a protest
against the sending of an avowed believer in
dynamite to an English port as did the Italian
government in the case of Kelley. [Portland
Press.

er

said that

it- potency, and is no longer the quiet retiring place
of the traveller who hurries from the ears to stretch

The abuse of the Mugwumps with which the
Democratic papers are now tilled savors of ingratitude to say the ieast.
But what did the
Mugwumps expect? They certainly could not
have thought that they were to reform and
regenerate the Bourbon Democracy, which
learns nothing and forgets
The at-

A New York editor candidly admits that it
does him good “occasionally to encounter a man
that knows everything,” and the Boston Transcript adds that “Such men are rare.” We think
not. The men who do not know everything,
and admit it, are rare.

The intemperate fool who attempted to
horse-whip the editor of the Boothbav Register,
a feeble old gentleman, has
probably’found out
by this time that the pen is mightier than the
horsewhip. [Augusta New Age.

on

leaning

me

at

Army Post in this city has made

arrangements for an entertainment on June 17th
The principal feature will be the exercises of Mr.
K- li. Hendershot, the famous ‘‘Drummer Boy of

property.

Many complaints

close of hi? song Mr. T. received storms of
applause and was called out a second time.

fast, arrived last week. This is the vessel on board
of which .John Edwards, the cook, died, as
pre-

"This is in Maine.”
mingled and exclaimed
No
higher praise could be given to the old Pine Tree
■'■date. But really it was somewhat of a -urprisc to

dustry, and because he has created by his own
industry and energy, despite opposition, works
for the building of iron vessels of the
largest
size. 'I bey would prefer to have his and other
American yards closed, and the workmen deprived of employment, that our people might
be forced to buy their
ships of builders on the
Thames and Tyne. This is the secret of the
attacks upon Mr. Roach, which are mainly as
groundless a* they are malicious.

prove

Tremont School of Music gave au entertainment in
Temple, Boston, last Thursday evening.
There were 2,800 people present, amt every a\ail-

Trcmont

At

Capt. By-ler, of sch. George B. Ferguson, of Bel-

The enforcement of the liquor law in the I are very correct in your description of matters and
in and about Washington, but in your artitown of Quincy, Mass, reduced the expense of things
cle of 7th inst., wherein you corrected a
corresponseven
thousand
dollars during the j
pauperism
dent of the N. Y. Herald in relation to the Sumner
1
year ending March 1833. This is an argument tree,
were
In
error.
Whether it was the
you
slightly
iu favor of prohibition that appeals to every ; intention of
Olmstead to destroy all the trees in the
taxpayer—except the rumseller.
of
the
1
know
parks
not, but he began his
capital

Portland Argus says that “swallows
have come.” We supposed that in Portland
swallows had gone. [Bangor Commercial.

miilinery opening

The Grand

sum of money has been found in the
of II. A. Stnrrett ft Co. Call at the store and

to Mary E. Whitcomb, Islesboro. Oetavia M. Bachelor, Palermo, will, to Edwin G. Bachelor, same
town. Hannah 1. Doane, Winterport, to Marcus L.
Curtis, same town. Estate of Charles Elliot, Knox,
Ditto for Belfast.
to Eliza J. Leathers, Brooks.
William J. Fairer,
A drummer residing in Augusta tells of an old
A party of four, Messrs. J. W Frederick, Charles
Llncoliiville, to Mansfield Clark, same town. Lotgentleman in Thorndike, who has in his possession
Baker, A. A. Howes and Albert C. Burgess, drove
tie A. Howe. Michigan, to Nancy M. Stinson, Bela watch which he has carried Go
years. During this
time but two main springs have broken. The time
from Belfast to \\ arreu, on Tuesday, and witness- | fast. H. H. Johnson, Belfast, will, to Ann F.
piece is pronounced to be lot) years of age. [Ken- ed
the catching of alewives in the river. The run Johnson, same town. Woodard Pierce, Prospect,
nebec Journal.
of fish is very good.
; will, to Susan Pierce A als., .same town.
George
CIU KCH Notes. The subject of Rev. T. B. GregPitcher, Nortbport, will, to Surah E. Pitcher A als.,
Crass has got a good start, and it looks as though
ory’s Sunday morning sermon at the I'niversalUt
wc shall have a fair
hay crop in this vicinity. Some | same town. Estate of John Stevens. Belfast, to
church will be “Castles iu the Air.”_“The Greatj of the farmers in the interior
J. Stevens. Win. H. Twombly, Monroe.
towns say, however, j Andrew
ness of God in Little Things” will be the subject of !
to Nelson Curtis, same town.
Beuj Wildes, MonRev. J. A. Ross’ Sunday morning sermon at the 1i that the grass is very thin, and they do not Iook for
roe, will, to Carrie Wildes A als., same town. IraG.
I more than an average crop.
North Church.
White, Monroe, to Phineas M. Moody, sane- town.
lion. Fred Atwood, of Winterport has sent us a
The Monroe Conservatory of Oratory and the j

singers

At Watervilie station I witness a little untutcual side scene which goes further than a score of
lectures to --how the beneficial effects of an enfore-

lure.-in which

A Washington, 1). C. paper reports among
the hotel arrivals “Dion Bradbury” and “Claraver Hale” of Maine; and a Washington des- j
patch to the N. Y. Herald says of the new Consul-General at Halifax that “he succeeds Gen- j
eral Frye, a brother of Senator Frye.”

The

at Portland.

Saturday of last wcok, was largely attended.
display of trimmed hats and bonnets was very
line, and was generally appreciated by the ladies.
Miss >., to use a sea phrase, lias a happy faculty of
rigging out a bonnet.

hat 11" 1. don’t know about horses he does know
euchre, and that it isn’t always safe to judge
from appearances. I’. S. This isn't a puff.

lication.

Miss Bayard,
daughter of the Secretary of State, is oue of the
best horsewomen iu Washington. She was al
the Ivy City race track, aud after the races
w ere over and the crowd had dispersed took the
whole steeple rhase course at high speed, including the water jump, at which many of the
professional steeple chasers quail.

now

on

A small
store

imen of bird life has arrived and he darts from
flower to flower like a shaft of sunlight, gathering
sweets. [ All our Maine exchanges.

able foot of

and

"

secretary
Georgia, has become
the editor of The Southern World, a handsome
semi-monthly, published at Atlanta, Ga., by
the Cultivator Company. We recently commended The Southern Cultivator, and cannot
do less by The Southern World, which wc
find to he a most useful and interesting pub-

Washington letter says:

1

the Dolphin was built under government intime, but on inquiry -aid he felt as well as usual.
Forty minutes later the captain again went below
spection from plan- and specifications furnished by the Naval Hoard. It is not pretended ed liquor law. One of the aforesaid “runner-,” by ami found Edwards lying on the cabin floor dead.
that these plans and specifications have been hi- brogue a native or a near descendant of fader- No one heard any outcry »r noise.
M. T. James-m «& Co., South Thomaston, have
deviated from. If they have been the naval land, asked the waiter at the refreshment room fora
glass of beer, and was answered—" We have none.” just
completed, a statue which 1- t«» surmount the
officers who were entrusted with the duty of
“What have you to drink, then?" inquired he.
shaft to be erected by Hon. Joseph Farwcll, of
Hut any pretext
inspection are culpable.
said
the
girl. The disappointed ques- l uity, as a family monument. There are three
"Nothing,”

Young Farmers Club

Two 10 year old lads playing in a yard on
Broad street in Norwich, Conn.. Saturday, set
fire to a parcel of sulphur. Willie, a year aud
a half old son of Mrs. Daniel Drew was with
them and in some way he fell into the tire.
Frightened by his screams the other tads ran
away and the infant was fatally burned before
his screams brought help.

May Queen had a
(.'apt. Tapley was

Tbe

He

State under President Arthur was confirmed
positively assured us there was no train
December 12, 1*81, which office he held ! west from Swanton till Monday morning and so it
Another
proved.
tiling I learned from the railroad
through the latter’s administration.
maps, and that is that no road has any angles, only
a few insignificant curves in their lines, but the
Major Sidney Herbert, managiug editor of
other fellows road is till crooks and angles. Funny
the Southern Cultivator, and
of the

no

July 1. The steamer is

Hersey, of this city, goes to Unity
a Memorial address.

deliver

J

<

Smart, a pauper who has been with Mr.
Harrison llayford since 1S4', is still with him. In
giving up the city’s poor Mr. Hay ford says he shall
retain Mr. Smart, and keep him as long as he lives.
Mr 'ii>iart is mnv »!‘J years old, and at times is
partially insane.

about

serves for an attack
upon Mr. Roach, who is
obnoxious to the free trade Democrats because
of his advocacy of protection to American in-

a

Mr. Frank E. Wiley of this city, has received a
letter from Commissioner Ham, at New Orleans,
asking that ids model of a steam tug be allowed to
remain, and adding that the model has been admired
by thousands and was a valuable feature of the
Maine exhibit.

j

Solomon

There, I pride myself

on

funds available to pay claims of volunteers for
arrears of pay and bounties or any claims of
officers and soldiers of the United States army
that occurred prior to June 30,1883, except for
three mouths’ extra pay for services in the
Mexican war.

■

authorized and instructed to dispose of the steamer, either by private sale or by auction, on or be

conductor

an

the smal.

the Post

the war, of which one hundred were killed in battie or died during their enlistment. Ten Belfast
men were kilted at the battle of Gettysburg.

aeqiiie.-ee-, saying he lias often
wanted to learn to play the little game, and
they
to
the
extent
that they soon lind out that
proceed

The Democratic newspapers are making a
great to do over the mishaps to the new gunboat Dolphin, built for the (ioverument hv
John Roach.
They do not see tit, however, to
mention one very material point, which is that

from lower Main street to

move

looking up statistics for the Memorial Day
orators, we discovered that Belfast sent 850 men to

handful of Ml!-, extolling the virtues and graces of
his stud of seven stallions—two more Hambletonions just added—and the youngsters invite him to
hand.

and subdued it.

Sylvester, dealer in Thompsonian medicines,

In

men,” who were whiling away the time at euchre.
Hod Nelson, of Waterville, happens along with

a

out

|
j

Office, owned by
Dr. Flanders. Fred Timm, boot and shoe maker,
will occupy Dr. Sylvester’s old shop.

How-

On the mixed train to Waterville I came aero-- a
quartette of "runners,” l*eg pardon, “commercial

take

Col. Philo

of this

building nearly opposite

regard to the "74"; if lam let I»vcr fix it up
right; he’s an old salt and knows if it is too fresh.

again.”

meeting of the Maine Historical society
I Portland to-day, the Hon. Joseph Williamson,
At

a vacant

A force turned

in

occur

Saturday to

petitioners for a society for the prevention
cruelty to animals are requested to meet at the
city government rooms on Tuesday evening, June
2, for the purpose of organization.

lot between Cedar and Congress
streets, which came near causing trouble. The
fiames got among the dry grass and spread rapidly,

countenance holies it- savagon that
It i- possible I may be a little “off”

last sentence.

what is, and the great man's heart swells with
mingled indignation and satisfaction—indignation at tlit* treatment the patriots are receiving,
and satisfaction iu the feeiing that at last the
mistake of not putting him at the head of the
ticket has been discovered and acknowledged,

ment G. A. It.

of

of

person

bish in

smiling

tendencies.

well, first page.

The

name

caught thus far this

Elders, by II. B. Ward-

See The Traditions of the

Billings post, of Monroe, wants camp
quarters at Portland during the National Encamp-

E. M.

of this

few salmon hare been

season.

High street

on

Belfast, will give "An account of the visit of Presicity, who leased the Al- j
dent John Adams to Pownalborough in 1765,” and
McCIintock Block, will not occupy it
a sketch of “Maine in the war of 1812.”
as previously announced, but will remain at the old !
stand.
The ruby throated humming bird is one of the reminders that summer is with us. This living specSome
started a fire last week in some rub-

liervey,

Calvin

There is a "push” about it which is absolutely appalling to the quiet, down-shore dweller.
The long unwieldy freight train from Bangorward bears down like a full rigged 74 frigate, the
Belfast train backs into its position meekly and
lamblike, and the Western comes in shrieking like
a veritable blizzard from the plains, only conductor
cr<>us

Very
built

lard store In

times.

Grateful he looks, and

the

The ale wives struck into the river at Warren last
week, and on Thursday Frederick & Co., of this
city, took 40,000 fish—their first catch of the season.

gazing at groups of tow headed boys and freckled
faced girls as iu any other way.
Burnham junction is a gay old place at train

pleased beyond measure he is, as he gazes smilingly and pityingly at the worshipful throng
doing him homage. He understand* their feelings full well. His soul is also harrowed by
the thought of ‘what might have been,' and

Sleeper,

P. M.

ever, I have long since given up expecting everything in this life and suppose I may as well endure
a little penauce by wav of waiting at stations and

incense to his no>tri!s. and as honey to his
taste.” But, propriety forbids any expression
on his part “that could be considered
disrespectful to the President.

a

safe and effective method but it is
little tantalizing to the passengers.
a

U.

a life insurance of $3,000.
Prentiss, of East Troy, claims the
Mabel fora sorrel mare by Fearnaught.

Look

Friday, p. m. was an A No. one day without
imperfection except to those unfortunates (afterwards) who by its seductiveness were led to shed
their winter clothing too early iu the season. Jerry
said “all aboard,” Frank nodded a pleasant good
bye. and the Belfast branch train whizzed out from
the station at the rate of at least 10 miles an hour,
landing us in due time at Burnham junction. There
is one peculiarity we notice about the trains on our
road, they lay over and wait at the stations to make
up time instead of running at extra speed for the
same purpose as they do on other roads.
This no

am

George

over

arrived.

sidewalk has been
the Court House.

new

past

shipped

city, had

versa.

an

existence;”or it is, “Mr. Vice President,
proud to pay my respects to a man who
represents, as you do, true Democracy;” or
again: “The next time we try our luck it will
I

We learn that the late

Last

as

these: “Mr. Hendricks, 1 wish to God that you
had beeu at the head of the ticket. We would
not be standing arouud here apologizing for being iu power after apologizing for years for be-

ing

Three cargoes of hay are
being
railroad from Brooks to Belfast.

to the aforesaid lenses.

lion. Frederick T. Frelinghuysen tiled May
20th, after a long illness, at his residence in
Newark, N. J. He was born August 4, 1*17.
graduated at Rutgers College, was admitted to
the bar, was attorney general of New
Jersey
In 1*01 and 1800; U. 8. Senator from December
1*00, to March 1809, and from March 1*71, to
March 1877. His appointment as Secretary of

A

To secure summer !>oarders, the Boston Daily
Transcript is the best advertising medium. It is
the leading family paper. Send for rates.

Hendricks is

see not; and vice
of the vice versas, for a change.

am one

Mosquitoes have
A

Next Saturday will be Memorial Day.

glasses, reader, and if you discern dark
ly, or see things one sided, or colored too highly, or
otherwise, let’s strike hands and lay all the blame

Hendricks.

to

NEWS OF BELFAST AND VICINITY.

thro’ my

standing in the lobby of Willards hotel at Washiugtou surrounded by admirers, and receiving
from new worshippers such salutations as

Boston.

viding

of the oldest and most
respected clergymeu of the Maine Methodist
Conference, died at his home in Biddeford
Tuesday evening, aged 82 years. He was a
travelling preacher for 54 years and on the
superannuated list about three years. He was
well known in all parts of the State, having
preached in many towns both iu the Maine aud
the East Maine Conferences.

I

record, and had been deceived. Since his record
has been fully ventilated, Mr. P. has been appointed custodian of the public buildings in

encouraging.

Rev. Isaac Lord,

Homage

Canada,

to

THE USE.
FACT8 AND FANCIES BY
THE WAY.

there—some have eyes anti

Co.

Post.
When Mr. Pillsbury was appointed Collector
of Internal Revenue it was said that the President was not aware of the character of his

The Department of Agriculture is receiving

A

Publishing

PILSBURY.Editor.
DYER.Local Editor.

Collector Pillsbury was again besieged In
congratulating friends yesterday. Two Federal offices in this city have thu* far been tilled,
ami Mr. Pillsbury tills both of them.
[Boston

Last week Professor Robert E. Odium, a
immer, tried the experiment of leaping from
Brooklyn bridge. He fell the distance of 135
feet iii three and one quarter seconds, but fail; ing to steady himself he struck upon ills side
;
receiving injuries from which he soon died.
many requests for silk-worm eggs, and replies
that they caunot be shipped successfully till fall.
Mulberry trees and a satisfactory climate are
essential, the South being the best field of labor.
The experiments in silk raising iu this country

Journal

MORNING BY TUB

Cumberland.

sw

Through the failure of Congress to make
appropriation, there will, after June 30, be

Republican

CHARLES A.
RUSSELL G.

THURSDAY

OVER

TRIP

“Over the line!
Why draw it so Hue,
’Tis but a step between Maine and Canada.”
Some men travel—and other men go here and

Maine mechanics, and moreover is turned out
in finished style.” Success to the good steamer

;
!

arc

PUBLISHED EVERY

smokestack

Rudolph, the finest Hereford bull In the
world, the property of the Wyoming Hereford
Association, died at Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory, last week, after a surtrical operation in
which a tumor of Go pounds weight was taken
from him. lie was valued at $40,000.

j

)

A

BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 26, 1885.

ern

In the National Commercial Convention at
Atlanta, (ia.. the vote on the adoption of the
: question, “Does the public interest require the
enactment of a uniform bankrupt law” resulted,
I ayes liG3, noes 153. The New’ England and New
! York delegates all voted in the affirmative.

I

From Maine

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

*•

j

j

known; also two tiny teaspoons of silver of ancient quaint design, made by Paul Revere and
bearing the initials P. R still plain ; also a massive
silver table spoon, made by Paul Revere when
about fifteen years of age and presented by him In
1750 to Lucia’s grandfather, John Cochran, then an
infant, but who afterwards was one of the famous
Boston Tea Party. This spoon has been in common daily use for over a hundred years, and is apparently good for several hundred more, the mark
Revere being not only legible but almost ns plalu
as Journal print.
Upon the handle are the initials
of the recipient, J. C.

speaking
ownership
by foreigners, he said that 20,5T>(i,000 acres
of American soil are owned by earls and lords
and dukes. The system that allowed them to buy
it is wrong.
From this lime forth, not one
handful of earth should be owned by any man except he Is born in this land, or raises Ills hand and
swears allegiance to the American tlag.
'Ve say,

cottages
Chitlin, of Massachusetts, has engaged a farm
house on the Cape, and will pass the season there,
He is expected to arrive shortly. Mr. Denslow is
coming this week. A private telephone line from
Stockton village to the hotel will soon be In working order. Mr. Thompson lias charge of all the
building on the Capt, and thoroughly understands

America for Americans and

ills business. He bid

can

soil

for

no

others.

We

territory here who would not
stand up or lie down in defence of this flag of ours.
The K. of L. say that for equal labor woman should
receive equal pay witli man. That is hut fair, just
and equitable. The lecture was well received.
want

no man

to

own

j

Cow

t

the hotel fourteen years ago.

We

congratulate our Stockton neighbors, for the
building up of a po »ular summer resort in their
town must add grea ly to the general prosperity,
and indeed all this auction will be benefited there-

by.

!

ported
place,
Stockton Crangc.jStockton. Programme: 1st, opening exercises; 2nd, music; Jd, conferring of litth
degree, 4th, address of welcome by Sister Martha
Blanchard *>th, response bv Sister Thomas Smart;
dlii, nilisle; 7th, recess; 3th, music, nth, question,
Kesolved that the harvesting of hay should com
m nee in June.
AIT., Bros. .1. W. Thompson and

Thomas Smart; neg., Bros. W. II. tilnn and II.
Murphy; 10th, song hy Bro. J. O. Kneeland; 11th,
declamation by Bro. stiles, 12th, topic. Resolved
the sisters shouhl take more out of door exercise,
opened by Sisters Nickerson,Johnson, Could, burham and Beale; IJtli, song lo Bro. Poland and family Mill, question box. The day of our next meeting was changed from Tuesday to Friday by request of Stockton Crange. A vote of thanks was
extended to Star of Progress Crange for courtesies.
L. M. Bellows, Secy.

Commissioner Wilson has bought another Eureka
machine, which makes three the city owns.

Searsport Locals,

road

Capt. David Nichols left Monday for New York.

hope our local correspondents will send us
reports of Memorial Day exercises, and send
them in early.
We

Judson

full

Not

Dow, of Fairfield, has sold his egg business, fixtures, etc., in this city to Hutchinson &
Co., of Boston, who will continue the business.
Charles Lancaster will have charge of the buying
and shipping.

short time.

There

to our

di-pla.

,i

**■

l

w on a

in

Last

Troy, is about to put a grocery
ii the
road, ami our people w ill then be
soil their eggs and buy their groceries at
\vn door.Mr. John
Wingate and Mrs.

no
igoii

M< o.itii.i.
lay
1
i-

1».

f

o

Eidridge

Fxodus

II

Jo

24.

an

gave

Di-o.

;

excellent

New York for Boston.
May 25. Cleared sch. Sarah
Georgetown, S.
L. Davis, Kneeland, Point a-Pitre.
.,

sailed -eh. Richard P. Buck,
Carver, s.m Francisco. Sailed May 20, ship Nancy
Pendleton, Pendleton, Rio Janeiro.
Windsor, N.
May 14. Cleared sch. Stella M.
K'-nvon, Pendleton, Baltimore.
si.J.'iui, N. B., Mav 20.
Cleared sch. Webster
Barnard, Marshall, New York. May 22. Arrived
-eli Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, Boston.
>"urahava, to May 20. Arrived hark Albert Russell, Kane. Maca-sar.
Newe.ast ie, N .". W., April 1.
Arrived bark (
D Bryant, C Jcord, Melbourne.
April 10. Bark
Penobscot, Chapman, Me,bourne.
Sailed
21
Liverpo.il.
May
-hip Iroquois, Nickels,
San Franei-eo.
In port May II, -ch. Clara E. Colcord,
>agua.
tiieord.
I
Eieutlicra.
May K, sch. E. M. Bacon,
poi
A 1
in'll, to load t". Bo-tfii.
P-'rt "pain
-ch. *Wyer G. SarArrivd Mav
gent, >.i'_eni, New Yoik, via. si. Thomas. 6lh.
Gin i<
Ni •ker-.ni, Tencriffe.
st. Johns, P. K.
Arrived May 2, barque Angus

K.

received up to the present time.

|
|

Anongthc arrivals the past week are Mr. and
McDougal, Charles McClure, Mrs. Klla
Mi.wrv Marian Treat, Wilbert West, Mrs. Mclvina
Camphor. Mrs. Meta McGilvery ami Capt. o. G.
Mrs. Jas.

sermon

j

rue Ladies sowing |
lay.
h>
id annual meeting with Mrs. 1. E. i Katon.
Nichols
last Tliurs lav
B. F. Pendleton, B. F. < arv.r and W.
Mrs I» W
Morey was
•-■! President for tin ensuing year
Geo.
will after June l*i carry on a ship brokerage and
I
commission business at N >.:’»* South street, Now
k
uni wife arrived from Now Haven, Conn.,
k MrItrkwi! -pend the summer with
York, under tin* firm name <>i' Pendleton, < arver &.
nil

r<

ID
■

m-\t

sun

—

»

Nicho

tamer, Mr. II. B. rimmas.

■

Is.
week that

The editor said in the Journal last
Harvey, the widow j
She
Win. Harvv.die-i May ioili, aged 7-years.
Norihport avenue is the host pioce of highway. 'No
i' u.-ua! 'm
wH
the morning aud left home | conclude he hasn’t visited Searsport recently, I ut
:
mind that we had a road
k to *ttend a quilting at Win. Knowl| we wish him to bear in
ne mlio.
she called at [ machine long Indore Belfast.
lance >11 nearly
In > naliv to rc-t and in le.-s limn live minutes,
Mr. K. I*. Wormell mine near a terrible fall
.The conunii-1nilig m i.ii hair, expired.
while placing the decorations in the church last I
v

v
..

Mrs. Mar

am I! l.i

f-

line

>

decorate the graves of soldiers
app-'iiiMin defence of in country will attend to

on which he wa-at work tipped
wall, and but tor bis pre-meo <d
j
i’ ii miy "at irday morning D-torc attending the
j mind in swinging t" the left ami dr ipping oil'
in
oj Hi, p)(>L at "iMr-port... Farmers are
ho would have lau led squarely on his back on the
ba-iiy engaged in piuntiug and sowing their seed.
below.
M

<

gram will he

sown

than usual this year..
the church In

Gregory will preach at
m xi Sunday, May distal

A ladder

week.

who tv I:

back from the

pews

W<-

!

M A KI 11M K
are

si.

Thomas; brig Harry

Stewart, Tlioma-, Pensacola.
Melbourne
."ailed April 1, bark Penobscot,
Chapman, Newcastle.
Hong K"iig. Arrived previon- to May lb, ship
Iceberg, Treat, Newcastle, N. s. W. Sailed April
13 »ark C ilonua, .Nd»ve.-. Portland, Oregon.
Hav ana. Arrived Mav 15, barque Edward Cushii'., 1’iii'.aniin.*, Ba.timore.
Maui .a. In port April b, barque Hudson, Carver,
mu New
-ii.-. N.
W., arrived April 2, disg.
Hull".
Hi port March 3b, bark Abbie Carver,
!*. ndletou, 1 *i Boston, lake- 25uo tons dry sugar.
Arrived bark Herbert
Adelaide, March 2b.
Black, Nichols, New York.

..

v

Kobbe, Co-tigan,

j

MI SC ELLA N I

1

B.

a

men

•>

Colored Urine ?

pleased to note the success of our young
to try their fortunes in othet

who leave here

j
j

with all other symptoms of Kidney Disease.
husband was called home as she was

Salt Rheum

Mk. CnAS. Patterson, Engineer,
Bangor,
cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over

lilting,

J. B.

Hood’s

Dollar.

One

Doses

A

WHAt’m IT!
strictly vegetable prepa-

ration, composed of

MILBURN & CO.,

First—It Is equal In softness to the best French
1
kid.
Second—It will not crack or turn purple.
Third- It has all the elegance of French kid
with none of Its defects, and can be sold at a much
less price.
Fourth—It Is made with HAWKIN'* IMPROVED
FLEXIBLE INNER SOLE,
the Root as flexii as hand sewed goods.making
ble

i

—Call and Examine Them.—

STYLES

Ladies’
Low

Hogs' Tup
Hogs'

solid,

Xeirport

Serge Congress

W.

T.

COLBURN,

llloek,

High

<

MacCarthy

Summer

Saturday, May 23 Wednesday, 27.

LOOSE HAY

Ladies'
ThL is

Crain

F. H. FRANCIS &

Church

Street,

enough to be carried borne and it

up

ami

soon came

full tine of goods usually kept
first-class Itruy Store.
.I thorough Druggist of large experience in Compounding I'rescrijit inns.
a

By fair dealing, best of goods, and reasonable
prices, we hope to merit a share of patronage from
the people of Belfast ami vicinity.
20

KIJLGOini

was

to tin* illness and consequent removal of
-iim, LOUI> HARRIS, who would have
been my successor in business, I am compelled to
close out, and would like to be clear by

Oct.

Clotliiuj, Carpets, FurnisMui (inis
at great bargains. Those wishing to secure this
extraor iinarv trade should call at once.
Also my dwelling bouse on Park street to sell or
rent after Oct 1st.

ARNOLD HARRIS.
Belfast. May 2it, 1*35.-21 toOet.l

PURE

Known

the Gen.

as

SUSSEX

“SUSSEX ROY.”

attended in
Mr.

a

body

and the church

Day preached

was

well filled.

veiy able sermon from the
text Prov. 14-11
Mrs. C- H. Chase died at her
residence Monday after a long illness_Mr. E. P.
Emerson has a crew of men roofing Bradley Block
a

—

with canvas-Miss A. M. Jordan
York

on

Monday’s boat.

left for New

IjiRONT

gold medal was awarded Mellin’s Food at the
New Orleans Exposition, in recognition of its great
nourishing properties.

Boston

M. L. Blair, Aldernmn 5th Ward, Scranton, Pa.,
stated Nov. 9, ’83: He had used Hr. Thomas’Ec.
lectric Oil for Sprains, burns, cuts, bruises and
rheumatism. Cured every time.

I

j

An Arizona despatch savs that Indians have
massacred eight miners in &ew Mexico.

Pretty Mouths
Should have pretty teeth In them, but it is not unusual to see between rosy lips, teeth discolored and
through neglect. This disfiguring defect
should be repaired without delay, by using fragrant
SOZODONT, which removes every particle of tartar from the teeth and renders them snowy white.
This admirable aid to beauty is perfectly harmless
aud exhales a most delightful aroma, and is in
every respect preferable to the ordinary tooth
pastes ana powders. Try it and see for yourself.

decaying

POWDER
Absolutely

Pore.
A

This powder
marve of purity,
strength and wbolesomeuess. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in com
petition with the multitude of the low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cant.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St.,
N. Y.
Iyr34
never vanes.

I

Novelties.

ALL WOOL CRAZY CLOTHS,

Arnnres, CasMeres, Hun’s Veiliis,
ETC., ETC.,

AT

A. P. MANSFIELD'S,
MASONIC

TEMPLE.

Infants' Cloaks!
IN WHITE AND COLORED.

Infants’ Instil & Laci Blunts
Infants’ Mafia lip tfoofis
OF ALL KINDS AT

M AXTSFZSLD’S

At 10c. per yard, worth 15c.

At 17c. per

II NEW & FINE ASSORTMENT

5 PIECES OF LAWN TENNIS CLOTHS
At 37c. per

Cultivators
-AND-

AOTital litorals,
-AT--

Greatly

Reduced Prices.

for sale wholesale and retail

W.

K.

MORISON

Coliaeum, 47 Main St.,

&

by

/<><>

At $1.00 per

hand

--AT-

certain lot of land with the hotel and other buildings thereon, situated in said Islesboro, and bounded as follows to v\ it: Beginning at the shore of
East Penobscot Bay at the corner of land owned
by HATTIE E. PULLEN, thence north 44 deg., 30
m. west, two hundred feet to the town road; thence
north 35 deg. east as said road runs, two hundred
and llfty-one feet, more or less, to the regular travelled town road; thence easterly as said road runs,
one hundred and ninety-four feet to a stake ami
stone, thence south one deg. west, one hundred and
sixty-two feet, more or less, to a stake and stone,
standing ten feet, nortli 83 deg. 30 in. east from
north line of land owned by A. I*. HAYWOOD,
thence south 83 deg. 30 m. west on line of land
owned by said HAYWOOD sixty feet to orchard
fence, thence north G deg. 30 west, forty-live feet
to a stake and stone, then south 84 deg. 30 m. west
seventy-eight feet to a stake aud stone, theuce
south, 7 deg. west sixty-eight and one-half feet to
land of A. G. HUNT, thence south 83 deg. sixtyfive feet on line of land of said HUNT to a stake
and stone, thence south 7 deg. east by laud of said
HUNT, seventy feet more or less to the shore,
thence westerly as the shore runs seventeen feet,
Ami
more or less, to the place of beginning.
whereas, on the 16th day of May, A. I)., 1883, said
ELIZABETH B. ALLEN assigned said mortgage
ami debts thereby secured to me the undersigned
said assignment recorded in said Registry vol. 197,
p. 139. And whereas, the condition of said mortgage is broken now therefore by reason thereof, 1
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice to effect such foreclosure.

THORNTON LYFORD.
Bangor, May 25, 1885.—3w22

Administrators' Sale of Real Estate.
to a license from the Hon. Judge of
Probate, for the County of Waldo, 1 shall sell
at public, auction on the 30th day of June A. D.,
1885, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, on the premises,
all the right, title and interest, which ROSSELL
(i. LEWIS had in ami to the following described
real estate, viz: Lot and house thereon north of
and adjoining the engine house on Dock square;
also lot and barn thereon on the south side of Common Street, next east of lot of JANE WYMAN;
also the equity of redemption in the property
known as LEWIS, or KIMBALL wharf, with the
store houses thereon, all situated in Belfast in said
County of Waldo.
JOHN G. BROOKS,
Admr. of Estate of Ross G. Lewis.
Dated this 26th day of May, 1885.—3 w22

j

figures

on

the

made, $1.25, regular price $2.50.

Shoes

LOTS !

the best trades in our store. Lome and
them. Also don’t forget to look at our

are

see

Ladies’ French Kid Button Boots
for $2.50. It is a genuine French Kid, imported in the tan ami finished in this country. Like
a Curacoa Kid.it is as yet an experiment, but
as far as we have learned, they wear better
than anything n the world, combining the
toughness of Fivnch tannage with the hard
surface
American finish.
They are very
stylish ami fit elegantly.*
High Cuts, Low Cuts, Wide Toes, Narrow Toes,
liiy Shoes, Little Shoes, Cheap and Expensive Ones.
We keep them all. We will try and suit you if
you will try us. «irUKMKMitV.it the Place,

II.

II. FORBES’
Main

Street,

SHAW

worth

yard,

per

$2.25

At

$1.75.

worth

yard,

per

$3.00.

1,000 Yards SATINE, REMNANTS
At 5c. per

worth 12 1-2c.

yard,

100 Twilled Silk Sun Shades, 24 Inch., $1.25.
too Doz. LADIES’ FOREIGN HOSE!
30

Dozen

Doz.

50

GLOVES

LISLE

At 12 l-2c. per

worth

pair,

worth

pair,

LADIES’

Doz.

25

25c.

37 1-2c.

MITTS

SILK

Masonic

Temple.

Sills:

Misses

25c.

per

worth

pair,

Ladies’

Dozen

At 25c. each,

Mitts

37 1-2c.

Gauze Vests

worth

37 12c.

25 D:z, Gent’s Clouded Shirts and Drawers
At

50c.,

worth

75c.

CORSETS 1 fa ill Silk kiln ad hi Brain Hilda
In all the LEAD1NO MAKES at

At 12 1-2c.

MANSFIELD’S.
Corset!

Comfort

per

yard,

worth

25c.

H. A. Starrett Sb

Also sole agent for the

Main

5

Co.,

Street, Opposite National Bank.
:m<l

Slat<‘in<MH

(.'oiulit ion

SAVINGS

SEARSPORT

MANSFIELD’S.

OLD

■I A MRS G. PEXDL K

oft li<‘

BANK,

STAXI),

Belf st, Maine.

Reserved Fund
Profits.

L-A-C-E-S
\

SPECIALTY AT

Mansfield’s.

W. A. CLARK,
-MANUFACTURER OF-

Flannel Shirts, Blouses,

OVERALLS & JUMPERS,

no
'4 52

$151,149.06

Pur Wil

Public Funds Owned.

Fnglnnd. 45,000

♦Portland «S Ogdcnsburg 0s., 1-t Mort., 1900
♦Cincinnati Northern 6s.. 1st Mort., 1920.
♦Copnation Valley 5s., Refund.
Dayton & Michigan 5s., Consol, 1911.

Total

orporation

Eastern Car Trust

$l8,oon.oo
100 00
lD.00o.no
2,939.00
5, non tin
5.150.00
5, mm. ».i
2,00n K)
3.'"-1 "
7.199 .*>

I In 00

o/iuo.uo
.:.l5u no
5 Moon
•»».*«»
5,.’un of)

2.3on.no
...

m7'9•
2.2nn ’>•
2.25000

'■

Hooks.

on

*2n.sso.uo

■

$IS"00

no

lOO.OO

m. on

25On.no

44,568.58

00

M.oou On
1,500.00

M,nun on
5,imiu 00
5,000 o.
5,non ou

lo.i-nn.un
5.no-.01
i.iT'i.oo
5,non.no

on
on

non

.Mo

25,000.00

Railroad Bonds.
<

Charged

fat'd and
Mir let Vat.

District of Columbians. Coup., 1899.$l>,nnu no
100.00
State of Maine 0S., 1889.
County of Crant. Ind., 5s., Food, 1899.. In..i no
....
3.uoo
I>97.
County of .fasper, III., 7s.,
5. non no
County of .M'inigomerv, Ind., Os. (i: and R"ad, 1>901>91
3-lOs.
of
.!••**:.5,000.no
Ml.,
Cincinnati, O.,'“7
City
5.0im mi
City of Burlington, la., 5s Refund, 1>95.
2 00000
City of Fort Wavne, 0s., Fund. 1899
10
City of Minneapolis. Minn., 4Ms., Fund, 1915.. 3.ohm".1
v>u*»
City of St Paul, Minn., 7s., sewer, 1898
non.
mi
CltV <*f Springlield, III,
Fund, I>31. 2,
2.nun 00
Town of Lake, III., 7s., Wa., 1894.

Mansfield’s.

At

3,Ten

•••..

..

ni:so(R(i:s.

Total Public Funds out of New
llailroad Ponds Owned.

UNDERWEAR

/•. GORDOX. Ti'cusui't'i'.

('//As

..

25.475.no

Ponds Owned.

Company 6s., lM»n..

9,000

-57

n;>

no

'.non.on

2.050.00

l.Ok'MO
9,5011.00

9,oon.oo

Panic Stork Owned.

Ladies & Children’s

JERSEYS
At

Mansfield’s,

First National Bank, Bangor.
Searsport National Bank, Searsport.

Moo.no
9.5no 00

12,35n.nu

11,110.00

10,900.90
Corporation Stork Owned.
International Telegraph Company.. 19,3od.no
Total Bank Stock of Maine.

HOSIERY!
-AT-

Mansfield’S.

233.00

5.2>4 do
3,o7n.l0
233.00

700.uo

700.00

700.00

700.00

Tuu.OO

700.00

11,000.00

li.oun.oO
3,25o.uo

'O

('•,284

00

3,070.10

Biteksport Bonds.
on Savings Hank Hooks.
Searsport Savings Bank.
Loans to Corporations.
Searsport Spool and Block Mfg. < ompany..
Town of

Loans

2.508 39

11,000.00
3,25< .00
2.308 39

13,800.49

13,860.49

13.800.49

1*07 29
190.21

907 29
-*90.21

3.25o.on
2.308.39

Loans on Vessels.
Loans to Vessels’ Agents..
Loans on Mortgages of Rial Kstate.
Cash deposited in Freeim n’s National Bank Boston, at
3 per cent.
Cash on hand...

1,4(53.50
$151,149.00

Unpaid accrued

2,911.28

interest...

154.051.00
Amount due

A New Line of

235.no

>,6>

Premium Account..
Safe.
Loans on Public Funds.

—

It-l

BROTHERS.

TOX, Pnsidcpf.

nmn.i 111:s.
Deposits. t 17.354 54

Over

at 25 per cent, discount, because they have
been used as samples. No one could tell them
from new, fresh g >ods.
All styles. The above
are all

CO.,

Notice off Foreclosure.

PURSUANT

Walking

300 Pairs Wien’s

and

$1.25

5 Pieces of BLACK SILK VELVET BROCADE

A. P. MANSFIELD’S,

Slioes

same goods to-day.
Fairs of Very Fine

JOB

$1.50.

worth

yard,

5 Pieces of Colored Silk Velvet Brocade

At

ALWAYS

Rio Hatch Kid 5 Button Newport,

Belfast.

1ITHEREAS, JAMES II. RYDER, of Islesboro,
VV Waldo county, Maine, by his mortgage deed
dated October 17, 1882, and recorded in vol. 183,
page 80, Waldo Registry of Deeds, conveyed to
ELIZABETH B. ALLEN, of Bangor, Maine, a

Market.

have

120 Pairs ladies’ Kid Oxfords, S,

Gw 17

C. IIERVEY.

BARGAINS !

Just the wholesale

50c.

15 Pieces of COLORED SILK VELVETS

20

a pair <*f which was ever
wholesale for less than $1.3f> per pair.

$1.25.

worth

yard,

At 37 1-2c. per pair, worth 62c.

170 Pairs of Ladies'

for

worth 25c.

yard,

At 25c. per

$1.00 per pair, not
at

Buntings

worth 62 l-2c.

yard,

10 Pieces of LACE BTJZTTZXTCS

At

few

FINE KID OPERA SLIPPERS

“DANDY.”

TERMS OF SERVICE:

Plows,

a

820 Pairs Ladies’

JERSEY BULL.

BOY, $3.DANDY, $2.
For the season, payable at time of first service,
WALKER & LITTLEFIELD.
F. A. BUNKER, Supt.
22if

Jewelry

Buttek—The market closes well sold up, with
prices firm for good, but the impression prevails
that receipts are to be larger this week and the
market easy. Job lots of fresh creameries 20g30e;
northern 2l@23c; fall creameries 14gl5c; new northern dairies 18g20c; selections 20g21>*c.
Ciood old will
Cheese—The market is quiet.
bring full prices in small lots. Some very fair new
has been received. Sage and fancy 13gl4c; job lots
12gl2>£c; good northern round lots log 11c.
Eggs—Saturdaj ’s market was steady as the rest
of the week.
Some poor lots were put into cold
storage. Extra eastern 14gl4%c: western 13g 14c;
13c.
nominal
southern,
Potatoes. Potatoes arc in full supply, and, under a dull demand, the market has weakened. 11 is
calculated that there are still a good many potatoes
to come forward from the country, and the prospects do not look like a very firm market.
Apples. Apples show but little change in price,
and the demand is about steady for the season.
Kussets are quoted at $2 50,g3, and the bald wins at
$3g3 50. Some choice brlghts lots of either might
bring from 25c to 53c V bbl more.

I

SUSSEX

Satukday, May 23d.

Forty buildings, including two newspaper
offices, were burned in Lansing. Iowa, Saturday.

FARM,

from the herds of BURLEIGH &
HODWELL. Hal lowed 1.
The si sse\ stock is fast coming into favor as
the best combination tor beef and milk. As they
are of large size and handsome build,
they make
the best wt oxen. Their color a handsome Cherry
Red.

Rooms to Let.

The

Stripes, Checks

for $1.00.
solid throughout and will wear,
with fair usage, every day for six months.

Ayer farm, MONTVILJ_iE

BULL,

We have

we

worth 75c.

yard,

Searsport, May 22, 1885.

Boots £ Shoes
Among which

Inch Albetros Cloths,

At 42c. per

(»HADES.—WHITE GOODS IN

-AT-

GSrREAT

1-2c.

5 Pieces of 42 Inch Black Lace

-OF-

at

Recently bought

Remedy.

no lames were broken but that he had got a severe
shaking up, which Is bad for a man of bis age. lie
was getting along pretty well at last accounts....
A live loon which was caught in one of the weirs
and brought to town attracted a good deal of attention Saturday morning....The c lass In chemistry at Hie seminary under Prof. McDonald gave a
very Interesting and Instructive public meeting at
the chapel Saturday evening. The members of the
class spoke of chemical affinity and of many of
the principal elements giving their symbols, atomic
and molecular weights, some of their principal
properties, and explaining the many interesting experiments which the Prof, performed—The Rev
J. W. Day preached to the G. A. K. at the Franklin
St., M. E. church last Sunday evening. The Post

IN ALL

CourIspringiMe]

Stock ! Cura* Kii Button

ELMWOOD

Manufactory.

niv

described as follows: Bounded
rout street, on the northwest by
land formerly of the Belfast Foundry Co., or Win.
W. Castle, on the northeasterly side by low water
mark of Belfa>t bay, and on the southerly side by
lund of Ben Hazeltine.
ANSEL WADSWORTH, Sheriff.
Dated May 2d. 18S.Y— 3w22

Has commenced.

yard, worth 62

Tricots

Mia, Victoria aii Persian Lams SO Pieces of BATISE CLOTHS

buildings thereon.
A parcel of real estate situated in said Belfast

BLOODED

Imported

pleased

over

Temple.

White Goods.

a* d bounded and
on the west by

sold

& Sale Stable.

and BACK ROOMS
! Store.
Belfast, May 28, 1885.—22

Masonic

«

First.

To one or two who would like to enter business, I
will make a liberal discount if all the Mock is laken.
To the right kind of men lime will be given lor
payment on good security. If not disposed of in
this manner i shall close out at retail mv entire
stock of

car-

found that

WILSON.

.V

OWING
my

MY

A vast graveyard insurance scheme has just
been brought to light in Bloomington. 111. The
mayor aud other city officials are implicated.

8. 3. Taken on execution in favor of
the BELFAST NATIONAL BANK, of Belfast, in saiu county, and against AXEL HAYLORD, WILLIAM L. HAYFORD and ROBERT
1’ATTERsON and will he sold at public auction to
the highest bidder on Saturday the 27th day of
June, A. 1)., ]SS5, at eleven of the clock in the forenoon at the oflice of P1ULO HERSEY,iu Belfast,
in said county, all the right, title and interest
which the said AXEL HAYFORD has or had on
the 18th day of dune, A. D 1884, at 4 hours and 30
minutes in (he afternoon, being the time of the attachment thereof on the original writ, in the following described pieces or parcels ol' real estate
situated in said Belfast, whether such right, title
and interest be right of redemption from levy or
levies, mortgage, contract, fee or otherwise, viz :
A parcel of land bounded on the northeast by Cedar street; on tiie southeast by Spring street; on
the sou'll west by Charles street, and a lot occupied
by Frederick W ording; and on the northwest by
said Wording lot, and a lot owned by Thomas Gannon, with the buildings thereon.
A parcel of land commencing at a stake and
stones on the south side of Belmont Avenue, at the
northwest corner of
land formerly owned by
William L. Hayford; thence, south, at right angles
to said Belmont Avenue, twenty rods lo a stake and
stones at tne corner of land of Arbella Ilersey;
thence, west at right angles, live rods; thence,
north at right angles, twenty rods to Belmont
Avenue; thence east by Belmont Avenue, live rods
to the place of beginning.
A parcel of land commencing at a stake and stones
at the southwest corner of a lot conveyed by said
Axel Hayford lo Harriet Webber, by deed dated
August 14th, 1880; thence, south, on the line of said
Webber lot, eight rods; thence, east, by said Webber lot, live rods, to land of Arbella Ilersey; thence
south, on said Ilersey lot, thirty-six rods to a stake
and st"iies at the line of the Monroe lot (so-called);
thence, west, parallel with said Belmont Avenue,
twenty rods to a stake and stones; thence, north, at
right angles, twenty-two rods and three feet to land
formerly owned by E. J. Morison; thence, east, at
right angles, live rods; thence, north, it right angles, twenty-two rods to Belmont Avenue, thence
east, by Belmont Avenue, ten rods to the place of
beginning, with the buildings thereon.
A parcel of land commencing at a stake and stones
on the south side of Belmont Avenue, at the northwest corner of lot No. i 1, aeeordiug to the survey
and plan of I’hilo Ilersey; thence, south, at right
angles with said Belmont. Avenue, forty-four rods
t<» a stake and stones at the line of tfro Monroe lot
(so-called); thence, east, parallel witn said Belmont Avenue, six and one-half rods to the centre
of a contemplated street; thence, north, following
the centre line of said contemplated street, fortyfour rods to Belmont Avenue; thence, west, by
Belmont Avenue, six and one-half rods to Hie place
of beginning.
A parcel of land commencing at the northwesterly corner of the railroad store (so-called), at a
point at the intersection of Cross street and Federal street; thence, east, on said Federal street, to a
point opposite the centre line of an alley bet veen
the first and second tenement houses east of the
railroad store (so-called); thence, south, following
the centre line of said alley to a point ten feet fr< m
the southeast corner of the porch of said first house
east of said railroad store; thence, southeast, ol
a line parallel with Cross street, aforesaid, to the
Keen lot, so-called; thence, south westerly, on the
lineof said Keen 1**t, to Cross street; thence, northwesterly, I * v Cross street, to the place of beginning, with the buildings thereon.
A parcel of land situate in said Belfast on the
southerly side t Beaver street, bounded northerly
by said Beaver street, Easterly by land of Newell
Mansfield; Southerly by land of .Jo-iah Mitchell,
and Westerly by land of David Pierce, together
with the buildings thereon.
A pared of real estate situate in said Belfast, and
bounded and described as follows, viz. beginning
on Federal street, at the centre line of an alley between the first and second houses east of the railroad store (so-called); thence, south, following the
centre line of said alley to a point ten feet from the
south east corner of the porch of said first house
east of said railroad store; thence, southeast, on a
line parallel with Cross street, to the Keene lot, .-,o
called; thence, northeasterly, to land of Treadwell
and Mansfield; thence, vvesierly, and northerly, by
the O’Connell lot, to said Federal street; thence by
said Federal street, to the place of beginning, together with the buildings thereon.
A parcel of real estate situated in s;dd Belfast,
and bounded and described as follows
Beginning
at the southerly intersection of Front and Fish
streets in said Belfast, thence east 3 degrees,3 minsouth
to
ute-',
high water mark; thence same
course to l<>w water mark; theme southerly by
eour-e of the channel of the river till it intersects
the line of land occupied by M. 1C Cooper, thence
by said last line westerly to Front street; thence by
Front street to place of beginning, together with

LADIES

CAUTION.

too

Me.

A

in

WANTED.
Machine Girls and Pant Finishers,

picked

Belfast,

Perfumery, Toil Articles, fc

1

was

CO.,

BELFAST

PmflrisNMMcK,

Razors, Scissors & Shears!

where he

a

Hayford Block,

..

store

Hoots

Somethin;; MOW in

MAIN STREET,

20 Good Granite Cutters 20

special

Mr. Ames

Hatton

which will pay you to examine before purchasing elsewhere.
Iyl3

BOUGHT)

I’HE

ping his horse.

Cut

ILiyh

$2.50 to $3.50.

From

$1.25.

Hutton,

Man's FIYE COYGRESS HOOT.

■

ried into Mr. Ware’s

Hoofs,

be'tor boot than we have ever sold before for the same money.

a

Ladies'

WANTED !

j
j

Sole

Best hoot in the market for the money.

■■

j

of

more

MEY'S CALF HOOT, $2.00.

BLOOD & LIVER MEDICINE.

Brooks Pant

i

$1.75 anil $2.00. (All solid leather.)

<

Livery, Boarding

pairs

Hoys' Calf Tap

Millinery!

CO.,

|

Heel,

Widths.

French Kid Boot

to a

Mrs. L. E.

few

I

j CSY DinO StsEE,

Congress

II Per Cent Bonds

Slipper

lii inj> and French
A

$1.00

Cheap Brogan

Opera

Yarrow

Calf

■

VERY HAXltSOME

A

Props.,

Calf

—

A. P. MANSFIELD’S

>>

we would
new pro-

10 Pieces of All Wool

At 50c. per

\lrALDO

In presenting this boot in the public
call attention to the stock, made by a
cess of tanning:

per yard, worth 75c.

—AT—

*2\v2*2

For Ladies!

choice
and skillful combination of
Nature's best remedies. The
discoverer does not claim it a
cure for all the Ills, but boldly
warrants it cures every form
of disease arising from a torpid liver, impure blood, disordered kidneys, and where
there is a broken down condition of the System, requiring a
prompt and permanent tonic,
it never fails to restore the
sufferer.
Such is BURDOCK
BLOOD BITTERS. Sold by all
druggists, who are authorized
by the manufacturers to refund the price to any purchaser who is not benefited by
their use.

worth 75c.

20 Pieces of Colored Cashmeres

Dress Goods
5 Pieces of 42

Sheriff’s Sale.

a

50c. per yard,

At 50c. per

Sarsaparilla

I

BURDOCK BLOOD RITTERS, j

Boots, M l Clippers!

|
j

A VERY FINE

Tibbetts, M.D., Stetson, Me., prescribes
Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney and

Liver Disease.

lyr‘2

1

■

J. W.
Brown’s

At

At 50c.

Iyrl5

SUMMER

|

was

DESIRABLE at SAT-

A. P. MANSFIELD’S.

1 guaranteed to do all claimed for
it, and any druggist will give you back your money if it does not.
Be member also we priut only home testimonials from
reliable.people.
Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
$1.00; 6 bottles for $5.00. AKA WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Maine.

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. SI; six for $5. Made
only by C. 1. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

IOO

etc.

NEW and

ISFACTORY PRICES at

and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all
agree
that that famous Brown’s Sarsaparilla cured her
of Kidney Disease.

exertion,

Brown's

j

Old Established Shoe Store.

|

lO Pieces Colored Silk
All

SELECTION OF

Stanton, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

i■

..

Will offer to their Patrons next week

Had

accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown’s Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, and can now run a sewing machine

Watson, Peru St, B-mgor, was cured of
Kidney Disease by Brown’S'Sarsaparilla.

now

Sarsaparilla and is entirely cured.”

j

**

time.

that

E. J.

I am entirely well.”
says:
saparilla,
My son had salt rheum on his hands and
lie took Hood's
on the calves of his legs.
and

Her

than for years. The testimony of her frieuds is
that Brown’s Sarsaparilla saved her life.

William Spies, Elyria, O., suffered greatly
from erysipelas and salt rlieum, caused by
handling tobacco. At times his hands would
crack open and bleed. He tried various preparations without aiil; finally took Hood's Sar-

Boots & Shoes

[

Could not sit up but one or two hours at
a constaut tired feeling and sick
headache, together with the usual

dangerously

W.T. COLBURN’S

■

Disease.

a

ill; lie bought brown’s Sarsaparilla, she was cured
!*y it, and is now about her house in better health

Great) Bargains])

j

Are

BACKACHE

C. A. Arnold, Arnold, Me., had scrofulous
for seven years, spring and fall. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla cured him.

FOSTER,

■

H.A.Starrett*°

High

Kidney

been very iow with Kidney Disease; she had been
confined to her bed for some time. Ilad a constant and intense

and for over a year had two running sores
my neck. Took five bottles of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, and consider myself cured.”
C. E. Lovejoy, Lowell, Mass.

j

<■

Tired Peeling, Disinclination to Labor, Scanty and
If you have any of these troubles
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease.

bilious? Have you j-undice? Do you have a sallow
complexion? Are you troubled with constipation? If so, you have Liver Complaint and should read the following testimonials:
Mrs. Ciias. Hathorn,51 Pearl
Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of Hermon, had
St,Bangor,has

you

seh. ]). 1>. Haskell, of Deer Me, from Porto Rico
f"r Bo.-ton, pul into Vineyard Haven 21st and rcF. M.
p
I" n i-, 1 lib iu-i. experienced a heavy revolving gale,
localities Robert F. Sullivan and .John Kane have
I t-iinu tort> -eight hours, dm ing which lost part of
>ani>y ! >int.
Mi-o Lizzie au«l Maggie Bice 1
recently bought into a groeerv and provision store
l«'ekioad mola-.-es and broke lorehoom.
iave n turned home from Brooklyn, V V. w here
PRICK. ©1-00.
> ii. D-»ra M. French. French, at New York from
at dl Robey >t. ( liic.ig.and the business bids lair
-pci.! the winter.. -A number of our young
Arccibo, reports, May 13, about twenty-live miles
Mr -mllivan still retains his
to he very lucrative.
oast from ( hino«>teagiie, in a heavv sea, pitched off
an
nin
now engaged in teaching. Miss Sadie
lie-oi.iu and fere topmast, with everything attached.
position a- steward <>f th.«• ommercial Hotel.
bod.-.u in this district; Miss Josie French at tlie
Barque An "aide, condemned at Cardenas, was a
BUFFALO. NEW YORK.
\ »r
Freeman Met.iJv. v Post G. A. R attended a
v*
MD- Hattie .*>hutc ai Prospect Ferry, and
line v e——el ol' 520 tons, built at Decring, Me., in
1 y 1*2*2
memorial service at the .Methodist church last >unMl, aini owned by n. S. Winslow & Co., of PortMD« Mary Watts at Frankfort_Mrs. Nathaniel
She
was valued at
the master and otherland,
-m vofs is very sick and
her recovery is very day. The Post made a very fine appearance as
abmit $30,000. and was partially insured, the capA very 1 fain’s inlcreft (*„) being insured.
most of the comrade.- were in uniform.
•ton •Uni.
Miss >u.sic- Cousins is confined to the
Herman (bg. 12(5.31 ton-}. May 11.
iioi.M- bv n ,iii ss, and quite a number have severe
large amlience was present, nearly every -eat In ; TransferDaniel Barnes, assignee of New York, to O-car G.
The interior of the i 1.
•is and
The sch. Sandy Point is here
the house being occupied.
oighs
Helen
iton, of >ea rsport, .Mi.. 1 -1 <5th for $225.
church was beautifully decorated with flags, ever \ M. iria -i'. 251.00 tonade with lumber bound for Glen Cove, L. I.
May t>. Martha G. Getchcll,
lo Henry Na-li and A. J. Nash,
--I Ellsworth, Me
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor aud child came on Tues
greens and pot plants. An appropriate feature of
-IN—
".partners, of Addison, Me., 1-32 I lor $175.
*rou. .Icr-t
li* igliD, to visit her mother, Mrs.
the decorations was the corps flag- belonging to j
"poken; Ship Henry 1C Hyde, Pendleton, from
\\
Ni v York for >an Francisco, March 22, nit 7 s, Ion
Imms French..
siiouid judge by the looks of
the post, which were ski,lfully arranged, and back
.2 W
dp Seminole, Holmes, from New York for
W. (
Perkins’ nice garden that all without such
ed by tlu beautiful flowers and evergreen made an
•ii
f rancisco, April 1", lat 21 1- S, ion 3(5 20 W.
•aid be supplied with “green stuff”’aud vegeta- appearance rarely equalled here in an attempt to j
Manuel
Llaguno, Smalley, from New York for
"Inp
>ai I- rauci-eo, April 23, lat lb 07 s. Ion 3751 W.
b
the coining summer. It is something very
decorate. Much credit is due Mr. h. -v Wormell,
-—ATTinBangor Ship Owners and Ship Masters’ \need d here. Success to his enterprise.
no.'
who had sole c harge am to whose ta.-te is due the 1 so:nation was organized in
Bangor, "atm day, with
t. II >. Black is having his house painted and
B.
sinotlliaa
-;
Hon.
E.
Neatof
the
A
Lie
adornments.
President,
following
j elegant arrangements
I
li Daggett is about to add a coat ot paint to his I
ly; N ice President, I. K. Stetson; Sec. and Irens.,
gular coincidence was that each of the several geu- (n
o. H. oakc.-;
Executive Committee, P.McConnauu
who
oeia
i
with
buildings.
the
desk
tlemen’s
began
pi,
v ide, (,eo. M. Cummings,
j
Edward Stewart, A. P.
!Im letter 11 .being RevHardy and
Haskell,
j
Y«
J.
l'lie Association intends
1).
a/.ie,
Mulvaiicy.
\\ in KHi'oiiT.
Miss Alice Hurd, tlie young girl 1 Haw
K.
The -crimm was preached by Rev. <
i-> u.-c all possible efforts to revive Lhe shipping in"i
so
v\
oadiy burned al.iO.at three weeks ago, lia.-kell, who though hi ving imt short time for ter -i in Bangor and hopes to accomplish muiii
vvnt !
preparation, delivered a di-cour.-e that
j- d
1. The gentlemen who are interested in it are
1 iM's.tay ‘a-1 of iter injuries. Her suffer
g
-traight to Hie hearts ,.f ihe people and guv a; him a
f«* sanguine ol the result of the efforts lobe
The
\treine.
log Uii-ow^iiopt lur sickness was
better inirodm tion to hi.- audiem-c than -i\ months
I have just received an IMMENSE STOCK of
The
sau-ic
case is a very sad one and excites the sympathy of
-ojouru among them would have clone.
on the oc-ca-i*.m deserves a special mention, partic- |
all.
Mice was about ];. years «•; age and was a
ulariy the anthem, which was very appropriate
BELFAST PKICE CURRENT.
member ol lie- Methodist Sabbath School and of
and lim ly rendered, and at the clo.-r wiien the and
tenetjoined in singing America and the hear;, ha.-s
tin
.Juvenile Temple.
The funeral services were
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
1
of the organ was put on the house fairly shook.
-OF!..
A A. Lew is.
c. II. s vKiiLN r, V*. st Main street.
By
y
I>a
The
order
has
been
Memorial
following
I nc children and other friends contributed ami
Prices Paid Producers.
Produce Market.
1.
ight very beautiful lb-w ers for her, and the mem- issue
12.00 ylG.oO
bush,
35^(10 Hav ¥ ton,
Apples
i 1 E AI ><t*l A RTKRS FREEMAN MCl.Il.VERY J
in of tin
Hilt'., lb 8.,
J cm pie attended the funeral in a body.
iriciltf’lb.
4g.-i
Sgfi
1*U— 1', No. :tO, 1 )E1’T. Ml.. (-. A. RLamb
14 a 15
¥
tt»,
bu, l-TOfll.^a
Beans,pea,#1
Li tile lie Id is in town for a short
.Capt. 11. 1
*•
Sears port, May I-, 1885.
)
1 .50yl.»*5 LambSkins,
75 y 1.25
medium,
Iii- ship having arrived in Portland after a
aati
General Order Xo. 1.
yellow-eves,l.GOy i.75 Mutton ^ tb,
<>f all kinds, which I am prepared to offer at
IGalS Oats ¥ bush,
Butter ¥ tb,
’.
4ay4S
v
quick and prosperous passage ...Capt. E. F.
I.
In accordance with the provisions of Rules
¥
50
Beef
Potatoes.
prices LOWER than the LOWEST. Cal! and
tb,
7as!2
lay
Lb: li lidd is in Portland attending b- the business and Regulations, and pursuant to General Orders
B arley ¥ bush,
lb,
ur»y75 Bound Hop
03O
see my goods before buying.
1 quote prices on
troni
Dcpaitineiit Hc*a'ic|uarters, -alurday, May Cheese
■!
i- ship.
Mi
>usie Coffron came home last
00
bull
straw
¥
4P'
ton,
lb,
(J.00fl7
.‘iOlli, will be observed in Scarsport and >iocktun,
a few SPECIAL BARGAINS below:
11 a 1G Turkey ¥ tb,
Chicken ¥ tt»,
istt20
vvn k ha\ iurspent the winter and spring In Boston, as Memorial Day.
Skins ¥ tb,
12y 1/ z Veal ¥ lb,
7yH
II. it is requested that all flags be displayed at Calf
"lie ha- ni u quite sick since her arrival but it is
Duek ¥ lt>,
Hoots,
14ylG Wool, was heal ¥ tb, 22 y24 Men’s
half-mast during the dav, and that all places of
iio| ,-d i- n -w on the mending hand-Mr. L. L. business be closed in -t »ektoi, troni btu 11 a. m., Kirps ^ !■12 Wool, unwashed tb lay 17
Men's Genuine
Hutton.
Kowl^tb.
12yll Wool, Iiard,
4.00ya.(»0
Hairy o-rmerly of this place is very sick at bis and in Soarsport lrom l to ;; p. m
Oeese ¥ tb,
14ylG Wool, soft,
3.00y3.5U
III. Column will form at :>(J A. M. and proceed
Watertown and it is feared will not reLace unit
2.00
Hoots,
Retail Market.
to Moeklon, where they will be joinecl by the
.Mr-. I ora Marshall is very sick.
citizens, ami proc-ee to tl e ( c,netery. Di e.rati-.n
1.0aa 1.10
Beef, corned, 4r tb,
7y0 Linn* P hhl,
Sole
Hare Hoots,
1.00
member.- of the Post,_ alter wui'-h,
Kxercises
by
20
Oat
Meal
¥
Butler Salt, ¥ box,
tb,
5y.»
1
Linr.uiY
p Matthews i.as sold his line pair
Oration by Col. Granger of Ma—achuselts.
05 Onions ^ lb,
Corn ¥ bush,
Gy>
Lou- Shoes.
.Tit
•■t
t- to ; .i;.
in T;.union, Mas,.. .Mrs. John
IV
Returning n *m Moekton. column will halt
05
»
oil.Kerosene
¥
12al5
Corn
Craeke<l
lnish,
pal
at
Nichols’ Cemetery and decorate grave's of Corn Meal & bush,
" i
(15 l'olioek 4?' Il>,
B*3 ** 4 Misses Grain Hutton, all
y. •: Hudson, Mas-., is v isiting her father, A.
1.00
Soldier-; returning to Starsport, di-oaml.
4^
i2ula
lb
pork
Cheese
¥
tt»,
tb,
by
L
.freeman Johnson, youngest son <<f
'Lin
V.
Picnic dinner at c,. a. R 11 ll at I- do p. M.
1.50 Plaster P bb],
1.00
Cotton Seed ¥ cwt,
Lullies'
Ties unit
M M. J aaisoti, has returned home from Worces- Co flee will be furnished by the Cost.
3
4 yd Bye Meal ¥ tb,
Codlish, dry, ¥ lb,
s.
.Smith
to
cure
for
VI.
is
detailed
< y0 shorts ¥ ewt,
M
1.15
w here lie has been
Cranberries, P qt,
spending the winter. oaskets jell in the hall. hereby
Sit
liutton,
CP-Ver Seed ^ tb,
Gy7,‘a
12fllS Sugar ¥ tb
L?.
M- Nelson died at his home in
Palermo,
VII. Column will form at 1 flu r. m and march
T. I.,#1 bush,
40
Flour ¥ bbl,
3.50y7.2a
Salt,
Laities'
1
Hoofs, .Hit
Mr. Nelson Inis been confined to t«- Village Cemete ry, ln c oration -erviee,] returna> M tv Jin
Potatoes ¥ tb,
11. <4. Seed ¥ bu, 1.00 y2.00
OyO
im more than a year and has been a great ing to soldiers' Monument. A hollow square will
Lard ¥ tin
Oylo Wheat Meal ¥ tb, 3*a £4
oe
Also everything in the Shoe line from a
formed; Dec oration Fxeni-e-. and reading ot
-inter-a from disease* contracted while In the the Roll ot Honor. Column will then
proceed to
a'
He wa~
member of (
I), .cM tine, and ; Cuiou Hall, where -erv ires will commence at d p.
special notices.
bv (.ol. .). W Spaulding of Richmond,
m
Oration
!
v. a-a go.)’
-oidier and an honored member of h.
Maine.
it. Bra I street Post (.<. A. li.
lie was buried under !
AT WAY DOWN PRICES.
Vlll. Freeman MeGil very Woman's Relief C'orp.-,
tiic auspice-of the order by his >»wn earnest re- chil'lren, and citizens, aie cordially requested to
.do p. M.
column at
join
acst.
Hi- age was about do year6
.A. P. CarI\
Comrade G. L Merrill will act as Marshal
ci.i's
•••■tv
ol the day.
uws that for
weighs ICuO pounds
McClintoek
St.
X
The
following named Comrade are detailed
Mrs. W. H. Hunt is visiting friends in
f Comrades in adjoining
to decorate the Graves
-OF TIIEltd fast. May 28, 1885.—2 w22
lb■ kl;ts.• 1 ...Parties from Belfast have been tin.
towns, and 'listant Cemeteries in ini- town : Com"« td
>. T. Voting’s store.... Mrs. Fred
rades W. C. Hunloou, W. F. Kills and II J. (.rant,
umgtbt
for ,•stoekton; Comrades K \V. Fills, A F. NickerM
di.-n
f ITiity. i.- visiting at .S. T. Young’s....
< mi
son and William Clements, for fsvvanvi l<
U
i, arn that T. L.
Carpenter will move on to the r;t‘les Abnei K.Gre' amt D. H. Grev. tor Prospect;
Mm Kvan place near the Keniston shore, better Comrades A. .•stinson am •John A
Partridge, lor In denominations of $1,000, $500, $:>oo, and $200, seNorth -ear-port ami M< rilliew cemete ry; Comkr. wn :ts the Low Johnson place ...More corn
Has just opened a full line of
rade- -J. K. Park and -. A Pre-rott, lor Harbor eured by REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES and the
.t'
oats have been sold iu this village this spring
(.'emetery ; Conirach*s C H. stevens and Janu it.
paid up capital of the Company of HALE A MIL
Gordon
and
Cemeteries.
for
L mevei bcf.-re
Sargent
Hay is high and not very plenty Sweetser,
LI«JN DOLLARS. K*»r sale at FAR and accrued
Comrades will attend to the duties assigned early
\
J. '•kidmore and bride are doing New York
Saturday morning, and re port to these Headquart- lit. rest. Full particulars given on application.
ami will sell as usual LOWER than any other
Freeman MeGilvery Woman’.- Relict Corps
ers.
place in Belfast or Searsport. Having two stores
II. 31.
PAYSO> &
will furnish wreaths.
we can buy in large lots and at cheaper prices. OpenXI. Comrades F. Hopkins, K. It. Sheldon, and
i'.liooks
N vv
die seed time, and he who
BANKERS,
ing days from
be
a committee to rec eive private
J
W.
will
Black,
"•'*
*-t sow
.in!
<t expert to reap; »o the farmdecorations, and see them properly placed, amt
MAINE. 3mi:i
PORTLAND,
«
with one accord arc now in the same place....
wib be at (>. A. It. Hall, Saturday at 7 a. m.
=
XII. Team- will be furnished for Speaker, Aged
i ’ic \otnig siocic is just being turned away to pas*
Citizens ami Disabled Soldiers.
■ feu "1
^ u
v—. ■"» -fAll are cordially invited to call and examine
ten..Will <. > u hi lost a valuable steer the other
been
Cnion
XIII. Arrangements hav ing
made, a
our NEW SHAPES.
With the services of our
Memorial *-erviee will lie observed at the M. F.
lr
in
unknown cause.... Finery Mantial
popular Milliner we are prepared to do trimol the Post
at short notice—only 2f> cents for work.
i- .muding a nice long string of line fence beside Cuure.il, Sunday, May '24rh. Member
ming
will report at G. A. li. Hall in unilorm, at in a. m.,
1 * u pasture, hood fences make good neigh- ami attend the .Services as a body.
<il
Ol
3IAIN STREET
F. vv. Kobrins, Commander.
I
it is said, and .Mantial evidently intends to do
Head the testimonials published In the JOIKNAL
B. (). SARGENT, Adjutant.
A few iloors below Mr. Burkett’s.
every week.
part. It ail would follow bis example there
Belfast, May 20, 1585.
""'il
ess work for the lawyers_M. s. Mile-,
[Frnm A. -J. Darling, Fish and Game Warden,
Fcnobscot County.]
SKAKSMont. Mr. Nevins, our new landlord, was
Ir
irk~ o
lias iretjuentcalls to our town in his
A. M. Roms son—My son was terribly alllicted
tlirowu from his carriage last Sunday and quite
apfit ot land surveyor—(Jhas. Peavey is sellhadly hurt. He is carrying his arm in a sling at with boils (the result of canker rash) over lii en*"
present_Win. Wilder lias bought the George tire face and neck. 1 have given him your Bell’s
:tarrow.
The time is not far distant
f .John Lawry-Mr.
Maddoeks place, so-called,
sarsaparilla and it has entirely cured him. II*; has
•v
ice
the fanners of Waldo county will ride to
been well and strong ever since.
Chas. vVilson caught at l^ iautebacook one day last
A. .1. Darling, Enlield, Me.
I" *w -.ti I harrow as well as to mow and rake_
week, 2i# pickerel... The grass is looking well and
bids fair to give us an unusually large
Mi
HELPED A CASK OF 20 YEARS’ STANDING.
living imt* nearly completed the Will Jones this season
IFF! are again in want of LOOSE HAY, and
lor
the
week
have
of
farmers
bay-The
past
•rop
./ lint Richards has returned from Bosccd.tr
“In the summer of ’84 I used Bull’s SarsaIT
from now until JULY FIRST those having
been very busy....A. G. Caswell and Chas. Brown
parilla fora Liver disease of 20 years’ standing,
Loose Hay to sell can llnd a market for the same ;it
have gone to Buck stun this week in behalf of the
ton and opened the blacksmith shop ...Mrs. Miller
brought on bv service In the army. While it has the old stand of WM. PITCHER & SON, now octown on an insane pauper case ...Mr. James Barand Mr.-. Monroe have returned from their
trip to ker lots a fine assortment of new carriages on hand not made me young in years, it has done me more cupied by the undersigned.
B--I m, and ic»w busines.- will move again.... Dav
BEN HAZELTINE.
this spring.
good than all the medicine 1 have ever taken, and I
heartily recommend it P' all.”
Belfast, May 20, 18S."».—22eowtillJulyl
Brackett A -Son’s ar< doing a g >od iiuslness in
ElmAti Nickerson, Bangor.
| Cas iink. I uion memorial services were held in
the manufacture of clothing. Their goods are all
the Orthodox church on Ntiuday last conducted by
5Or. per bottle. Half the prlre of any other.
the Rev. Mr. Cushman assisted by the Re\s. Ives Only
receive i and deliv ered from our station-Tilton
BELFAST.
W. O. POOR & SON,
and Wardwell. About JO veterans occupied pews
By
Filiott has moved into the s. F. Hodge house, and
near the pulpit, to whom Mr. Cushman gave a
SEARSPORT.
GEO F. SMITH,
sermon.
The
audience,
I d. Holbrook into tlie one
his
short
addre-s
preceding
recently occupied bv
It reminds us of
room was filled with hearers
F'linti..... A fooii.-b boy scrape last week called
old times to see the grand bankers anchored in our
For monumental work. Pay on the loth of each
i" action rather au unusual display of local for
M ARRIED.
harbor. At present there are six vessels, the
month.
RYEGATE GRANITE WORKS,
en-ic talent and tlie usual jti'liclal sagacity....
larger number of them from Orland and Back2vv22*
South Rycgate, Yt.
port, awaiting their turn to take in salt ..s.-li.
In this city May -(», Melvin Stephenson and Cora
muiborn has his house plastered and will soon
Olive Avery, which sunk in Johnson’s narrows mo
Poor, both of Brlfa-t.
move in
it
...Miss Florence C’illey has for some
long <ig". has been sold to Mc,»s. J. \. Gardner and
In this city, May 24th, bv Rev. W. Henry WilC. H. Hooper, for $1S'», the former owners to pay
time been in Portland for medical aid ...We took
liam-. Mr. Wilder M-llers,'of Relfastand Miss Caroutstanding bills. ...Our r >ad commissioner is rie L. (day ol Norlhport.
co-don the other day to visit tlie carriage shop of
doing some good work ou our village streets, makIn Rockland, May i.itli, Leslie R. Ross and Nellie
undersigned has leased the stable in the
•Jones A .'staples. We here find Harry Staples who
ing some long needed improvements-The health
rear of
High street, formerly occupied by
<))c:ir. both of Rockland.
committee chosen at the annual meeting have
-nice the permanent disability of bis father has
In \ iiialbaven, Mav Till, Ralph R. Winehenbaugh
FRANK
to welWHITMORE, and will be
of
duties assigned to each
organized, and
of Waldoboro, and Maggie <>. Ames, of Vinalliaven. come bis friends. Horses stood in for ten cents.
gone mi with the business.
He was busy in the its members, ami their work of investigation is
In Rockland, Mav 1st, Dexter J. Clough and Minand gruin ai. reasonable rates.
Hay
department with one man to assist in tliat shortly to commence.
nie B. Jameson, both of Camden. [Corrected.]
JOHN I. WATTS.
room
and will under the direction of Ills father
J. G. Lambert has returned from
Stockton.
N.
is
B.
This
to
1 have leased my
that
of
a
line
and
with
Boston
certify
good
staple
finish some thirty jumpers of the most approved
fancy dry
stable to JOHN 1. WATTS, and ask all my patand Mrs David Ames have arrived
DIED
style during the season. We like to say a good goods-Capt.
rons to give him a call.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
home after a voyage of a year and a half. Mrs.
F. WHITMORE.
word for our young ineu and hope he will with
Ames is quite sick having had pneumonia while
In this city, May 20th, Mary Blanche,daughter of
Belfast, May 27, 1885.—22tf
In New York-1). Lancy, Rsq., president of the
muvle and brain a neve tlie success due to all
Mr. and Mrs. Leon <). Rocklin, aged 8 years and 5
Jellison Land Improvement Co. was in town
Cape
months.
who honestly try.
;ast week-Staples and Randall telephone poles
In Frankfort, May 21st, Draco Leslie, daughter
are being set ami the wires will soon be. run conof
ha.-. F. ami Deborah K. True, aged 5 years, 2
Iir< KsrniM. The Lmder Comedy C«». played
necting the Fort mint Hotel with K. F. Staples mos. and lit days.
store-The young ladies sewing society proposa
here Wednesday and Thursday evenings. The
In IJncolnville, May Isth, Sarah Richards, widow
to engage Rev. T. B. Gregory of Belfast to preach
*ii'-i night the hail was well tilled but the second
of the late Ezekiel Richards, aged 84 years, 1 month
have one of the best line of these Goods to be
here Sunday afternoons-N. (J. Clifford aud Irv- and 2
found in the State. Don’t be troubled with a
days.
night life attendance was small. The dog circus ing Hichhorn drew a horse and Levi Griffin drew a
In Monroe, May 25, Louisa Sanborn, aged 32 poor article. Call and get something that it will be
we
beharness in Nichols gift enterprise.
These,
was one of the most interesting features of the
1 month and 15 days.
a pleasure to use, at
years,
lieve, are the only prizes drawn-Among the ar
In Rockland, May 18th, Edmund F. Murphy, aged
evening. The dogs were well trained and seemed rivals the past week were Capt. Horace Griffin and
5h years.
HER VEY’S JEWELRY STORE.
t<> know what was wanted of them.
At leaping I Col. Granger-Miss Guernsey has gone to New
In Warren, May 18th, Mrs. Abigail Boggs, aged
of
for.Freeman
Goodhue
York...
Presque Isle,
88 years.
they were very line, making some very high and
merly of this town, hits been visiting friends and
In North Haven, May Kith, Olive E daughter of
graceful leaps. The musical convention by the relatives here, after an absence of six years. Mr. Harrison
and Eldora M. Beverage, aged 11 years, 8
Goodhue is now a dealer in furniture, crockery, months and K5
I. ucior family was very pleasing and enjoyed by
days.
«&c. at Presque isle.
In Union, May 15th, John H. Jameson, of Waldoall. Tlie Oscarina (juartette was something new
boro, aged 39 years.
-ATand took well. On the whole it was a good show
In Rockland, May 14th, J. W. Covel, aged 58 yrs.
for the price of admission.
In Waldoboro, May 14lb, Olive, wife of Aaron
Thursday evening
“I feel bad!” Hunt’s [Kidney and Liver] Remewhile the hand was playing in front of the hall dy encourages sleep, creates an appetite, braces lip Shuman, aged (57 years.
Any amount ol work at good prices. Call on or
In Vinalhaven, May 12th, Andrew Merchant.
John Swa/.ey drove along Main St. and as he near- the system, and repairs the wasted powers. $1.25
JOHN II. GORDON, Brooks, Me.
In Union, May 10th, Willard Lucas, aged 79 years address
per bottle at druggists.
2w21*
ed the band his horse became frightened and run.
and 9 months.
In Ellswoi th, May 14th, Capt. Jesse Dutton, aged
Mr. J. P. Ames was crossing the road and looking
On the arrival at Chicago Saturday evening 78 years and 10 months.
in another direction did not see the team and it
of Gen. Logan, on his return from Springfield,
In Ellsworth, May 19th, Mrs. Belle B. Hayes,
he met with a brilliant reception and 105 guns aged 35 years.
struck him full force, kuocked him down and passwife, MINNIE E. JONES-, having left my
home without justifiable cause, I hereby forwere fired in his honor.
ed over him, leaving him inscusiole in the road.
bid all persons trusting her on my account.
The force of the blow threw John from his seat
GEORGE JONES.
Pains in back, or loins cured by the best kidney
Belfast, May 2(1, 1885.—3w22*
but he succeeded in staying in the buggy and stopand liver medicine—Hunt’s
f
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Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary,

on

FOREIGN FORTS.

Pendleton sailed from

A

eruptions, boils, swellings, enlarged joints,
abscesses, sore eyes, etc. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
expels all trace of scrofula from the blood,
leaving it pure, eniiched, and healthy.
“I was severely afflicted with scrofula,

Cardiff, May 15.

Ship David Brown, Capt. James N.
Angler for Penang over four
months ago, and no tidings of the ship have been
OVEKlH

Scrofula is probably more general than any
other disease. It is insidious in character,
and manifests itself in running sores, pustular

sores

AMERICAN l'ORTS.

as usual Monday*
Having the past winter laid in a stock
of the purest Opeechee stream ice he is prepared
to keep cool all who apply.

Sheldon wi'l occupy

G.

He

23. Sch. Flora Condon, Burgess, Bangor.
2(5. >chs. WehiKa, Ferguson, Charleston;

May
May
Sibley, Bartlett, Jacksonville; Orion, White,
Bangor; (>. B. Ferguson, Ryder, Ell-worth; E. L.
Warren, Colson, Boston.
May 27. Schs. Geo. Shattuck, Alley, Bangor;
Hero, Lowe, Boston.

C. T.

J. W. Black starts his ice cart

organized last

making choice of D. O. Bowen, f <r fcSnpt.,
Daggett, Ass’t Supt.; Lillie Hatch, Sec’y;
Brown, Trea?.; Frank Hatch, Librarian,

A

i.

Morrill Sabbath school

SAILED.

J

June 1st.

id onLiiuie in very poor health-Elias
has tin finest four years old colt in town.

II
>i a\

skating rink Sat-

Gilkcy left Wednesday to go first officer i
Bucksville, May 1(5. Arrived sch. Sarah L. Davis,
loading at Boston for Melbourne. Kneeland, New York.
Cleared brig Ellen Maria,
Baltimore, May 1‘J.
Piam L. Gilkey has secured a situation with B.
Einnell, Belfast.
New York, May 20. Arrived sch. Mark PendleF. Haley a large clothing manufacturer of New
Arrived sch.
ton, Pendleton, Boston.
May 22.
Market, N. H.
Abram Richardson, Patlershall, New Haven.
New Bedford, May 21.
Sailed sch. Daylight,
The ladies ami children of Searsport and vicinity !
Hodgdon, Baltimore.
are requested to bring flowers to G. A. It. Hall
Boston, May 21. Arrived sch. Penobscot, Carter,
Hoboken; cleared brig sparkling Water, Hlehborn,
Thursday afternoon.
Portland. May 22. Arrivid seh. James A. Parsons,
L. A. Dow of Sears Island has caught this season
Pendleton, Amboy.
about forty salmon. The prices have averaged
Richmond, May 21. Arrived sch. Lester A. Lewis.
Moody, Boston.
about fitly cents per pound.
Providence, May is. Arrived sell. Win. Butman,
Sailed sch. Win.
J. A. Clement ami Fred M. Harris caught one Sanborn, Sear-port.
May 23
Butman, Lurrabee, N- w York.
hundred and twenty five trout last Saturday. Can
Passed through Hell Gate, May 23. Serbs. A. W.
any two fishermen in this vicinity beat this record?
Ellis, Ferguson; Abram Richardson, Patlershall,

Fine weather for the farmers to finish
a:
1 sowing. Grass is looking well. A.

iiii

I
lb

the

W. It.

>■

ii'U

at

of Bark Colorado

dry and fancy goods. We respect*
tul!' t'k a perusal of their advertisement... The
i.ranih- Works, at South, Uyegate, Vt.,
I; ;■_,?«
workmen... Booms to let over Hervey’s jeww ;i
.Ben. llazeltiuc, Belfast,
•Irv -tom, :m this city
il'Cstor loose hay from now until duly 1st.
.i f
-mtement ot the scarsport Savings Bank,
:

large crowd

Capt. G. W. Hiehboru lias taken the Brig Sparkling Water loading at Portland for Cuba.

well merited reputation t.»r keeping first class goods. See his adv....
11 A starrett a-(Jo., Belfast, make another wonderoilmen has

was a

Joel has gone west in search of employment.
too dull here for a vouugman.

Colburn, one of the oldest boot and shoe
leaieriu this city, ad vertiscs extra bargains to purI

|

says Ills

See his advertisement.

Mr.

vacant seat in the Methodist church last

unlay evening.

W. T

chasers.

Schs. C. T. Sibley, Bartlett, Camden; E.
May
L. Warren, Colson, Boston.
Schs. Fannie A. Gorham, Welch, Bos22.
May
ton; Geo. B. Ferguson, Ryder, Boston.
23.
Schs. Hero, Lowe, Boston; James
May
Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
Sch.
25.
Orion, White, Lynn.
May
21.

a

HAVE YOU GOT

Beware of Scrofula

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

New York.

country friends who wish their horses stood In for
a

PORT OF

visit in

Capt. G. W. Hicliboru left by boat Monday for

ble, in this city, and will carry on the livery, hoarding and sale stable business. He has good horses,
inducements

a

Sunday.

•lohii 1. Watts has leased Frank Whitmore’s sta-

extra

Billings or Lynn, is making

town.

Lorenzo

teams, etc., and offers

SHIR NEWS.

147,354 54

depositors.

Surplus

$7,297.12

above all liabilities.

Rate of Interest charg d «m loans, (5 per cent.
Annual expenses, $5tH.
♦Suspended payment t' interest.
Securities arc kept in 0 safe deposit vault In Belfast.
<

Curtain Laces l Scrims!
—AT-

MANSFIELDS.

wholesale and retail.

Special attention to making
Blouses to order. 1 have a good stock
hand at prices that cannot lie matched in this
3m20
city.

22

Bank ICxjm.iin-i*.

FBIOD K. lllCIIAKUS,

1,000 Doz. STRAW HATS!
Also

The largest sto'k carried east of Portland, Maine.

Shirts and

a

large lim

o

on

Childrens,

High Street, opp. Court House,
BELFAST.

French in Belfast.
Prof. L.M. HUEBERT
-OF-

Tie Berlitz Schools of Lames,
Begs to Inform his friends and patrons in Belfast
and vicinity that he will begin a course in French
for beginners as well as advanced students by the

-AND-

foaierffl Help for tie Eyes!
-the-

French

AT

MANSFIELD’S.

DO NOT FORGET

A.P. MANSFIELD

Hervey’s Jewelry

New Boston ClottLing

ANDREWS,

MARMt

PROPRIETOR.
Belfast, Maine.

11 Phcenix Row,

AT

SEARSPORT
NEW

Store,

SPRING &
ALSO

STORE!

BRANCH
SUMMER

LATEST

STYLES

MILLINERY,
IN

MEN a HOYS' STRAW, FELT A VELVET HATS.
Handsome Necktie Flannel Shirts <f Blouses
prices LOWER Ilian ever before sold. All nicely made and warranted fast colors. Bargains in
CROCKERY WARE, LAMPS & GLASS WARE, TABLE LINEN, NAPKINS, HOSIERY,
GENT’S LINEN HDKFS.—GINGHAM A COTTON—all selling at extremely low prices to
In

seem

Steel,

Store.

lyDon’t spend a dollar for Clothing until you have examined my goods and
Please call and be convinced that this is the place to buy your goods.

prices.

Is Agent for the celebrated

Crystal Lenses,

Clear and brilliant, will make your Eyes
almost young again. Set in Gold, Tempered
and Celluloid frames. Call and try them at

FLANNEL SUITS. SHIRTS

BUSTLES

middle of June. Particulars may be learned by ad-

dressing I)r. G. C. KILGORE in Belfast, Prof.
L. M. HUEBERT, 75 Franklin Street, Baltimore,
Md., or calling on E. A. WILSON, City Drug Store,
5w2l
Belfast, Me.

Mill Cools, Boots, Shoes, Ms & Valises.

MANSFIELD’S.

HOOP SKIRTS

Boys, Youths & Men’s Clothing,

suit the times.

The most reliable

one

in the country.

49-Call and you will surely buy.

L. E. MacCABTHY,

No trouble

to

show

goods.

Cor. Elm and Main Sts.,

near

P. O,

gave

Consumers do not

Obloquy is a necessary ingredient in
composition of all true glory. [Hurke.

Wagons,

Fife

is

of gas has

on

the country.

Whilst
many

BARKER,

are

you

are

friends,

prosperous
the

you

but when

left alone.

old minds

the

can

you

[Ovid.
ate

liardeningor husbandry or working in wood
til and health} recreations for a man of
study or business. [Lock •.

E. F.

and <>f rapid growth,
Ip
quick
and bourgeons in a moment into the intinife
a >ii'.
Even ;b ng in the world i- but temporal^ : vs :i
should temporary help be undervalued? The unP. question b—doe» it help?
[George Macdonald.
i'

lb

YEAR.

seed

a

Sale of Fine

Opening
CARRIAGES!

crush

wi.at

.uar'>st

in

I

in

“The

I have returned from 1 i«».-t-*n and \im-bwry with
the BEST stock of carriages ever offered in Bel-

oi.i\ku

Ocean

to

the

d\v*lier

on

Rucklen's
I

“‘You

1

are

people, an older race than yours, that grow to
mightier dimension* than your mastodons and
■*: more numerous

Webster. Harper, Plmpkin. Brewssprings and Lane Cross springs.

ter, Nlde
In short

uything you

supply you

can

line of LIGHT

want in

1
my margin?
the dark fac.es «>f

llte

Ihe raimliops siertoiyped

1)

as

usual

LARGELY each year, as
when I WARRANT

who

are

have it. and will sell

to

too.

Friends you
vancing in price at the factories.
make a great mistake if von purchase u ithout visit\. di-a
ing the “BEAVERS,** for “a-ioilai
Remember it and rail and

dollar earned.”

sec

37*. Hanson,

E.

Hel/asf,

Hearer St..

Mr.

BETTER AD

ENDORSED EY

i CHEAPER TEAR

SCIENTISTS AS

^

PRACTICALLY f
lnlestmctibls

STORE.

Over 500

g?_H’;i

Beautiful

jj'|

Send for

Price List &

yjfCirculars.

Designs.
t

A

4

•-»

MONUMENTt L

Fit

E PONZE

COMPANY,

A.E. CLARK 6c

CO.,

gained

l.M> DKAI.KRS IN

Monuments, Tablets,

clusion

Common Headstones & Marble Shelves.
A(iFATS MOM

i
l><-;-ri.- .url

MKNTAL BHONZK ( 0.
l.y all wii<> rail.

ran i«- &een at mir simp
not convenient to call «Ir-»j» u>
on.
come ami set;
Belfast, April 10, 1 -m.

sample-
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STREETS.

'*

KK>\F.I»Y’S
a

F AYORITK UKMFBY
Terrible (ase <f bravel When
Help Failed.

Oilier

What is Grave!? what cau>cs it, ami who are
most liable l<> it? it is !r«*.j«n*».tly attended win.
acute pain, and utiles.- relief .-an be i-mnd. pr<duces inflammation and death. Both -< \»- and all
ages are liable to it, although men who have reached or passed middle age are it- most
minion vie.
tints. Nothing is more urgent l\ needed than a re
liable medicine for Gravel, a- tin* disca-c >eems on
the increase, and we are glad to say that such a
specific is now before the public in the f..r:n of hit
DAVID KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY. >d
Uondout, N. Y. We put in evidence ttie following
letter, selected from manv similar communic itions
1‘lTTsi 1K1.K, Mass .March, 1'S4.
I)r. David Kennedy
Deak Sik
You have a right to know, and I desire the public to know my experience with Gravel
and my remarkable recovery through the u-e of
I am a carpenter
your "FA VORITF^ RFLMEDY.”
living in this place, and there are plenty of witnesses to tiie truth of what I say.
My first comslight attack of Gravel'was in the year
1878. It passed away, and 1 had little more trouble
until last July, 1883. One day when, at work in my
shop I was suddenly seized with a keen and tend
hie pain in my left side. I consulted two physicians at once. < >ne said / can do nothing for yam.
Your case i> incurable!” 1 was frightened and
went to the second, who said little, but gave me a
prescription. It did no good.
Then began a series of experiences the agony
and horror of which words cannot depict. Think
of it! I was sometimes taken in the street, and
would fall, writhing with agony, upon tin sidewalk. It was death in life. Thank Heaven, I llien
heard of KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY.-’
through Mr P. P. Cooley. I had not used half a
bottle when I passed three stones in succession, one
of which was nearly one-half an i.ich long.
I persevered with the medicine, the symptoms gradually abated, and 1 have had no more trouble since, l
am well, thanks to you and "FAVORITE REMEDY.” Y ours most gratefully,
JAME-> I). KENNEDY.
What "F AVORITE REMEDY”did in this case it
has done in many others. If you desire to do so,
Address—I)r. David Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y.

!j
!

paralively

MALARIA.
As

an

anti

malarial medicine

DR. DAVID

a

If

KENNEDY’S

FAVORITE REMEDY
has won golden opinions
No traveler should consider his outfit complete unless it includes a bottle of
this medicine.
If you are exposed to frequent
changes of climate, food and water, Favorite Remedy
should always be within your reach. It expels malarial poisons, and is the best preventative of chills
and malarial fever in the world. It Is especially offered as a trustworthy specific for the cure of Kidney
and Liver complaints, Constipation and all disorders
arising from an impure state of the blood. To women
who suffer from any of the ills peculiar to their sex
Favorite Remedy is constantly proving itself an unfailing friend—a real blessing. Address the proprietor. Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y. $1 bottle, 6 for
$5, by all druggists.

place. Sign

of

■

TAILOR,

Stylist] Sprlne ail Slier

Salve.

A

larcer,

more

than i- offered 0\ any other party in this eitv. All
NKW and SEASON ABLE hOOiis, at prions

are a sure

to see our

IMMENSE 15 A lb

a

IN

LEADINt.

s

-1

'•

W. T. HOWARD
MANUFACTURER OF

Monument.*, Tablet*,Grave
Marks & Marble Shelves
[>f the beat Foreign am! American Marble at the very lowest prices, in

MBKWoruy ounamg, unurco
Belfast, May 13,1885—3mos20

street.

KalishVs,

■

For Sale.

\.

Nov is, !

4‘.'

R. Blue Suits & Buttons
L.

-*ml7

A.

on

Rats” clears cut

“Rough

on

Corns” for

Rat*, Mice.

Field
WHOLESALE

Fresh,

on

Toothache,” instant relief.

Radies who would
don’t fail to tr\ Well

;a

Fancy

s

Dentist”Tooth Powder.

Darter;

01<1

15c.

Dry,

vivacity

-ta*

-AND-

BITTER.

KeverKno^n Prompt in Action,

hand all kind-.

»/.

/;.

Next door to Court

suffered severely

Neuralgia.

from Rheumatism in

Chjnrs,

UNDERTAKING

A

BEHRING UPRIGHT PIANO,
as new, will be sold at a bargain.
Rev. C. T. HAWES,
2w21*

nearly as

good
Enquire of
Searsoort.
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pm.

Another

Lady.
Mrs. Thomas Atkinson, of Providence, R. I.,
says:— “1 was confined to my bed. A friend urged
I
me to try Hi nt’s [Kidney and Liver] Remedy.
had taken U ss than three bottles, when I was able

;

n« ji:

lo Insure;
ol first servUr.
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Goods in this line

ROUND TRIPS PER WEI K.
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Belfast. Mail'll

0NM;iv:»lli,

-ALL THE-

FARE REDUCED.

l-.ek

me
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“Prosperity gains friends, adversity tries them.”

It is not an observation of natural history
that a steam whistle makes a horse fly. [Yonk- I No. 5,
ers Gazette.
j Belfast, May 13,18$5-tf20

I
<

I j.-mturaue ami slant in;?
ili-ia'.f •. U reasni.atiif rale-.
e- ai»e- a.i o\\ tiers’ risk.

I.U\ J’l11 Ni, in tlii line prompt l> and 11 n- iiglily att' mded to. Night or Sunday rail-aibWTan >M i;>', nil No]
it II
ihport A\enue, or at
s I. F F i*I- |{’S, at loot of
d I.
'-.pm e.
CASKS.I S "i ail grades and all -i/.e- eon.-lanth on
hand.
A large a.-- lime:,t nt KOBKS AM) ISCHIAL
II HUTS nt all kind- and prim-.
Cut Flowers anil Floral Designs.>f every d.
riplion procure'i on siiort noth and at very low prim-.
«/j-'Ve a I way- guarantee perfect satisfaction in
KrT
everything in this line.

Mr. KaudalPs friends have ascertained that t<» resume my household duties.”
n
k. mon isox «r
ro.,
he stands no chance for the Speak* rship. He
“Be devoted to one tiling at a time.”
will, therefore, make the l.e f of the matter
47
Main
Eelfast.
Coliseum,
St.,
and move that Mr. Carlisle’s nomination be
April 23, lSS/i.—fiw17
The Weaker Sex.
made by acclamation.
"My kidneys became afflicted and weak; Hunt’s
It is alleged that the man whom the Presi[Kidney and LivcrJ Remedy gave me the desired
dent luts named as Chief Justice of the Territo- benefit.
1 consider it a sure cure.”—Mrs. Floieuce
L. Wood, Bridgeport, Conn.
ry of New Mexico has been committed to jail
for contempt of court, his otic ure being a
has taken charge of the Book
“True friendship is eager to give.”
recommendation to his clients to destroy an
rJ'MlE subscriber
} A
Bindery in Belfast and vicinity and elubs.
order of the court.
Mrs. Rockwell's Heart Disease.
The New York Sun is of the opinion that
“1 have been
afflicted with heart disease
the difference between the President and the ! fora number ofseverely mv trouble was caused
years;
by
: Mugwumps is greater than is
Bound In the most substantial manner. Also
supposed, and I inaction of my kidneys. I cheerfully recommend
declares that “the more Democratic the Ad- | Hunt’s [Kidney and Liver] Remedy to all who
ministration becomes the greater must be the ; may be afflicted as I have been.”—Mrs. A. O. Rock- Prescription and Scrap Books
well, Pearl St., Providence, R- 1.
mourning among the poor souls.”
made to order.
A
Democratic paper in Savannah, Ga.,
“Without health all men arc poor.”
^“Repairing of all kinds done with neatness
recently printed a list of all the Southern
and dispatch.
Minus 156 lbs. Water.
appointments up to date, and condemned the
V& G1VE ME A CA LL.jp3
whole <i>t. except two, as unrepresentative of
“I was tapped eight times. I Imd one hundred
the Southern Democracy, unsatisfactory as a and fifty-six pounds of water taken out of me.
PHIN
K AS
I^i I IS IS A'
Was
treated
by seventeen different doctors, and
whole, and in more than two-thirds of the
Hunt’s [Kidney aud Liver] Remedy has cured
Belfast, Feb. as, Isst.—'Ilf
i instances until.
me.”—Mrs. David North, Eeorse, Wayne County,
The President removed Bruce, Register of Mich., May 30, 1883.
the Treasury, for the alleged reason that he
$1.25 at Druggists. g^Take no other..ftfr
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet of Solid Testiwas not an accountant, whereas his sole duties
monials
of Absolute Cures.
were to write his name.
The President has
Wanted, to take orders for Trees, Vines, Shrubs,
appointed to the position of Fourth Auditor a HUNT’S REMEDY CO., Providence, R. I. and a general line of Nursery stock. Only tho.-e
who are over 2a years of age and can furnish the
carpenter, who confesses that he is not an
C. N. CRITTENTOX, General Agent, New York.
accountant, and yet his duties are solely those
very best references need apply. To the right men
we can give employment the year round.
Experij of an accountant.'

marry, mamma?”

I AV
ill-

lino

farm where I have lived for more than an years,
wnod ami lumber lot. -lock, tanning tools, household furniture, etc. Said farm is p!< t-antly -n ualed
on
Pastern Kidge in Kno\, t mite- from U U. t
lion, contains 100 acres of good land, cut- from id ! rI1HF linn of I-.. J.. I! KAN
( ()., enn-isting of F
to 30 tons of hay; two splendid pastures are on the
I.
1
MKW.S.s i'.F, \N. Al.I'KN KOP.HIN-ai I
farm, also pit nty of wood, a good orchard of old
t.i.o. F.
A M PliKI.l., \mt-dissolved .May :r ii. Is-d.
and young trees, covers two acre-. The Imihliugs
consist of a large, convenient house with well of
nerslii|).
soft water, handy to kitchen, barn .".livtio with water
at yard, siietl lOx'd, al: the imildings are connected
l—•. F. 1.. BFAN and Fit A N K I..
and in fair repair.
Will itF.n enti imi into eopurtner-liip under
'I he wood ami lumber lot is adjoining the f irm, ! hie name of F. F. 5-F \ N A < < > and wili
iuu
contain- Is aero, well covered with hemlock, spruce 1 li e business al the old -t net.
and hard wood.
Searsmont, Mav 1!, Is-;, —w*2’>
The stock consists of one pair •'» year- <-M .-leers,
two 2 y ears old mil'irs, one 3 years old heifer witli
her calf, 20 good young sheep with 12 lambs, one
good work lmrse, also a tloek of voting hen.-.
The farming tools consist, in part, of farm wag
have opened a Fun di U >omi in eonum-iion with
oils, double and single harnes-e-, -I,
mowing
machine, horse rake, plows, and many other artimy grocery Inisiiie.-s, in lie- store Pcmerlv oecles too numerous to mention.
eupied by Kli Cook, lirst door above < oii-eum
The household furniture and utensils consist in • building.
uLunches or Meals from 7 A. M., to
part of stoves, tallies, stands, lounge, chairs,
I*. M.
re.tii, kettles, dishes, churns, washing machine,
Hot lea and Co flee ioi* farin' rs who bring their
loom with fixtures, etc etc.
lu nehes.
Tkk.ms
Personal property cash m delivery.
me.
«/}’l’riees to -nit the times. Call and
Iteal e-tale, if desired, one-hall cash, balance on
EDWIN FROST.
six percent, mortgage,
-tie positive.
N p i-tI-eh. 11, Is-... us
Belfast,
ponemeiii on account of the we;.titer. This alf.ir
a rare opportunity to secure a
splendid farm at a
.JOHN |{. PATCH.
very reasonable price.
H. W. s<it t.t:, A uctionecr.
Past Kmix, May is, lSs,">.—3w21

mv

limbs, and Neuralgia in the head, my kidneys were
I resorted
n«>l performing their proper functions.
t«* Hi NT's [Kidney and Liver] Remedy and was
completely cured.” Mrs. L. O. Tanner, Providence, R. 1.
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Paints, Oils, &c.

TESTIMONY.

Rheumatism aud
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down al iiin

Dissolution of Partnership.
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tie- agent of tlit CATABACT
TUF uudct.-igned
I l‘l'All* lor ihi- virinitv. 'id
1‘ump i- mad.- ii.

RESULTS.
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i< vo tf r rox.
House, Chureh St., Hellas!, Me*
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I -lin'd nn mv e ,rt through llelmonl., S a -ni n.'.
Fibeiiy, Mon!ville, Scarsp.nt, Moekton, '-wnnviii
and .Monro** (nice a week. Ord-n taken on eart an !
Sml.'*
promptly tilled at marki-t prices.
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Kidney complaint
America;
quick, complete cure. $1.

m&rn

KMOWLTON,

A!-■• have charge oj >i d»ie in re
of \\ ,rk« t,
re you can stand y.Mir horse forTHN
ets.
Kei'd, hay an I "rain, TVVKN 1 A FIAT. a nt-

liuiMin-r.

VALUABLE HEAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY.
shall sell at public auction, Tuesday, June 9,
INS'), at S> o'clock A. >1., on the premises, my

a

somewhat remarkable fact that the westcyclone is frequently charged with shoplifting.
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Canned floods, Tohneeo <1*
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My husband (writes a lady) is three times the
since using "Wells’ Health Renewer.”
11 you are failing, broken, worn out and nervous,
‘use “Wells’ Health Renewer.” $1.

6

li-h <»f any kind <\tU

1/\

man

ern

:i

Mr<

li

Try it. 15c.
Debility

a

the

all

How Lost, How Restored !

Horse, foaled June, 1876.

Bay

Also ail kinds of

ToIeji-i-:i J>1,

Islesboro, Castlne & Brooksville,

,•

tic.
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I

— ..
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FRESH. SWT S PICKLED FISH.

e

Syrup, for feverishness
constipation; tasteless, 25c
stinging, irritation, all Kidney and Urinary complaints cured by "Ruchu-paibad’ $1.
Nii/h* sweats, fever, chills, malaria, dyspepsia
cured by “Wells’ Health Renewer.”

Ii is

who

Smoked

Fish in their Season,;

f. i.. fiki.I).

Mother Swan’s Worm

Ruehu-paiba” is

mi want

fVh Rr

HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

worms,

oi

If y

alien led to.
Orders from the country prompt’
t.oud.s delivered free to all'part- oi the eity

Nervous Weakness, Dyspepsia, Sexual
cured by "Wells’ Health Renewer.” $].

Prevalence

:;.nl-l^

s

“Rough on (loughs,” troches, 15c., liquid, 25c.
For children, slow in development, puny and
delicate, use “Wells’ Health Renewer.”
on

<

Arrangement

-FROM-

'•

Belfast, Me,
$15.00,

sW'-r.

3VE XX XX X5L 3B "37

RETAIL DEA I Ells IN

“Ruchu-paiba,” great kidney and urinary cure.
Flies, roaches, ants, bed-bugs, rats, mice, cleared
out by "Rouah on Rats.”
15c.

"Rough

■

Thackambau, 3603.

Sardines, Pickles and t anned
Poods constantly on hand.

15c.

tain freshness and
Health Renewer.”

A

Spring

—

■

ALE \ ARM* TIES <>E

Thin people. “Wells’ Health Renewer” restores
health and vigor, cures dyspepsia, &c. $1.

“Rough

llelfast, Me.

Fool of Main St.,

And Pickled Fish.

15c.

Corns, Runions.

..

>•! Id- get -liown at any time,
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“Rough
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Harrison Hayford,
Terms, to insure

1TEW FI R M I

‘•What’s the mailer/'' called a mother, turning to
her little boy, who “set up” a howl
“What are
you <t;. imr about >” “1 want something.” What do
1 liave forgot what it is, an’ that’s
y"11 want/”
whal makes me cr\

somewhat narrow basis. It seems.
indeed, possible that the most important facts
ol the case are not even named.
The.Jallanar Ins- a form thai would be
apt to impress any
ud« m of naval architecture as that of a perft «•: *ea-boai. Tic- fine end*, convex frames,
'Welling middle body, the easy form to drive,
Mini Hie small length and weight of her spars
relative to the length of the boat,—all these
furnish reason* why she should he a good seaboat, and none, perhaps, more than the last. It
i> the absence of any discouragement to the use
••! a moderate sail-area, which makes the rules
(of the S' avvaiihaka. New York. Kaslern. and
*ueb other "t our clubs as have adopted rules)
ba*ed Up1 oi sail area and length less liieddle'<une and mischievous thin
any rule* which
have preceded them.
These do take into account that with which they are concerned, the
representative of power, and the length the
boat sails on. and they leave evcrytliiag else
alone.
There can be no want of true yachting spirit,
ii" Want of dignity or
propriety. in the N< vv York
Yacht Club building any smn vessel of whatever proportions as may seem to suit best it*
purpose to meet the coming cutter, and there
would certainly seem to he no want of opportunity under ii* own free measurement: and a
les'on no les* valuable and telling than that
given by the America may be repeated to our
British friend* a* t«> the cramping effect of
their rules.
It, however, we lose the cup, the
nature of these rules will leave no longer ativ
doubt or discretion a* to the character of vessel
that must be built to compete for it with
any
likelihood of succo**. f.J. Hyslop, in Outing.

papa

-.

<

Custom Tailoring Department.
,~>0 Main St., HetJ'itsf.

(OVSIMPTIOV CVBEO.
physician, retired from practice, having
had placed in his hands hv an East India missionary the formula of a simple vegetable
remedy for
In* -p'-edy and permanent cure of
Consumption,
ltroi,rhiii>, (.-atari'll, Asthma and nil throat ami
Euiiir AllVctions, also a positive and radical cure
for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
after having tested its wonderful curative powers
in tiioiis inds of eases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to hi- suffering fellows. Actuated by this
ni"t:ve a id a desire to relieve human suffering, 1
will s.-mi !'r**e- f charge, to all who desire it, this
recipe, la i.ennan, French or English, with full
direi-ti.ins lor preparing and using, .'sent by mail
n> addressing with stamp, naming this paper, \\

through

IF LANK. Agent.Belfast.
I \L\IN AL.STIN, Agent
Boston.
.IVMI N LITTLKUKLIF hon’l Supt
Poston.
M iLLIAM II. HILL, Jr., hen. Manager —Boston.
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Mother (pathetically to three-year old tease):
“Now, Willie, if you do not stop worrying
your poor mamma' she will get sick and die.”
Young tease (solemnly): “And then who will
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They were discussing the birds at the late
bird show. “Now, Percy, did you-” she
exclaimed. “Will you have the goodness to
call me by my right name—Charles!” he remarked. “But I have seen your signature,”
she answered triumphantly, and she pointed to
a receipted bill;
“Jones, Brown & Co., per C.
Smith.” Young Smith fainted. [Boston Star.
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MARBLE WORKS!
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BOYS i CHILDREN'S CLOTHING!
>

SOLUBLE
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PACIFIC GUANO

LOWER I'll.1 X Till: LOWEST.
Don’t fail
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FERTILIZERS:

CLOTHING!
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Commencing April «, ishs, .-t.-amer* will leave
Belfast lor Boston, Camoen and Rockland Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and -vtiurdavs at
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■ ■
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Probate Court held at Belfast, within and hr
»untv of \\ tldo, on the
»n<i
1 ue-du
f
\. l». lSs;,.
loM as N. PARKKR, Creditor «•! \ N DR KW
L M A li-11 A LI., late «i I,-i -sooro, in said ( ountv
■•i
Wal tdeceased, having pr. -cupd a petit;,u
tha! Administration on sari de< eased’-e-tate ma
lie granted to him.
ordered, Thai the said Parker give notice p.
ail persons Interested h\ causing a r..p\
t
ddorder to he published three w eeks -uece-si v elv in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, tha; i
held at Be;
ma> appear at a Pmbate « «»urt, to »
last, within and for said ( ounty. on the second
i'm-sday of June next, at ten ,.f the .-lock h.
fore ii"'-iit and sic*w cause il an' the, have, vvliv
the prav er of said petition shout 1 mu he granted.
CKO i: JOHN-ON, .ilN.e,
A ti uc e.»pv.
Attest
|:. P. Kies
IP gl-ter
At

s.

■
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Light Weight Overcoats

Legitimate
Washing Quality, which gives £
it every advantage over Soaps 1
of doubtful character; practij
cally recommended by other|
manufacturers in imitating it. a

•s

>

CLOTHING!

VALUE of every

-"

e -,

An Illinois woman buried eleven husbands, and
i- .-tii. in th*» matrimonial market. Her motto is,
Men may c»me and men may go, but I go on forever.”

Gup.

The Washington Post (Democratic organ)
announces that,
!>y June JO, the majority ot
the Republican incumbents of the Treasury
offices will be removed.

<

But DOES possess the FULL

Bangor

i|>

Arrangement.

Monroe,

WI J)T 1'K
COULD, widow of TOBIAS
COUld>, late of Troy, in said Countv *! \\ ddo, «!••<•,-ased, having presented a petition that I,u
lihN/.O C A R( KLoN, of said '1 my, mav he ap
pointed A-lministrator on said deceased’s estate
Ordered, That tin* said Cuardiau give notice
to ail persons Interested by
causing a eopv ot this
order to he published three week.- successively in the
Republican .Journal, printed at IPdla.-l, Hint tin
may appear at a Pm hate Court, t<» he held at B.ifast, within and for said < ountv, on the sernmi
Tuesday ed'June next, at ten of tin- clock before
...
and show cause,if ai.v they have, why the
or.tver of said petition should mu lie granted.
Cl-.u. K. JolI.Vx
Judge.
A true eopv. Attest -B. P. Hki.I), Register

PURE GOODS

<

-<

Cor. Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me
March, 1S», DS.V-P2

A ( ARB.—To all who are suffering from errors
an
indiscretion-of youth, nervous weakness, eari> *i'-i'H}. I">s of manhood, Ac., 1 will send a recipe
that will cure you, FREE OF CIIARHE. This great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
A:ii'-!-i«-a. >end self-addressed envelope to Rhv.
.losKt u T. Inman, Station D, Xew York.
1 yr2D

Political Points.

!

forget

PRIEST THE

and women would only display half as
frantic energy and ability in getting ahead in
life as they do in dodging across the street in front
o! an approaching team or horse car, we should all
be Vanderbilts before lb'JO.

that

bet

Don't

the

line a

wide

moreover,

Which he will make up in the LATKST STYLES
for all who will give him a trial, f all and see
him and he will give you a good fit and fair
prices.

IV- 11

Soluble

1

a

At a Prohate Court, held at Belfast, within an for
the County of Waldo, on the second Idic-dav ot
May, A. I). iss:>.

e

reputation a* *< a-boats, and hav e
speedy i:i heavy weather, that,
?le-refore. tin- longest, deepest, and narrowest
loportioiis are best, set in- to be a broad con-

High St., Wear Phtenix House,

Marble

*av

FASHIONA3I-SGOOOS

Never varies, does not contain
one particle of the adulterations used to reduce the cost of

None should be deceived.
hcw-g
[ever, the word WELCOME I
I and the Clasped Hands

IvrT

conviction that has obtained
in sonic minds that because some yachts, very
long, deep and narrow, like the Jullanar. have
I may

BIUIuGEPCRT. CONN.

MAM FACTUKKIO

Eace for the America's

The

BY

-AND-

n.

Dean’* Rheumatic Pill*

J**"

MAN't'r

('ureis

s

»

my

tllb

stock.

on

my
his fo! t

i-s

■

it

Now i- the ti n. !' buy a- netter
at the door, and carriages are already ad-

GHEAP
times

hound

are

hviseiv

—

•.

those

t

Very

Hale’s HoiiCV :i.
Cough "Ml-* ,2'e.,50c.&$l
Glenn’s Sulphur s<»a:s h‘ a s A b<-autifles, 25c.
€i«*rnianCorn Remover kills»ms a Bunions
vie at.d Brown, 50c.
Hill’s Hair and Whisker D>ePike's Toothache Drrp* <"urc in 1 Minute.25c

tell'
befoia a living na a! 11 P* !o!t
,u inis iln n Thi- Imr-i *Iim* -n ah I llingat your
feet is of older line.ig than y our Adam, -unless,
perhaps, you corn: your Allan, as on. of ids
descendants. What feeling have | for you? Not
scon:.-—m
hailed.—not low.- -not loathing.N' .’ in« 11lV«-1’i
!»lank irdifi’en nee to y ou
ami your affairs. tiiai h my feeling. *av rather;
absence of feeling, as ngard* you. (Mi yes. I
v\
t
11 lap your
1 will cool* you in the hot
slimmer day -. I will bear you u, in my strong
arm*. I will roek you on m.
roiling undulations. Iik• a babe in his cradle. Am I not
I
Am
1
m
kmd?
Am
not harmless?
gentle?
Tie- wind is ii*ing. and ilie wind
Hut hark!
and I an tough play mates ! \\ hat do y ou >ay
u» my voiff now?
I>
you si- my foaming
.ips? Iu> you feel the roek* tremble as my
great billows crash against them? i-not. my
anger terrible a* I dash your argosy. your
thundcr-beai ing frigate, iido fragments, a* you
would crack an egg-he'll? No. not ang'-r : deaf,
blind, unlie. ding iudiffercnc* —that i* all. Out
of me all tilings arose: sooner or later, into
me all things sub-id'-. Ail enanges around ine:
1 change not. I look not at you, vain man.
and your frail transitory c m-orm*. save in
momentary glimpses: 1 i ">k on the white face
of my dead mistress, w Iwm I follow as the
bridegroom follows the bier of Ii<t who has
••hanged her nupt al raiment for the shroud.
*Ye whose thought* are of eternity, come
dwell at my side. Continents and isles grow j
old, and waste and disappear. Tin haid--*t
rock crumbles: vegetable and animal kingdom*
come into being, wax great, decline, and perish, 1" give way to other*, even as human dynasties and nation* and races eom< and go.
Look on me! “Time writes no wrinkle** on my ;
All tongues are
forehead.
Listen to me!
spoken on my shores, but I have onlv one lanv ovvels; the
tin
winds
me
their
guage:
taught
rag* and ihe sand* schooled me in my rough
or smooth consonants.
F< w words are mine,
but I have whisper- d them and sting them and
shouted them to men of all tl ibe* from the lime
when the l:r*t wild wand-p; sliayd imo my
awful pp-sciice. Have yu a grief that gnaw*
at your heart-strings? Come will) it to my
shore, a' of < Id ihe ] rie't of far-darting Apollo
rallied his rage and anguish to the ma gin of
t. e loiid-ioaring sea.
There, if anywhere, you
wii! forge I your piivate and shot t-liv««1 woe.
for my voice speaks to the inlinite and the eternal in your eon*' ioiisntss.'
[.May Atlantic.

My trade In- !\< UKA'KD
people have found that
a
■nm-nil is always ;1
good one ami will stand hard usage just call and
1
see them in Doctors and Livery men’s hand.k <d
shall also keep a st
CHEAP vork for
in stock

your while
the tribes that

«■•<•

rime

\R1HA«,I«>.

<

Desirable

j
I
j

been one of Hie most noted of Mr. Charles Backman's mans ''rood mares at ston\ F-»rd, Orange1
< >., \
V
B-.-low is a history of the produce of
Mary /Iulse, ami ear of hailing:
I'1 -7. Hambletonian ('lii:*t .-ire of Ceo. o. 2.24'4 .)
H'-s
Tw rigid. This st.-. lion when five years
"it d a In’I mile trial to wagon in 1.11, alter
old
wlueh Mr. Back me. n was ottered aim refused $10,000 f ir him.
l-' i. Hival, a i*a;. gelding, four year old record,
2. i, live year old
ord, 2 J'i, and public, trial in
as
lit 'tier than 2. Jo
TitS adding ifull brother t«»
Hambletonian < lii.-i.
area
In71.
Hawn, (dam ol sum Hill wle-wt- driven :
a
ptd-iie trial in double harness with l.m male,
on
1
li-- I log.-hi. o\ ,-r l- i,i a ,">d track n 2.2!
l-72. King William, sold to Carl s. Burr, Jr.,
tt
'ttii ■ mi nim uui m
--..
(
in.'. I
1, \
stud Use*.
Is7-'l
Belinda, never harnessed, reserved tor a
bro"i| mare.
< 11.tv*i•
■' •»
i'o. 2 21 ,, am! a ;
tdiamiplain,
winner <• «.•ihtn heals I iter than -Jmaking
an uvt rage ol 2 2a a '.t
A
ia -.inut
1~7-.
ili.it was gel led and will
vci v little
handling has Ir-dtcd .piarters in .'57 see.
"lid- la wag ui.
"7‘.*. s ;u I’l im-c,
an trot in
and is kept
fer a stai'i >n.
iuv nine trotli\ -dyk'- I!.tinldelo:.ian produced
t« s
ith iv" id>
2 r.'n or hciti r.
iviguty 1" ir of
In- si.n«i, and seven!v one
hi- grandsons have
-if I 2 ;u ll ''[. is, ami twenty four o* hi- iailgiiI'
ii.have 11• *•..11,•
i.tins of 2 ;<• horses. Tlmie
.n
six Iiumired ami sixty nine g.de ir-dor- t" <:.11-•.
PP I'M it:.I sfSialil**
•i» •'■•ended ! fill this III
Y
i;' i f, c r. u i! !
1 ■:
<•■■’! mi I hi* iiiMrkft for
are those which have m succession
\im»ng th<
"ci ii
pklileen vrnrs,
Dexter, 2.17k;, n.*idpie I tin1 tiiroue, i/
•"*
-Hill 11 Maid, 2.11, >1. .fallen. 2.1!';. .Jay-ev.- see,
l'-i.I*
2.!". Maud
<>; Ihe thirty ,,iim 2 .‘!0 lior.-< s
Farm. Par«l«*n, Fawn,
2.O'.I'i
•v
It
sired ii
ivk’s
over
Flour
r
|»t*f!.
one third
11ami•!<•rmiian,
Kys
w• re "ii! "I
mareeli d- \ ii.. ie m Mar. an I
/ "t his get ih it I,, at 2 2 were out d American
I
m
rt'
Tl
I- .t ill*-r
M O' dams
-sixteen "t Ihe .-.>ns "I 11 dill>!"l"i.inll
j
11 of >tur dam
"•!"* I’Pi ;
Imve sired 2 mu horses, including
*ii- i• *i*
looking to tin- iuoih ;>
I l.illie W- dward.
.eye-sec 2. Id, IMiaJia
tin
u i ; lvtuilin P
2 !
;Dick
lii-st r;u-e.;
Majoiie.i, 2.1(in
M\ iveller, 2 1', etc.
; I. .!
'-ry <1 I I r'
1'l.e iiii r aiiiiii'm p: i>*r. and eainem
of |l;e
:h.
A iM'-rieau Mar-, d v
long, -winging, "pen
stride of the i lain "ll I", i.llls, prod II ee
!"]•;,
whieli can g" the distance at a high rat*- of speed i
and repeal \\ hell e died Up"ll.
// •mhfrtoni'ii Chit/ ha-iiad -tit verv limited opportunities ui the stud, Probably tin re i- m» horse
the
»-*t many li.$ <*\ <*r.
in tie Man Ol liis a... bn
vv ha
has .-ired I vv o eu| t
r«-} n
it am!
..
I
n
.!••?
v. ilh
I«•.-1»
t" hi
"lie, did has 11 .d access to lady as good if Tl>
!! lin-n; i~
!*"m
mi Iter
mi
i,,- "f mares. < o-o. o. ih..1 y one mounts, .•!«•., t'o»*\v■•T'lr'l ir■ •»■
aycut in your i*-iuif*•. ml ln-~s
"t Iii- -'.•■! lied was ever trained, proved himscii as
redid.Ir and
vef s,j-"i 1 "i tieaim- a I l"lt er as
<n i a i> 3)i•;>
.v
( i in is
1 a I *st, with only three w eeks preparation,
word
(«< n‘! s<*liiiiu V«r<*ni*», Boston, Mass.
he ei.l -red tin- list-, ami irotted, inside <>! three ;
weeks, nine race-. winning eight out of the nine,
-h > i; sau: i;vand .*s.-,o ..f ih- s'.iilti trotted t
Heals., placed!
/
I. liXOfIT.TOX.
every lieat t!:al lie \v»n in the ildrties, and <-lns,-.|
I o! 2.M',',
111" -ea-.m with a rre.
In i*M im low- /:. i niixroirni.
Thonniii.,.
ered Ins record !•» 2 211,
and tn ;!i• le-at which
m. iiinm.
rniin.
lis record ll* 11*-t n I tin- iil-i halt ill
gave l.iei
ill
X.
lilt
I
3'.
ilurii/itmi.
1 111'
ami I" |t;e three qilarte; pole at |lie rat<■ of
2.1'.'; troill there he W ,- pulled to ;ve hi.- l-ec -rd
A jtril
IS.'-) —:ii• i
and pa-sed m.d r the wire on a jog, winner of
In-ai mi", me, tom 2 2‘d ,.
11 ad «.i o. O. Il\ ed, Ii"
el
:,
.11
the opinion of !
go.. 1 in.lg -., have pr..v ed hiniseli tile fastest horse
< >. it "il
M
He..
is t!;e -wm
ev el- l.r.-d di Mai',"
T of tw
"tliel-l!o; -1 -I,
llatl'i.h toliiai Mild.
'■
iro! whieli.Mr. t i.«i •«•
i\s ".in Lrol n.m a
aster
j
; a" e• i.i 1 ieo. < >. al the
dim age.
1
of 1 Meni !i" In~ i,,
T iinn
1; tn other a lmy
ui ,d
hi gh, wei hi ng I I bo Ills., he gave
gelding 1''
! a d i-t ir wk l.,sf mil, .md the
ihi-' t-ir:a
.nim
• ro 11.
w
;hii- 1 mi:
1 >otli ami square in 2 M
///>iif-Utriii't 11 ( hi./ i,
never 1-t.r.i tj-.lined I'T
l'
--.Vie r- m
1. dig tit' hlood lile's to i
-peed.
i"
..f Iii- abidi> to pro Im-e
nili
ir -.t.
!
|s ;; im.s[ iim-.-rthe il
-1
p
I
ill lie
imi!- aiio .,| -p
progeny a is" inat I
Hi.' eonii.oi
trat!.tug nid trotting ot a stallion
ipi.-i'd- t•« d"'
1
\' i"
am! r. dime his p...
'k f.lirp .-C
v f. 0
-t
I'
(•
ami ids
la./ 1- a suit foul
.]•" ad </ <"./ "lies, w ilk g rod si/.e, -f |e, tillisll,
[
<
111
1:1!
position, lit gets no lnulJ"- d- from
"V "la-I in 11". --, ;n. 1 eoiipieil vvitti nnr.s of as
In
e;iu product
g i"d "i"-.d. 1
kdgeaper«.f
trot tors a
age
any !i m-e living.
\\ i'i -kind tiii li.rllier noti -e at the stal»le of

■
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HOBBS,

I

istamped

!"»(*•!! Ulisll

to

J

imp Messenger.
Mary Dulse, the dam of Hambletonian Chief, has

"•

gay j•alae*
taees as 1 saw
before y«ii,as 1 shall look upon the unknown family ol mankind thal will
■one after
you. And vvliat i-your whole oilman family but
parenthesis in a single page of my lu-ior.?
on

>

a

iii!i.ei)eing at
Iiorl 11 We telat a
ly coi-m-r of the railroad stoic (so-called
at
the
of
terscction
Cro.-s street and l-eder
point
al street; thence, e a-t. on .-aid Fe*e|e?raI -in-ct, t
a
point opposite the centre line of an alley between
the tirst and -ceond tenement lux uses east ot Hie
railroad -tore: ;soa-nde-* -; thence, south, following
the centie iine ol
ii
diey It* a point i« n feet n-on
the southeast corner of the porch of -aid lit -1 house
cast of -.ai l rain-uni store; them e, souihia-i, on
a line parallel
vvi'ii Cross .-tret i, .if*.re-said, |.-. Hie
Kee‘11 lot, so-ealie'i ; lhct.ee, SfUlllvve-lerlv "I! the
line of -aid Keen lot, to Cross ,-t reel; I lice c, not; h.
iiegin
westerly, 1 «y ( m- .-trevt, !•- the pi me
ning, wi’h the eliding- thereon.
A parcel of (and situate io -aid Beiia-l ..n the
-outlier.y side* of Beaver si reel, b‘.uiuled liorthelb
by said Beaver street, Fa-lerly by land "I Newell
5iansliehl; southerly bv land of'.Josi.ill Mitchell,
ami Wc-terlv by laml of I»ovj«1 Pierce-, togethe
vv ill: tile bui 'lings th -rcon.
v parcel ol real estate si, note- in said Bell t-i. ami
lauind- i ,i. I <lescri!»ed as Pillow.-, v iz.
»e ginning
oil Ft deia: -Ireet, at the e
ull’e line of an adev l>etween tin- tirst and second houses east of the railroad store* (so called); tlu-nee*, south, foil oving the
centre line «.f said alley to a
■: n t ten 1«
t h"
the
soiilii ea-t e orm-r of the |ioreh of -ail drsi In u-e
east <>l
ii i railroad store. tie-nee, -mtlaon a
line parallel with Cross -In-e-t, to the K eii lot,
called : Hit Itee, nortImaste-rlv
u di
|:ill.| ,.| ‘I
am! Mtn-tieh:; I iierna*, w
n I nort herl v.
<v
theD-1 oni.ell lot, to -aid Federal street; He nee, by
sai'l Federal -licet, to the place of beginning, lo.
ge'her vviI fi Hu* building-I It.•i*eon.
A p 11'<■ e* 1 of real e-tab* situate in said Belta-t, and
bounded ami described as follows
Beginning at
t It n
the >ont hea.-terlv intersection
ami Fi>n
streets in said Belta-t, Ilium--- !vi-:
degrees, ;;
minute-, south to High water mark; t ei.ee -ame
course to low water mark; thence >outhoriy by
course --I tin* ••Iutnnel ot the river ti!
the* line-laml occupied b
M. |{. < o..per, iht'iir■<
by s..i.| la-t line We-icrly to Fr-nd street ; them
to
Front
street
of
ia*ginning,
by
place
together with
the buildings tlmn on.
Dated this lt»th dav of M ,\, \. I > |s<5.
\n>fi, w.\i»n du r.i. >heriir.

named

!

1

Boston and

Executrix
certain in- \
HOBBS,
JANE
slrurucnt purporting
be the last will and tesSpring
tament of JOHN W.
in i
late of
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Jane give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Beltast, within and for said Countv, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock betore noon, and show cause, if
any they have, whv
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
CKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest: —B. P. Kiti.n, Register.

that have never been trained for track
The last named nmre, storm, was sold by Mr.
< baric* H ickman at Ids lir.-d public sale in 1S70, t<>
Mr. Xi.• h<• I:•
Suit us of Brooklyn, N. Y., for $330.:
Alter bis death .-.he was purchased by .J. 1>. Shaw
ot V
who used her on the road and put her to j
breeding. In the spring of 1 sS4 J. H. l'erkins, of
leveland, »>., bought iier at auction for a brood j
ni l!---, look her to < leveland and put her in training
for .In- track, in order to put a record on her which
would enhance the value of her future foals, she
wa- entered amt started in her first race June 7th,
1 ->'4 which sin; won in stiaiyht heats, obtaining a
record oi 2.2'> !4, being seventeen years old at that
time. She i- aiso the dam ot a horse that is said to
be side I trot in 2.20. N. B. Blood will tell.
Maty Dulse, In seele\'s American Mar, Seeley’s
American Mar b\ Stockholm'.-. American Star, son:
ol Idiroe.
First dam, Silly slouch, by Henry, son
ol sir Arch;. by imp. Messenger. Second dam, by
ones

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol i
I
May, A. D. 1885.

use.

beginning.
A pare-(*l e.f land

ot

AM) A HLL LINK OK

The wife of a si. Louis man recently got up in
the night to got him a drink of water, but he died
fore .-he returned. A st. Louis man will go to
aotio-i any extreme to avoid drinking water.

than all the swarmilint fill the air or inoveovei ihe thin cru*t of
the earth.
Who are you ;h.r
build yur
!e, Ii.m

STYLES!

LATEST

!»e-t Salve in tin- world for Cuts, Bruises,
-M.r< -.
I'je. rs, salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
< h ij'p-1 Hand-, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
Hruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.
r mi mic} refunded. Price 'Jo rents per box•
For -an- by Richard H. Moody.

neither \v< Iconic nor unw* .come.
I do not trouble myself will* the living tribes
that come down to my waters.
I have my own

Believing that “H ELL BOIMHTIS HALL
I have purchased them so that I can sell at
SOL
-mall dealprices simply I’N A I*I’ROACH A BL L
I have the latest styles in
ers.

Arnica

fast

<

presented.

it*

shores:

fast.

HAS JEST RETlRXF.l) FROM BOSTON WITH ALL

»e (

are

Hay stallion, la1,' hands, weight 1040 lbs., foaled
May, isi-7, bred by D. B. Irwin, Middletown,
Orange Co., N V.
Sire, Middletown, Dam, Mary liaise. Middletown
by Uy.-dyks llambletoiiiau, by Abdallah, by Mainbrim*, by Imp. Messenger. First dam by American
Eclipse, second dam by Young Engineer, by Engincer, by Imp. Messmiger. Middletown is the sire
<*l Music, record 2.2I.U ; Nellie Irwin, 2.25; Orange
Blossom, 2.20 Storm, 2 20 '., ; and many other very

1

Weixomp

Sire of Geo. O., 2.24 1-4.

••

in.'

\m:mh:i.i. uolmks.

*ay>

ianil. 1. s.

Til,

,

amp i- tin* name of one of t he exhibitors in
American Art Association. There are many
ariDts who would like to when their board bills

The Ocean.

iu:,.r<

Mi..

-

In Henry A -Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment Is
eomhim d tic curative properties of the different
oil
with tin* healing 'jualilies of Arnica. Hood
i"i- e.i m and animal.
Every boU-le guaranteed.

[Charles Kingsley.

n

Ivrl2

"A stitch in time” often saves consumption.
Down-’ Elixir used in time saves life.

i' lines! and ion-- up what is
til*- heart ol am fedow-ereatme.

PROBATE NOTICES.

Hambletonian Chief.

stake* and slones
at the southwest corner e*f a led convcvcd bv >aid
Axel Hayforel te> IIarrie*t Webber, by deed date d
August 14111, 1 SSii; thence, south,on the line- of said
Webbe lot, eight rods; thence, east, by said W. b
her lot, live: reals, to land of Arbella llcrse*y; thence
south, on said lkr-oy lot, tlilrty-six rods id a stake
and stones at the line ed he* Monroe lot (soa-alb •
thence, west, parallel with said Belmont Avenue,
twenty rods to a stake* and stones, thence*, north, a;
right angles, twentv-lwo reals ami three feet to land
formerly owned by’ F. 3. Morison; thence, east, at
right angles, live- rod-; thence, north, at right angles, twenty two rods to Belmont Avenue; thence
east, by Belmont Avenue, ten rods to the pi tee .d
begim ing, with the buildings thereon.
A parcel ol lam) e-ommeneingai a stake ami-tones
on the south side of Belmont Avenue, at the n ■i inwest cornered lot No, 11, according to the survey
nd plan of Philo Ik-rsey; thence, south, at rigid
angle- w ith >aid Belmont A venue, forty four rods
to a stake and stones at the line ot the Moiii*e lot
(sex-called); thence, cast, parallel with said Belmont Avenue, six and one-.half rod- t o the
ni re
ot a e-ontemplated street; thence*, north, following
the cent re line of said eemtcni, dated slim, fork
four i" i- to Belmont \venue: thence, west, in.
B-.-dnoiit Ave iiue, six aiid one -hall
te> th<- place

i«

Costivcness is the primary cause of much disea-e. Dr. Henry Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters will
penn.iiuntly cure costiveness. Every bottle warranted.

Never bring a human being, however -ills.
ignorant and weak, above all. any little child,
•
shame and eonfil'ion of fa
Never. bv
pc'ulance. b\ sU'pii iun. by ridicule. even by
'eili'h at,d silly ba'te, never, above all, by indulging m tin* devilish plesi'iire of a sneer,

ft

_

I'll F C'llARf.Ks A. VOMi.l K

\nd now Austria don’t want him. Kei'ey’s
chances for being the man without a country appear to he improving every day.

■•

On Broun.

pay for it.

to

afforded to thousands of women in all sections.
Mrs. C- of Toronto, says: “1 have taken
three bottles with very gratifying results.” Mrs.
Stephen H-of shefiington, Quebec, says: “1
am now using the fourth bottle and have derived
great benefit already.” Sarah C- of Eugene
City, Oregon, says: “it is the best medicine for
the ferial** sex 1 have ever found.” Mrs. c<>t Santa Fe.. says: “Your Compound has done me
a great deal of good.”
of PortMrs. II. s D.land. Me., says
“It has done for me all it claimed
to and I cheerfully recommend it t<> nil suffering as
1 have done.” Mrs. I) H. E-of Lexington,
Va.,<ays: “I have taken one bottle and 1 assure
you 1 i«-el a great deal better, I feel strong as ever
ami I've never felt a pain in mv back since the second dose.”

number
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other Throat
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Variety ihe Spice of Life.
There is a variety in the letters received by Mrs.
E
Pinkhum, testifying to the cures effected
Lydia
by tier Wgetaole Compound and the great relief

are

FOURTH

P

It is a common superstition in Chicago that when
it thunders some angel must have dropped off her
slipper while climbing up the golden stairs.

like old horses, you must exercise them if vuu wish to k< •. p them in workJohn A darns.
ing order.

>l:»in<‘

7, 1SS5 -I'.Uf

Mav

fun at the new gas bill.
he man who makes light

form.”

Carriages
friend!} and
T Est range.
made by experienced icorL men.
A miser grows rich by seeming poor: an
ran
compete in prices with any
extravagant man grow* pour by seeming rich.
first-class Carriage intinnfartori [Slunstoue.

JAMES

I

Emulsion of Pure
Cod Liver Oil, with Hypophosphites,
For Affections of the Lungs and Wasting Diseases.
Du. ,J. SiMONArn, New Orleans, La., says: “1
can candidly declare Scott’s Emulsion is the finest
preparation of the kind that has ever been brought
l<> my notice.
In affections of the lungs and other
wasting diseases, we may consider it our most reliable agent.
In a perfectly elegant and agreeable

life without the blessing of a
an edifying conversation.
|K.

no

anil

All FIKST-CLASS

foldv

SURE

ginning.
A parcel of land commencing at

poke

They know too well that

Happiness is no other than soundness and
perfection ol mind. [Antonius.

-AM)-

SAFE,

Contis

A’oisous.

unit

Who has not been able to attend to his business for
years, was interviewed by our reporter yesterday,
and -ays: For years I was troubled with Bright’s
disease of the Ividii ys. The doctors gave me up.
Through an Eastern friend I obtained a bottle of
sulphur Bitters. I took live bottles and now 1 am
almost well. Keith sells them.—San Francisco
Call.

experience.

Fame never made u- lit* down contentedly
death bed. [Pope.

a

Dole Seat laps,

wants

Inn flics

CHARLES C08WR0YR !

Thought.

All is lip wisdom whirl]
[Sir Philip Svdney.

PH/ETONS,

K<kai*Minon(

Cure for

Scott's

Gems of

Jl'oni

PROMPT,

to

There is so little spring this year that tailors
don’t think it worth while to put spring bottoms on
trousers.

world goes by.
Take heart, little flowers," says ir:
“For often. 1 know, to the soub that aspire
Comes something better than their tiesire !’■
[St. Nicholas.

DOUBLE SEAT SURREYS,

in

1 i‘cc

a. m.

“One of our
cians after many trials and consultations without
benefit, gave l)r. Seth Arnold's Cough Killer a thorough trial, and pronounces it superior to any cough
remedy he ever saw. Any one wishing to know'
who the doctor is we will inform him.”—Minneapolis, Minn., Evening Afail.

“Tweet., tweet,” then says Parson Thrush.
Who b preaching up in a tr- e;
“Though you never may tly while the

1885. Stallion for Service. 1885.

Taken on execution in favor of
>Y GFOUOE G. PATTEK.SON and against AXEL HAYFOUD and WJLL1AM L. II AYFOUD and
will lie sold at public auction to tin* highest bidder
on Saturday, the 27th day of .June, A. D., ISS5, at
ten of tin* dock in the forenoon at the ollice of
1‘HILO HFUsEY, in Belfast, in said county, all
the right, title? and interest which the said AXEL
11 AYFOUD has or had on tin* lltli day of .June, A.
D., 1SS4, at 11 hours and 35 minute's in the fore?
noon, being the* time erf the attachment thereeif on
the original writ, in the following described pieces
or parcels of re*al estate situated in said Belfast,
whether such right, title and interest he, right of
redemption from levy e»r levies, mortgage, e-ontract, fee or otherwise, viz
A parcel of land bounded on the northeast by
Cedar street; on the southeast hv spring street ; on
the southwest by Charles stre'et, and a led o<-cupk*d
by Freeleriek vVording; and on the: northwest bysaid Wording lot, and a lot owned by Thomas Gaiinon, with the- buildings thereon.
A jiaree-l of land e-omme*n<-ing at a stake and (ones
on the south side: of Belmemt Avenue, ni ilu* northwest corner of laud forme*rly emnol by William L.
llayfor I; t-henee, south, at right angle's to said Belmont Avenue, twenty reels to a stake* and steuie s at
the corner of land of Arbe-lla Horsey; ihe-ne-e, west
at right angles, live roe Is; thenc.e, north at right
angles, t vventy rents to Belmont avenue*; thence east
by Belmont Avenue, live reals to the place of be

^ofefyjRE

Any.
oldest and most experienced physi-

night.

Portland

yawn at 1.30

a

Superior

is led to the world by a star.
Well, it surely b hard to feel one's wings.
And still be prisoned like wingless things.

or

Sheriff’s Sale.
YlfALDO 8. S.

“Yes, Adolphus, there is a terrible gap between
us,” s. id Susannah when her parlor young man

How you flutter, and reach, and climb!
How cag< r your wee fac**> are!
Aye. turned to tlie light till the blind old

Grocer?,

Dame.

coughs’,

An1 you tired of the company
Of the habains so dull and proud?
of the coxcombs hold and the marigold.
And the spider-wort wrapped in a cloud?
Have you not plenty of sunshine and dew.
And crowds of gay gossips to n bit y ou?

Tops,

Notre

On the 30th of last .January, the Sisters of the
most noted Catholic ladies seminary in the United
States, the famous Notre Dame, at Govanstown,
near Baltimore, Md., made public a card, certifying to the beneficial results attending the use of
R»*d Star Cough Cure in that institution. They
slate that they found It efficacious alike for relieving
oppressions on the chest and irritation of the throat. Officials of the Boards of
Health of Brooklyn, Baltimore and other cities
have likewise publicly proclaimed the virtues of
this new discovery, which is entirely free from
opiates, poisons and other objections.

The brown bees go humming aloft;
The humming-bird soars away;
The hutierlly blows like the leaf of a rose,
Off, off iu the sunshine gay ;
While you ueep over the garden wall.
Looking so wistfully after them all.

Extension

Famous

The

Sweet Peas.
Oli. what is the use of such pretty wings
If one never, never ean 11 y ?—
Pink and line as the clouds that shine
In the delicate morning sky.
With a perfume sweet as the lilies keep
Down iu their vases so white and deep.
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TH E subscriber hereby yives pul>lie notiee to all
1 eonrrrned, that she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Executrix of the
last will of
WOODARD FIERI H. late of Prospect,
County of Waldo, deceased, by ^ivitur bond
directs; she therefore requests all per
indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement
SITSAN PIERCE.
to her.
in the

as the law
sons who are

composed oi u.e D«-st /.me am:
Lead pigments, ground in l'ttre Lin.
Oil to thre-msistenry to useum:the brush.
Their great 1'mentss and
density of body forma a firm glos>y surface, nun.*
durable and permanent in color than can 1 e pioduced by any process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold nnder our positive '’uamnittoj purity,,&»'•*. to rep:-int any job u;'.m \\h.c.;iS
has been use* _nd failed to do good service.

For.sale by A. V BUU.KSS, 72 Main St., Belfast.
3m i*.i

